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• THE " MOORE: • ROPHY
The first Competition for our new Postal History Trophy has now been
held. Possibly, with the intervention of Christmas, there was insufficient time
for preparation, but the number of entries was a little disappointing - a total
of 10. Judging was by the method of Popular Vote, therefore the members present
were divided into three teams and each team judged the entries from one aspect:
Presentation & Conditions; Subject Knowledge or General Interest. The marks were
then added together to arrive at the final results which were announced as follows:

THE TROPHY was awarded to MR. R.A. HOYLE, of Halifax for a most interesting and
extremely well written up entry on EARLY CANCELLATIONS from straightline to Ticino ovals, RL. Verbano etc.
Second

MR. H. SHELDRAKE of Westcliffe-on-Sea, for an unusual entry on SWISS
SOLDIER STAMP COVERS, informatively described.

Third

MRf.L.E. STILES of London, for an entry on the CIRCULAR UNNAMED TPO
CANCELS, an usual subject dealt with most competently.

While congratulating Mr. Hoyle on his achievement, it is a little ironic
that the Trophy, having come from Yorkshire, should go back there so soon, but
emphasises the keenness of our Northern Group and shows that southern members
must try a little harder in the future.
There were several other entries on early cancellations, while more
adventurous subjects were 'Nachnahme Covers' and 'Early Postal Stationery'. No
doubt future entries will display many more facets of the subject.
As already stated this particular competition was for 1968, the first
date on the plaque and the Trophy will, therefore, be competed for again at our
Annual Cup Competition in May. As invited judges will be selecting the winners
on that occasion it will be interesting to see how the subject is dealt with then.

In addition to Mr. V.W. Hall of Bath, who attends many meetings, we
were also pleased to welcome Mr. H. Sheldrake and also Mr. & Mrs. H.E. Chapman
(of Eastbourne), who had travelled a considerable distance to be present.
Mr. Chapman informed the meeting that he has been granted permission
By Messrs. Zumstein to translate into English sections of the 'Specialised'
Catalogue, subject to their approval and on condition that it is published in
our 'Helvetia News Letter'. This is good news indeed, since it has long been
the wish of many Swiss collectors that this should be done. We would also like
tp congratulate Mr. Chapman on his courage in undertaking such a mammoth task.
We understand that the first section, on the U.P.U. 1900 issues,
has already been completed and publication will begin as soon as possible. It
is suggested that the 'Cross & Figure' and 'Standing Helvetia' issues should be
the next section, which would be of interest to the majority of collectors.

In addition to articles already in process, we have in hand some
new findings on the 'Express Labels' and have also just received permission from
the PTT to use a trans1,,,ion of their publication on 'The Development of the
Postmark' (of vintage issue but still full of interest) which has been sent to
us by our member Mr. F.J. Rosenthal of Maryland, U.S.A., and so hope to have
plenty to keep our readers interested during 1969.
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave.,Huddersfield Road.
Halifax, Yorks.
At the December meeting Mr. H.W.
Robertshaw introduced the subject for
study: FRANK STAMPS & 'PAID' MARKINGS,
detailing the various groups of stamps,
giving reasons for their issue and use
and displaying a comprehensive range
including Hospital Frank stamps, Franco
labels and cards, and 'PP' markings.
Mr. Highsted followed with a
wonderful array of Red Cross Frank
stamps and Red Cross seals, Official
Red Cross envelopes, Franco labels,
Internment camp cancellations etc.,
many being used on cover.
Dr. Ritchie showed examples of
Liechtenstein 'Paid' markings, while
Mr. Gilchrist showed an example of the
1871 'Gratis' issue on cover.
The report on the January meeting
is held over, owing to lack of space.
The next Northern Group meeting
will be on Saturday, 1st February,
when the subject will be 'FISCALS' and the
Discussion Leader Mr. J.N. Highsted.
----o0o

POSTMARK

THE SECRETARY-cum-EDITOR wishes to
thank the many Members who sent Christmas Greetings - too many for individual
acknowledgement - but greatly appreciated.
Best wishes to all for a Very Good 1969,
UNITED NATIONS STAMPS TO CEASE
From Mr. C. Rauch of Chelmsford
comes the following news item:
Resulting from a new agreement
signed on 11th December 1968 at the
Palais des Nations in Geneva, between
the Swiss PTT and the United Nations,
the U.N. Office in Geneva will, as from
the autumn of 1969, cease to use the
stamps issued by the Swiss PTT since 1922.
Instead stamps similar to those
issued in New York will be used, but
wcu4 of course, have values in terms of
Swiss currency. The first will be as
the types current in New York but with
minor changes, including different
colour shades and values from 5 or 10 c.
up to Fr.3.
It should be noted that this change
applies only to the U.N. European Office
and not to the stamps of other, International organisations sited in
Switzerland which will retain their
own stamps as at present.

COLLECTIONS - AND‘LOTS

From an exceptional purchase I can offer the following - all
(The material is mostly on pieces unless
are excellent value.
covers are mentioned).
.00
170 Slogans (1930's onwards) - some duplication
45 Line postmarkswith & without crosses, and PP strikes ...

00.

30/-

403 Ambulant marks (from about 1915) arranged according to types and
...
with handdrawn illustrations of key types
33 Covers 'Town Centenaries', including some scarce items
Collection of Railway stamps (57 loose + 80 on pieces with
O..
Good lot!
station strikes).

30/-

£12/10/-

000

£12!-!-

000

£10/10/7

Superb collection of Pictorial Holiday postmarks, stated to be
complete to 1966 except for 13 items. Cat value of stamps
(over 1/- each) is approx. £25. Rare lot, virtually
•••
.00
impossible to build up to-day.
Collection of Railway Station postmarks. One of the most complete
collections ever offered on the market, very, strong in
Private Railway strikes of which there are 426 examples!
In all 1143 items (including 48 covers)

£50/-/-

£85/-/-

6 Collections of Town Postmarks. I cannot describe these in detail
but as a rule they start about 1875, to modern times. Highly
interesting to follow the change in postmarks types - inexpensive.
(Nos. quoted are approx. items in each lot):
30/( 75)
, LAUSANNE
60/(120)
BASEL
30/60)
(
ST. GALL
40/( 80)
BERN
65/-'
(200)
ZURICH
30/( 75)
GENEVA
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SWISS PALM:6 TIVIR CANCELLRTONS
Part IX

y R.L. CHRISTIAN

The 'C.J.'
came into being on
1st January 1944
with the merger of
the SaignelegierChaux-de-Fonds
(S.C.) Regional
Porrentruy-Bonfol
(R.P.B.), Regional
SaignelegierGlovelier (R.S.G.)
and TavannesNoirmont (T.T.N.)
companies.

CHEMIN-de-FER DU JURA -

1.14?

Chaux-de-Fonds - Saignelegier was opened in 1892. It passes through Les Bois

and Le Noirmont and is 16- 11 miles long. Cancellations on this route had the text 'Chaux de Fonds-Saignelegier/Poste Amb.' in
Type A (11bars) 1924-34 and (8 bars) 1929-34.
The section of line TramelanTavannes was opened on 16th August
1884 and is one of the lines which
used Type D cancellations with 7
bars from 1885 to 1909, the text
reading 'Tramelan-Tavannes/
Regional',

• 1,441.,.• tudt.

4

A line from Tramelan to Le
Noirmont was opened on 16th Dec.
1913 and the company became the
'Chemin-se-Per Tavannes-Noirmont'.
or

s9e

4t'iiettfir;lietei
Lyt:se
VINS'

Cancellations 'TavannesNoirmont/Poste Amb.' are known in
Type A (12 bars) 1916-22 and
Type F 1929.
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LANGNAU-SOLOTHURN.

A line was opened from Burgdorf to Derendingen on 26th May,
1875 and from Biberist on this
line to Solothurn on 4th Dec. 1876.
The stretch between Biberist and
Derendingen was closed on 30th
June, 1884. The line now forms
part of the Emmental-BurgdorfThun 'EBT'. Type A cancellations (8 bars) are known from 1911
to 1935.
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Continued

This company was closed on 1st January,
1942 with the merger of the Emmentalbahn

and of the Bt.rgdorf-Thun Bahn (B.T.)
The Burgdorf-Thun line is a standard gauge line 251/2 miles long, which was
opened on 21st July, 1899. It was the first normal gauge railway in Europe to
be electrified. Cancellations use the text 'Thun-Burgdorf-Thun/Bahnpost'
Type A (8 bars) 1912-53 And Type E 1944-68.
The 1E.B.T.' is also responsible for the exploitation of the 'Vereinigte
Huttwil Bahnen (V.H.B.), comprising the lines Langenthal-Huttwil, HuttwilWolhusen and Ramsei-Sumiswald-Huttwil.

Langenthal-Wolhusen:

The section from Langenthal to Huttwil was opened on 1st
November, 1889 and followed by the section HuttwilWolhusen on 9th May, 1895. The line was electrified in 1945. Cancellations
used read 'Langenthal-Wo1husen/Bahnpost', Type A (8 bars) 1911-34; Type E
1941-68 and 'Wolhusen-Langenthal-Wolhusen/Bahnpost', Type F, 1923-54.
The 75th Anniversary of the Langenthal-Huttwil Bahn was celebrated in 1964
by the use of a special mobile post office cancellation.
Ramsei-Sumiswald-Huttwil - R.S.H.B. :
This line was opened on 1st June, 1908
and electrified in 1945/46. Cancellations in Type A
(8 bars) 1908-37 and Type E 1946-68. It seems still to be widely used.

FERROVIE LUGANESI - F.L.
The line Lugano-Ponte Tresa was
Opened on 5th June, 1912. It is metre
gauge, 7.11 miles long and from its
inauguration has been electrified at
1,000 volts.
Cancellations reading 'Ambulante/
Lugano-Ponte-Tresa' in Type A (12 bars)
are known from 1919 to 1959 and were

probably used from 1912.
A new type
similar to F is now in use (1963-68).
(To be continued)
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1969 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
Preliminary information on the projected new issues for-1969
received and is as follows:
No. Values
Rt.
5
Publicity stamps - Series I
13 Feb.
10
50 years of Federation of Swiss Girl Guides
20
Opening of first Planetarium in Switzerland
30
50 years of the Comptoir Suisse, Lausanne
50
5th Gymnaestrada, Basel 1969
200
50 years of air-mail service in Switzerland
28 Apr.
29 May

18 Sept.

2

Europe - CEPT

'Pro Patria - Medieval stained glass
St. Francis and the birds - Convent church
of KHnigsfelden
The 'Moses Spring' - Berne Cathedral
St. Christopher - from LHufelingen Church
(now in Historical Museum, Basle)
Virgin S. Child - ' Maria of Flums' (now in Swiss National Museum, ZUrich)

Cost
Fr.

3.10
-.80

10 + 10
20 + 10
30 + 10
50 + 20

1.60

10
20
30
50
80

1.90

20
30
50

1.00

5

Portraits
Ulrich Zwingli
Henri Guisan
Francesco Borromini
Othmar Schoeck
Germaine de StHel
Publicity stamps - Series II
'Swiss Alps' - Kreuzberge
Children and road safety
50 years of International Labour Office (OIT)

27 Nov.

30
50

has been

'PRO JUVENTUTE' - Indiginous Birds
Goldfinch
Thrush
' Mauerlaufer' (translation not yet found)
Jay
Total:

4
10
20
30
50
23

+
+
+
+

10
20
10
20
1.60
Fr.10.00

The above programme is provisional and may be amended, if necessary.
Full details of each issue are available 5-6 weeks in advance and will be given
in our 'Helvetia News Letter.'

U HO rr v

rw
sz)
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On 13th February 1969 the first series of stamps publicising national
events will be issued and consists of 5 values:
50 Years of the Federation of Swiss Girl Guides, 1919-1969. From modest
beginnings the 7 ederation has developed, within the last 50 years, into a
well-knit organisation consisting of 190 sections with a total of 15,000 members.
The jubilee stamp points to one of the principal aims of the Organisation, which
is to develop the health and character of young girls.
10 c.

20 C.

Opening of the first planetarium in Switzerland. On 1st July 1969 the
Museum of Transport and Communications in Lucerne can look back on the
first ten years of its history and to mark the event will open, on this date, the
first Swiss planetarium which, as an educational instrument of national interest,
may well become one of the main attractions of the Museum. The symbolic representation of the Pegasus constellation conveys, in an imaginative way, the idea of
the universe, which the planetarium proposes to bring nearer to the visitor.
30 c.

50 Years of the Comptoir Suisse, Lausanne t 1919-1969. The two lions
which appear in the coat-of-arms of the city of Lausanne, together with
the insignia of Mercury and the Beaulieu exhibition building have formed the
emblem of the Comptoi- e. Suisse these last 50 years. At the request of the Fair
management these elements are being shown without any change in the design of the
jubilee stamp.
50 c.

5th Gymnaestrada, Basel 1969. The Gymnaestrada is a world event in
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PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series I -

Continued

It
gymnastics initiated by the Dutch teacher of calisthenics, J.H.F. Sommer.
the
in
years,
4
every
d
occurre
was held in 1953 for the first time and has since
every
of
either
and
sex
of
s
Gymnast
years following those of the Olympic Games.
no
age take part in the common exercises extending over 5 days. There are
trada
Gymnaes
The
shed.
establi
contests, nor are any prizes awarded or ranks
and to give
merely proposes to promote calisthenics as part of physical education
1969. Its
July,
5
1
from
Basle
it a broader base. This year it will be held in
strips
coloured
the
picture,
emblem has been taken as the subject for the stamp
event.
the
of
r
suggesting flags, point to the international characte
50 Years of the Air-Mail Service in Switzerland, 1919-1969. The flight
Zurich-Berne-Lausanne undertaken on 30th April 1919 ushered in the Swiss
of the
air-mail service. This special postage stamp marks the 50th anniversary
s
contrast
and
service,
Air-Mail
to-day's
of
ance
signific
the
event and emphasises
an old DH-3 machine with a modern DC-8.
On 30th April 1969 the Pro Aero Foundation will undertake a commemorative
will
flight over the route which had first been served. Details of this flight
.
be published as soon as the details are released

2 fr.

Printing details are as follows:
10 c.
20 c.
30 c.
50 c.
2 Fr.

Camp and emblem of Federation of Swiss Girl Guides - four colours:
green/grey/blue/red
Winged horse (Pegasus constellation) - two colours: dark blue/grey
Emblem of the Comptoir SLisse: four colours: red/grey/light brn/green
Emblem of the Gymnaestrada - five colours: dark blue/light blue/red/
green/silver
blue/red
rk
Two aircraft (DH-3 & DC-8) - three colours: blue/da
50 c. Herbert Leupin, Basle
2 Fr. Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich

Designers:

10 c. Erhard Meier, Winterthur
20 c. Hans Erni, Meggen
30 c. Pierre Monnerat, Lausanne

Printing:

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
White, with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres.
Paper:
No. of Sheets:

No, of stamps per sheet: 50

Two (A & B).

y
The stamps will be on sale, with unlimited validity, from 13th Februar
and
offices
post
all
at
in place of the ordinary stamps until stocks are exhausted,
philatelic bureaux.
Specially printed first day covers will be available, one for each value
simple
and one to take the whole set; also collection sheets and folders. A
BERN '3000
reading:
,
February
13th
on
used
be
will
double circle cancellation
13.2.69 - AUSGABETAG.'
THE P.T.T. 1968 CHRISTMAS CARD

Really fine collections are
built up with care, by careful
Once again the Swiss Postal Authorbest stamps or
ities place their numerous correspondents selection of the
add even greater
which
items
unusual
under a sense of deep appreciation for
interest.
their splendid card, expressing multiWishes.
Good
seasonal
their
lingually,
To do this you must compare
The front panel of the card shows material with what you already have.
in brilliant colours - one of the
pictures from Ernst Witzig's superb
Items supplied by means of
designs from Lausanne Cathedral, the
my approval selections, or to your
30 + 10 C. value depicting LIBRA - the
own Want Lists, enables this to be
Balance. A copy of the actual stamp is
done easily and to your advantage.
included on page 3, neatly 'tied' by a
Bern 3000 cancel.
For all requirements you
Laudanne's Cathedral, consecrated
cannot do better than choose from
lovely
its
for
famous
justly
is
1275,
in
my extensive stocks.
portal and glorious rose window. The
latter comprises 105 stained glass panels
showing the Creation, the Seasons and
Months, the four Elements, the Heavenly
Bodies and Signs of the Zodiac.
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

S EMS R[NG-

Cordial thanks, P.T.T.

FHB SMITH.

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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POSTS OF LRIKE ZURICH
by ALFRED H. MUELLER (of ZUrich)

INTRODUCTION by the President
Following up my idea that members would write this series, Herr Mueller
agreed that we might translate his authoritative and comprehensive article on
this little-known subject, and immediately another of our members volunteered
to translate it. Here then is the translation by

DR. FELIX GANZ of Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
Part 1,

Early History

Lake ZUrich, almost from time immemorial, has always been the 'great
waterway' which connected all communities on its shores and the City of ZUrich.
The earliest references are most likely those in the 9th century "Miracula
sancorum in Fuldenses ecclesias translatorum auctore Rudolfo". They mention the
moving of goods from Italy to Fulda in Germany by way of Lake arich. Also
chronicled are reports of women pilgrims who were brought to Kempten (Allgau)
by boat.
There are no known documents which might describe shipping on the lake
in the early Middle Ages, but we can assume that there was such traffic then
because at the beginning of the 10th century arich grew in importance from a
' vicus publicus' to a 'civitas' with market privileges. In the following
centuries ZUrich became a way station of the greatest importance on the most
active trading route from Germany to Italy, across the Alps and vice-versa, and
arich developed her own silk export trade.
In a Customs waybill of the beginning of the 13th century (published
by George v. Wyss as an appendix to his "History of the Abbey of ZUrich"), are
clues to what items must have been transported on Lake Zurich. These were
1.

2.
3.
4.

Foreign wines most likely from Greece or Cyprus, for use as sacramental
wines, as well as wines for domestic use from the Valtellina, a most important trade throughout the Middle Ages.
Salt, mostly originating from Hall (Tyrol) or from Reichenhall (Bavaria)
Iron and other metal goods from Lombardy.
Iron ore mined in Flums and Gonsen in the Upper Rhine Valley, in Montabun
and in the Poschiavo valley.

From ZUrich and surroundings, grain and Local wine were shipped to the
Grisons and to Central Switzerland. These originated in Alsace or in N.E.
Switzerland,
From 1336 (with the Guild reform laws) the Boatmens' Guild, ranking
twelfth of the atrich Guilds, handled Most of the lake shipping. After decades
of bickering the Guild, in 1425, split in an 'Upper Waters' and a 'Lower Waters'
society.
Of these, the 'Upper Waters' society undertook actual shipping
obligations, including the transportation of pilgrims to Einsiedeln and other
shrines. Einsiedeln, sanctuary of St. Meinrad, was one of the great shrines of
Europe. It was visited by about 10,000 pilgrims every year. Three pilgrim
routes converged on Lake Virich; one from Bavaria (via St.Gall-RickenpassSchmerikon), another from Swabia (by way of Fischingen-H8rnlie-RUtli-Rapperswil),
and the third from Baden (the German Duchy) by way of Waldshut and up the rivers
Aare and Limmat to ftrich. Most pilgrims used the boats for at least part of
their trip: Thus the pilgrim boats were most active on the lines SchmerikonLachen, Rapperswil-Hurden and Zfirich-Richterswil.
During the 15th and 16th centuries, the lake traffic was heaviest between ZUrich Horgen and between arich and Rapperswil (a little city belonging
to Austria until 1464). The ZUrich-Rapperswil boats served the routes to the
Grisons and Glarus; the line ZUrich-Horgen continued overland to Central
Switzerland (Schwyz, Zug etc.) Apart from these principal lines, much local
traffic was conducted, mainly by village boatmen, between the City and all the
other shore communities.
Until almost the end of the 15th century, Rapperswil and Schmerikon
were the terminals oL the ZUrich shipping, and only in the mid-16th century was
the boat traffic extended to include the Walensee to the East.
In a book by Hans Erhard Esther, the different types of boats which
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THE SHIP POSTS OF LAKE ZURICH (Continued)
plied the lake waters in the 17th century are described! They were the 'Nawen',
capable of carrying 250 cwts., half INawen', of about half that capacity and
' Weidlinge', of still half capacity again, but fast and well suited for the
comfortable transport of about 20 passengers. There were also small fishing
boats that held containers for the transporting of live fish for the ZUrich market,
and finally the dunk hunters' boats, which could double as passenger boats for
abour 4 persons (if the lake was calm). Escher reports that exact rules governed
all this shipping and boat movements. An 'ordinary boat' sailed from or to ZUrich
on certain days: on Monday, the Meilen village boatmen rowed to KUssuacht and to
Herliberg in the afternoon, etc.etc. Daily there were 3 or 4 ships from and to
ZUrich, connecting especially with the communities on the right shore of the lake.
The biggest day was Friday - Market Day. Then, there was, regardless of the
number of passengers, always an 'ordinary' boat that went from ZUrich to Lachen,
stopping only once en route, at the Rapperswil bridge. It left at the evening
bell and travelled all night, taking merchants home from the Market to Glarus and
points beyond.
Boat connections were the only way to travel in that region until the
beginning of the 19th century. Roads along the lake were practically non-existent, or in miserable condition, and even as late as the 1840's the two shore
roads are classed, in Gerald Meyer von Knonau's writings, as 'strictly secondary'.
They were built from 1833 on.
Meyer von Knonau also describes the boats of Lake ZUrichki greater detail.
He mentions 'adischiffes or great 'Nachen/Nauen/Nawen' of 60 - 75 ft. in length,
with a beam of about 7 ft., capable of carrying 400-500 cwts; 'Half-Nachen' about
55 ft. by 6 ft., carrying 250/300 cwts., fast 'Weidlinge' about 40 - 60 ft. long
and 4 - 6 ft. wide with a load capacity of 80-200 cwts., 'Ager' boats, 30 -40 ft.
by 4 - 41/2 ft., and a capacity of 50-80 cwts., 'Schallupen't almost exclusively
fpr transporting passengers, 16 - 30 ft. by 2 - 31/2 ft., small 'Weidlinge' for
4-5 people and with two oars only; 'Fischergransli', small boats only used for
fishing. All the boats were flat-bottomed; the larger ones had a 40-50ft.mast from
which the sails flew in a quasi square-rigger manner. These large sailing boats,
the 'LAdischiffe' for a very long time were the typical ships of the lake.
Hardmeyer-Jenny's sketches of lake episodes in'the 'ZUrcher Wochen Chronik'
tell how the 'LHdischiff'carried passengers and freight and of the customs
Observed on those boats: there were
CATALOGUES
special compartments for freight,
N
UMSTEI
1964Z
for parcels and for letter mail; the
EUROPE - Price 60/- + 4/6d. postage
centre of the heat was covered and straw
& packing
mats provided resting places for night
With thumb index 66/- + 4/6 post
passengers; animals had a separate
& packing
section; ships always stopped in Feldmeilen where hard liquor, burnt-flour
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size
soup, soup, coffee and wine could be
Price 7/- + 1/- post & packing
consumed. The Water Gate at ZUrich opened
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALIZED
at exactly 6 a.m., and having disembarked
XIXth Edition 1968 (no new edition
in front of the 'Raben', where the piers
in 1969)
were located, everyone went about his
Price 35/- + 4/6d. post & packing
business in either part of the city.
Hardmeyer also gives references to the
The trustworthy guide for specialists
cross-lake traffic, handled generally by
of the stamps of these two countries.
the small 'SchalUppli'boats, with their
Please order from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS
pointed sails. (To be continued)
Ltd., Durham House, 16 John Adam St.,
London, W.C.2.
The next ingalment deals with the
dawn of the Steam Age and its effect on
Supplements to the catalogues are
the lake shipping and on the Posts.)
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKENZEITUNG. Annual fee 30/- - with
NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
extra supplement on white paper 34/-.
On Wednesday, February 12th at
6.30 p.m. at the Kingsway Hall, when .
Miss A. Grunberg will give a display of
For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
'PRE-STAMP COVERS'. Time permitting a
EUROPE - send your Want Lists to
short Auction may also be held.
CIE
ZUMSTEIN
On March 12th we shall have a visit
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
from our President, Mr.L.Moore - don't
CH-300I, BERNE.
P.O. Box 2585,
miss this date.
KIEBY DUPLICATING SERVICE HAVERING ATTE BOWER MUM -ESSEX
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.BOOKLET STAMPS
By Dr. F.

Ganz

My recent comments on the subject of mixed paper booklets in
the September H.N.L. seem to have caused some confusion and, therefore, I feel
that perhaps a complete (?) listing of all types and kinds of the postrider and
monument series in booklet form might be beneficial - before the arrival of the
latest and last batch in 1969-69.
There exist;
1. On white paper only
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
2.

4

On luminous paper only;
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

3.

10 x 5 Rp. strip (50 Rp.) in yellow cover - several different
advertisements on front and back cover
8 x 5 9 8 x 10 9 4 x 20 nip. (2 Fr.) - cream cover
4 x 5, 12 x 10, 8 x 20 Pp. (3 Fr.) - orange cover
12 x 5 9 20 x 10, 12 x 20 -1 p . (5 Fr,) - blue cover
8 x 5, 12 x 10, 12 x 20,
x 50 (6 Fr.) - green cover

10 x 10 Rip . strip (1 Fr.) - yellow cover - several different
advertisements on front and back cover
4 x 5, 12 x 10, 8 x 20
(3 Fr.) - salmon cover
12 x 5, 20 x 10 9 12 x 20
(5 Fr.) - blue cover
10 x 10 (2 empty labels), 8 x 20, 8 x 30 (5 Fr.) - green cover

Items (a), (b) and (f) generally were available only through vending
machines.
On mixed papers

(k)

12 x 5 (LP), 12 x 10 (WP), 8 x 10 (LP), 12 x 20 (WP) (5 Fr.)
blue cover
0 x 5 (WP), 12 x 10 (LP), 12 x 20 (LP), 4 x 50 (WP) (6*Fr.)
o
green cover

All panes (and thus booklets) exist with selvage at left
either white, or with crosses printed on, excluding the strip booklets,
I
have examples of all the above. If anyone knows of any other examples of
mixed paper or all-lumo paper, I would be glad to hear of them.
....awrommatase

WATCH

youa

POSTMARKS !

Mr. S. S. Beale of Exeter reports an interesting little find;
"Looking through some postcards recently to see if there was anything unusual
in the way of postmarks, I came upon one of Eismeer (Bern). Underneath the
name was '3161 M.u/m. 1
As I had rarely seen one like this I checked in the
official PTT list and found it given as 3158 M.u/m.
This set me wondering
(a) whether the distance had been re-measured since the date on the card (1911),
and (b) whether anyone had demanded a recount to make quite sure where the
other 3 metres had gone.
Perhaps someone can offer an explanation?"
NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
An extra large attendance is expected at the meeting on WEDNESDAY, 12th
March, at 6.30 p.m., to welcome our President, MR. L. MOORE, and to see his
display.
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WING COMMANDER B.F. BULSTRODE JOINS
AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
readers might like to know
that Wing Commander R.F.Bulstrode, who
has written many articles for the 'Swiss
Philatelist' has joined the staff of The
Amateur Collector Ltd. He has, in fact,
been an expert on Swiss stamps for a
long time. His collection, started in
1917, is today, if not the most valuable
probably the most interesting Swiss
His
Collection in this country.
and
Posts
Hotel
specialities are the
Proofs and Essays.

1MAUERLHUFER'

Our member, Mr.J.R.G. Turner of
York has sent the following note on
this bird which is to be used in the
1969 Pro Juventute series.
"This is known in English as the
Nall-creeper' (French Tichodrome
echelette). Unfortunately for us this
beautiful bird is confined to the
Pyrenees, Alps, Appenines, the mountainous parts of the Balkans, the
Carpathians and the Tatra, although it
spreads out more widely in winter. It
nests in deep crevices in cliffs and
inhabits ravines, cliffs and ruined
buildings."

Wing Commander Bulstrode was in
charge of Air Traffic Control in the
Crimea for one of Winston Churchill's
visits to Stalin and for British and
RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS
American flights to and from the Yalta
Steueramuestie )
Conference the following year. He is a
Various le )
founder member of the Guild of Air Traffic Amnistie fisca
from 15 Jan.
)
le
fisca
tia
Amnis
Control Officers and from 1956 until his
1969
retirement this year was Superintendent
ionnats du Monde de Skibob
Champ
.
at
ol
Contr
ic
Traff
Air
of
ge
of the Colle
fey. 1969 - Montana-Crans 6-9
Bournemouth (Hum) Airport.
3962 Montana-Vermala, 3963 Granssur Sierre to 9th Feb.
CS? - mars - le mois du centre social
PTT CHRISTMAS CARD 1966
protestant - 1200 Geneve, 15 Feb.
31 Mar.
Has anyone got an example which
mars
of?
se
13-23
dispo
le
to
ng
amobi
willi
l'aut
be
de
Salon
they would
to 22 Mar.
a
East
Genev
2616
1200
of
e
lor
Gentv
P.Tay
1969
Mr.J.
Our member
,
Canada
B.C.
12,
ver
21st Avenue, Vancou
PICTORIAL SLOGAN - from 22nd Jan.
is anxious to obtain one. He is willsome
in
pense
ing to purchase or recom
ZURICH - Stadt der sch8nen Geschafte
other way.

,HOW TO

T TO STAMPEX 1969
1- i."... F:

f,:i. TRATITAL 1

1 S ira MPEX 194

--,-____I
..-„, --..,
ST I AS PARK
LI ND STA

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
STAMPEX 1969 - STAND 27

STATION

THIS IS SWISS AIR-MAIL
JUBILEE YEAR, AND THE
P.T.T. WILL BE SHOWING A
SPECIAL DISPLAY ON THIS

[

THEME WITH MATERIAL FROM

1,, H S NEW HALL

STAM PEX 1969

THEIR ARCHIVES.
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD. WILL ALSO HAVE .
SPECIAL ITEMS ON VIEW,
TOGETHER WITH OUR EXCELLENT
STOCK, AND BARGAIN
COLLECTIONS AND LOTS

MAIN LINE STATIONS

Victoria
Charing Cress
Woterloo
CAR PARK

Rochester Row

TUBE STATIONS
St, James's Park
Westminster
Victoria
BUSES
Via Victoria Street
Routes: 10, 11, 24. 29, 39, 46, 76, 127, 134
and 149
Via Horseterry Road Routes: 10, 46, 149
and 70
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EXPRESS

LABELS

FURTHER DISCOVERIES

by I. Tillen
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The huge routing
label, drawn to actual size,
105 x 74 mm., is my latest
discovery in the search for
different types of Swiss
Express Labels.
It is gummed on the
back and is affixed to the
outside of a larger envelope into which the express
item is put and is sent by
any train or station-master
who accepts it after hours
or at week-ends and thus is
transported by non-postal
train personnel in the
absence of a T.P.O.

All the directions
appear in three languages
and the only example I have
Type 14
so far seen apparently
travelled to Glarisegg b/Steckborn by train No.3922, although another train
number, 4249, also appears on the label. This label was kindly loaned to me
by Dr. Felix Ganz, to whom I am also indebted for the above information regarding its usage.
I have designated it Type 14 and if any readers of this article
have such a label - either by itself or on cover - I would like to hear from
them as I wish to ascertain its period of use in Switzerland. Apparently the
labels were printed in 1950.
'Dringlich/Urgent' Labels (now Four apes seen)
0, •
•,,••••,

"n••n14,i7•1•0••••,10.1

e 16

Type 11
Type 16:

Size 48 x 33 mm.

Type 17:

Size 47 x 34 mm.

Type 17

I have seen in Dr. Ganz's collection of Express Labels three new types of the
'Dringlish/Urgent' label.
The only type
previously seen by me was Type 11, approx.
half the size of the others, included for
comparison purposes with Types 15, 16 & 17.
Type 152
Size 48 x 34 mm. Black on purpleviolet, top & bottom perforated.
Black on reddish-purple/magenta, top & bottom perf.
Top & bottom perforated. Black on (a) lilac and
(b) violet paper; with town name and parcel
registry number.
(Only Thun and Basel seen to date;

Type 16 has been seen used in 1957 and Types 17 & 18 in 1962 6, 1963
respectively. Dr. Ganz tells me that these I Dringlich/Urgene labels should
be affixed if a letter is posted after hours, but often may be seen used in
lieu of Express labels in local delivery rayons of under 10 km. distance.
Further new types of ordinary Express Labels
Type 18:

This new type is similar to Type 2 but has larger letters in the
upper wording (Eilsendung).
In Type 2 the height of these letters
is Pi mm.
In Type 18 it is 3-11 mm.
It is like Type 12 in that it is on
transparent paper. I have only seen these two types on transparent paper.
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EXPRESS LABELS - Continued
The size of Type 18 is 62 x 18 mm. - black on
crimson-red onionskin paper (transparent).
Usage so far known is only 19th Feb. 1926 from
Zurich to Basel.
Type 19. Dr. Ganz's remarks on this label
Black
read: 'Size 15 x 70 mm.
Type 18
on pink paper - some sides usually zit by
scissors rather than torn or rouletted marks.'
The comment on the scissor cut set me thinkPorch Expressex)
ing that possibly this label has been cut
off my Type 13, which as stated in a previous article, has 3 lines of wording and is
Cut by scissors h
the same size horizontally (70 mm.) as this
Tyne 19
one; my large Type 13 has been used in
I would like to know if
Sept. 1908, so the dates seem to confirm this theory.
any readers have seen this label not cut on one side.
•

My Type 2 has the folllwing characteristics; Size 4
and bottom rouletted; black on dark carmine paper;
Now I have discovered sub-types of this with rouletting lines
I also have this type (a) rouletted all round and (b) top and

Type 2.

nnn•

*ea

9 x 16 mm. Top
frame round text.
printed in black.
bottom only.

My Type 3 described as black on BUFF paper might also be called
black on salmon-orange paper (Dr. Gar's description of his copies).
There are apparently two sub-types of this one (a) rouletted all round and (b)
Dates recorded for (a): 7.IX.21; 7.XI.21 and
rouletted only top and bottom.
I have both types in
25.11.18, and for (b): 4.V11.22; 2.IX.18 and 17.1X.19.
I am indebted to Dr. Ganz for the above.
my collection but no dates for (b).

Type 3.

Type 3A. This is Type 3 but on pinkish carmine paper instead of the buff or
orange, I also have rouletted all round on a card dated 12.VIII.13.
Dr. Ganz has it rouletted top and bottom.
Type 10B. I am informed this also exists both perforated top and bottom and
rouletted top and bottom and also in many different shades of red
— _
such as dull carmine and darkcarmine.

Avch Scot-di-1gs zusref(en
Finally some notes on the latest label
which I will designate as Type 20: Size
11 Cti8ri"ibt/GT. e cilmonche
47 x 17 mm. Top & bottom rouletted.
Since 1967 this new Sunday Delivery Express DQ
Label has been in use. The label is
bright red with the printed message in
Type
This is the
spaced out WHITE letters.
only Express label to have the lettering in white and so is an entirely new type.
Apparently there is in use in Switzerland a rubber handRubber hands tamp:
stamp which is used in conjunction with a red-ink pad to
label produce a stamp of Express identical to my Type I. The size of this
if it can be so called - is 39 x 1311 mm. and on the cover now in my possession
(obtained from Dr. Ganz) it is partly cancelled across a U.S. stamp on a special
bears an inland
delivery letter from the U.S.A. to Switzerland. The cover also
Where
United States special delivery label and a U S. purple handstamp 'EXPRES',
the latter has beenaapplied neither Dr. Ganznor myself know.

c

' bur

The above shows the mark on the envelope described;
although it is not really a label but a red-ink handstamp I thought it worth mentioning in this article.
Once again I would be pleased if any readers have any
covers with a similar handstamp so that I can give it
a period of use. My letter is dated March 1964.
NEW TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS
1806 ST. LEGIER - Tranquilite et verdure
(K.490) from 15 Jan.
2072 ST. BLAISE (K.491) from 3 Feb.
3045 MEIKIRCH - Ausgangspunkt sch8ner
Wanderungen (K.492) from 3 Feb.
6048 HORN - Halbinsel am Vierwaldstgttersee (K.493) - from 6 Feb.
1880 BEX - Ses bains salins - sonciimat

SPECIAL CANCELLATION
50 Years of International Labour
Office in Geneva. During 1969
from 15 Jan. to 30 Dec. correspondence
from this office will be franked with
a special cancel showing the letters
1.1.3 I Tt in a laurel wreath between
the dates '1919' and 11960, and
1211 GENEVE 22.

By Alfred H. Mueller (ZUrich) - Translated by Dr. Felix Ganz (Chicago)
Part 2. The Steam Age and its Effect on the Ship Traffic
The advent of technical progress in the early 19th century also affected
In 1834 Messrs. Caspar & Lammin (not of ZUrich,
the traffic on Lake ZUrich,
though financially supported by burghers of that City) ordered the first steamship from an English firm. Named 'Minerva', she sailed on her maiden voyage on
July 19th, 1835 at 11.00 a.m., with salvos of guns, ringing of bells and partiShe made the trip to Rapperswil in 2 hours,
cipation by the entire population.
returning the same evening to ZUrich. After this initial voyage she plied
between these two cities daily, calling at Kussnacht, lannedorf, Stafa and
Richterswil, but there were no piers, so passengers had to be ferried ashore by
In 1837 a second vessel, the 'Linth-Escher', built in Zurich by
small craft.
C. Escher, was launched and she sailed between ZUrich and Richterswil. A third
The
ship, the 'Republikaner', was put into service by a third company in 1839.
'ZUrichunited
a
only
1852
by
and
competition brought financial troubles
Walensee Shipping Company' survived. More steamers were added to the fleet,
including side-wheelers, one of which, the small 'Dolphin' was put into service
on the treacherous Walensee, but after only 5 months she sank during a severe
alpine storm in the night of December 16/17th 1850, with the loss of the entire
(A time-table of 1846 showed a daily
crew, 16 passengers and the mail clerk.
service leaving Walenstadt at 9.30 a.m. for Weesen, serving Unterterzen„ Murg
and MUhlehorn, abd returning from Weesen at 2.30 p.m. for Walenstadt).
By 1864, another shipping company had established connections, mostly
on the left shore of Lake ZUrich„ but in 1868 the two rival enterprises joined
forces, with a total of 13 ships, under the name 'Dampfbootgesellschaft fUr den
Upon the conclusion of the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, the lake
ZUrichsee l .
traffic flourished again and additional ships were put into service. But a new
threat became imminent from 1870 when the concession for railway lines along
both shores had been given to various groups of promoters, and the shipping
company foresaw its being crowded out of business by losing its complete freight
operations to the faster rail service when initiated. Although a general
increase in trade and travel could be expected from the new transportation means,
the shipping interests attempted to solve any crisis before it could become
fatal. So in 1874 they concluded an agreement with the North-Eastern Railway
(Nordostbahn), which thus acquired the entire flotilla, including a partly
completed vessel, as well as all other assets - and debts - for Sw.Fr.250,000,
Stockholders received no cash, but rail stock instead and when the first trains
started to run alongside Lake ZUrich on Sept. 18th, 1875, all the lake shipping
had belonged to the Railway Company for more than a year.

Zurich in 1860 - the old wharves
In 1890, however, a new shipping company was formed, with the
specific aim of providing a 'waterbus' type of local transportation in and near
When
ZUrich, with special small boats called 'Schwalben' (steam swallows).
agreement
new
a
1901
in
the N.O.B. became part of the Federal Railway system
between rail and shipping interests was concluded. This led to a contract of
1902 by which the S.B.B. donated free of cost, all lake properties (ships, piers
etc.), which had belonged to the N.O.B. to a 'Lake Tramway Shipping Company',
which had been founded in 1890, from which date this society had served all the
(Continued on page 14.)
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax.
'GOING FOR A SONG' - regular television viewers will no doubt have watched
with envy the knowledge displayed by the
experts on this popular programme and at
the January meeting N.Group members were
asked to try to describe and explain
various philatelic terms and problems.
A wide variety of material was produced,
including temporary cancels, forgeries,
steamer marks, postal abbreviations, a
wide range of postmarks and postage due
material. Marks were awarded for each
member's efforts and Mr.Highsted emerged
the winner, with Mr.Hug second and Dr.
Ritchie third. All agreed that this had
been an entertaining and enjoyable afternoon, although many (like your reporter)
will probably spend some late nights in•
philatelic study before venturing to
display their knowledge again.
At the February meeting members
were privileged to see a wonderful array
of SWISS FISCAL STAMPS by Mr. Highsted.
His display consisted of 71 sheets with
over 600 stamps divided by issues into
their respective Cantons and towns.
Among the wide range of uses your reporter
noted the following: Stamps for Accounts,
Exchange, Police Work, Residence permits,
Town Tax, Commerce, State fees, Duty,•
Municipal tax, Bill discount, Judicial
fees, Land registry tax, Writ & summons,
Graduated tax, Federal Bills and Consular
service passports.
Many of these stamps were available
for more than one Canton and several were
to be seen on their original documents.
This was indeed an outstanding display of
this little known topic which provides a
most interesting sideline to the more
usual forms of Swiss philately.
WHAT ARE YOUR REQuiatmENTs?

FEBRUARY 1969
"---

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley
At the February meeting members saw an
exceptionally fine display of pre-stamp
covers given by Miss A. Grunberg.
These were arranged by Canton and
showed the many changes in types of
cancellations and other transit marks
over the years, from the earliest
straight line and later developments,
to the various circular types, the
early very large, normal size, with and
without year dates, 'thimble', 'horseshoe' etc., and a particularly fine
selection of Ticino ovals.
Some more unusual types from Ct.
Geneva, which aroused comment were
those with the dates given as 8bret
9bre, Xbre etc. for Oct. Move, & Dec.
The.hole display demonstrated
the great interest to be found in the
study of postal history.
SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE ZURICH (Cont.)
communities round Lake ZUrich - mostly
tourist traffic, but also local
commuters and freight, the last
especially across the lake.
So the shipping of Lake ZUrich
entered upon a new period of development.
(The next instalment with deal with
the purely postal services.
For fine
LARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
SEND YOUR Wants Lists toZUMSTEIN
You will get fine first class quality
The
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
Catalogue XIXth edition 1968 (no new
edition in 1969) will be your trustworthy guide in making up your
collection of the two countries.

- Jubilee issues
Soldier stamps

Please order from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham House,
16, John Adam St., London, W.C.2.,

A- Airmails & Airmail Covers

price 35/- + 4/6d. post and packing.

P.

The Zumstein EUROPE and small

Rayons

• Miniature sheets

S. Service stamps
-T-_ Tete-beche (& se-tenant)
IR- Retouches (& varieties
O_ Old issues; Officials

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Catalogues
are exhausted and will be published
in September 1969 for 1970.
The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG (annual
fee 30/- (with extra supplement to
catalogue 34/-) always brings interesting features on Swiss Stamps especially.

New issues
Gutter strips
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

ZUMSTEIN & CIE (Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585
CH- 30011 BERNE

pHILATELIC

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

News

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Elo'Norton
Near D1SS. • Norfolk.

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.
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No.3
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9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD. Essex.

1969

23rd YEAR

NEW ISSUES FOR LIECHTENSTEIN
1969 is an important year for it marks the 250th anniversary of the
founding of the Principality of Liechtenstein. On 23rd January 1719 the
Emperor Charles VI confirmed that the Princes of Liechtenstein had acquired
the Domains of Vaduz and Schellenburg and declared them to be the 'Reichunmittelbares Furstentum" of Liechtenstein.
Appropriate this is marked among the new issues on 24th April, 1969:

1.

250th Anniversary of Foundation of the Principality: 1 value: Fr.3.50
Colour: Brown
Design: Coat-of-arms of Liechtenstein.
Alfred Fischer, Vienna
Engraver:
Adalbert Pilch, Vienna
Designer:
Printing: Recess, by the Austrian State Printing Works, Vienna

2.

On white paper; size 30 x 39 mm., in unnumbered sheets of 16.
50 Rp.
1 values
'EUROPA':

Desi gn:

EUROPA-CEPT I arranged in form of a building, 1959-1969
Greenish yellow/brown/bronze green/emerald
4 Colours:

Letters

I

Designers: Luigi Gasbarra & Giorgio Belli, Rome /Prof. Josef Seger Vienna
Heliogravure by Harrison 6. Sons Ltd., London
Printing:
On white paper; size 36 x 26.5 mm., in unnumbered sheets of 20

3.

Additional values:
95 Rp. - for use on official registered local letters
Colour: bluish-grey - orange figures
for use on packets and for airmail
Fr. 2r
Colour: grey-brown - orange figures
Designer: Karl Bickel Sr., Walenstadtberg
Design: As currently in use

Service Stamps:

Printing:

Stamps in recess, numerals in typography by the Stamp Printing
Works PTT, Bern

Security paper, red & blue fibres and luminous dots in orange
Size 24 x 29 mm., in 2 sheets of 20 stamps (Nos. 1 & 2)
These service stamps - apart from F.D.C. - are not available on
subscription and are valid for only official postings.
Sales:

From 21st April 1969 at all post-offices within the Principality and
the Philatelic Bureau Vaduz.

Postal Validity:

From 24th April 1969 until further notice.

A special cancel 'VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 24 APRIL 1969'
encircling a crown, will be used for all the above issues.

First Day Cancellation:

Mr. Jack Beken, to whom we are indebted for much of the above information, also informs us that 1969 is an important year for him personally, as it
is not only the 30th anniversary of the founding of the Liechtenstein Study
Circle which he with Mr. W.S. Hughes of Birmingham, inaugurated in 1939,
but itis also his own Golden Jubilee as a Liechtenstein collector.
Later this year, with Mrs. Beken, he will be visiting this idyllic
corner of Europe and has already been promised a very warm reception. We would
like to add our congratulations on these anniversaries.
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THE PRESIDENT VISITS LONDON
There was a large attendance. and an enthusiastic welcome for Mr. L.
Moore, who travelled down from Leeds in most inclement weather, especially to
give his Presidential display on March 12th.
Opening with photostat copies of some of the fascinating maps from the
PTT Museum, dating from Roman times, and then a merchant's letter from Venice
of 1458, bearing a trade symbol, possibly the precursor of postal markings,
there followed a variety of early pre-stamp covers, some from the period of the
strife in the Valtellina in 1620-21, then the Helvetic Republic of 1798-1803,
including examples from some of the brief-lived Cantons of Waldstetten, Leman,
Sentis and Linth, an ''Arale de Suisse 4. Div.' cover of 1800, and many other
items from this era.
It is impossible adequately to describe the wealth of material displayed, one can only try to pick out some of the highlights: Cantonals,
Transitionals and Rayons, and among the /Mixed Frankings' a Rayon 15 Rp. with
2 x 40 Rp. Strubels cancelled at Geneva on 30th Sept., 1854, the last possible
date for this combined use; a number of 'bisects' and other superb Strubelis
in pairs, blocks and on cover. Mr. Moore has a great interest in INachnahmel
covers, particularly those referring to the use of the old currency of 1Batzens.
The 'Sitting Helvetia' perf. issues were also well represented and the dangers
of fake postmarks, especially on the granite paper, were emphasized. These
were followed by 'Ticino Ovals', 'Tax Marks' and Proofs and Essays.
Finally came his detailed study of the postmarks of Lake Maggiore,
with many exceptionally fine covers bearing the many types of 'Verbano' cancels,
the material which formed the basis of his published article on this subject.
The whole constituted an outstanding occasion, full of iaterest, with
everything most ably described, for Mr. Moore not only collects, he studies, and
those present were able to share his findings to the enlargement of their own
knowledge. It is hoped that Mr. Moore can be persuaded to give a further display
of his treasures in the not too distant future0
E.J.R.
THE
DIRECTORS
AND STAFF OF
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

Let us introduce our young
firm and if you are interested in
classic Swiss material, or in any
postal history subject, ask for
nur free catalogue.
--

LA
BOITE
POSTALE
1400 YVERDON

wish to thank all those who visited
'Stampex' and helped towards its
success.
Having barely recovered
from this event we have not been able
to work out a specific advertisement
for you this month, but whatever your
requirements, you can rely on us doing
ourAitmest to fulfil your wishes..

"rtg.` .44W. 7,714,.130.14.
.

,gammacprotoramosormaskowmemasgeopamprommeva

Offers from our 4th Sale:
We are breaking up a collection of better-class
PRE-STAMP COVERS
If
with emphasis on the 'Taxlmarks.
YOU are interested, please let us know.

POSTAL MARKINGS of all countries MARITIME AND MILITARY MARKS EARLY STAMPS, on or off cover RED CROSS - STAMP CENTENARIES FORWARDED, etc.
Closing date for postal bids
'

H. L. MATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,
London0N.W.8.
Tel: 01-586-0616

MAY 3RD

LA BOITE POSTALE,
Maison-Rouge 5,
1400 YVERDON Switzerland
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
by R. L. CHRISTIAN

Part X

FERROVIE REGIONALI TICINESI
Sometimes known as the Vallemaggia
Railway or using the initials 1L.P.B.1
The 'F.R.T.' line Locarno-Bignasco is a
1
It
metre gauge line 13 1 miles long.
was opened on 2nd September, 1907,
electrified at 5,000 volts, but transCancelformed in 1923 to 1200 volts.
lations 'Ambulante/Locarno-Bignascat
in Type A (8 bars) 1929-33 and Type E
1947-59,

FRAUENFE LD-WIL BAHN - F.W.
The Frauenfeld-Wil Bahn was opened
on 1st Sept. 1887 and is 11 miles long.
It was originally a steam-tramway.
Electrification took place on 20th
November 1921. Again a metre gauge
Cancellations 'Frauenfeld-Wil/
line.
Bahnpost', Type C (7 bars) 1918-32,
Type D 9 1923 and Type Fs, 1963.

THE GOTTHARDBAHN The first discussions about a route from Lucerne, under the Gotthard
mountains to Chiasso took place in 1848. The advantages of such a line were
that it would enable direct access to be made across Switzerland to Italy and
beyond, and thus provide German trade with an outlet through Genoa, while Italy,
would simultaneously be given a shorter route to Germany, Belgium and England.
A conference was held at Berne on 15th September, 1869 at which Switzerland,
North Germany, Baden, Wurtemburg and Italy were represented and the Gotthard
Railway Co. was formed at Lucerne on 1st November, 1871. Work to construct
the line, including the great tunnel between G8schenen and Airolo„ was entrusted
to Louis Favre of Geneva, who had made a special study of tunnel boring, had
prepared the plans for the line and its tunnel, and was largely responsible for
collecting funds to finance the scheme. He is honoured on the 10 c. value of
the St. Gotthard 50th anniversary set issued in 1932. The other two values of
this set honour Alfred Ascher (20 c.), railway pioneer and Emile Welti (30 c.).
Work on the main tunnel was begun on 4th June, 1872 at G8schenen, the northern
end, and on 2nd July at Airolo. Actual boring operations were begun on 13th
September. The average number of men employed on it was about 2,500. It was
later found that the original estimate of cost was far too low and work came to
a standstill until the governments of Italy, Germany and Switzerland agreed to
contribute half the total cost. Work was then resumed with all possible speed.
Just when success seemed within his grasp M. Favre died suddenly in the tunnel
from heart failure on 19th July, 1879. The two working parties met in the
tunnel on 29th February, 1880, and the tunnel itself was opened for goods
traffic on 1st January, 1882. The 75th anniversary was commemorated on the
In addition a Jubilee train ran special
10c. value of the 1957 Propaganda set.
journeys on the 18th, 19th, 20th & 2Ist June, on the 18th from G8schenen to
Bellinzona, on the 19th from Bellinzona to Chiasso, on the 20th from Bellinzona
to Locarno and on the 21st from G8schenen to Lucerne. Special cancellations
in German and Italian were used, while in a postal wagon of the period a postal
official in a uniform of the type used in 1882 took charge of mail and accepted
letters for cancellation. The first section of the Gotthardbahn was electrified
on 18th October, 1920. This was the section from Erstfeld to Airolo, including
the main Gotthard tunnel and the spiral approach tunnels at Wassen. An electric
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CANCELLATIONS - Continued

SWISS RAiLWAYS & THEIR

the
Gotthard train was shown on the 20 c. value of the set issued to commemorate
centenary of Swiss Railways in 1947.
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The Gotthardbahn line from Bellinzona to Locarno was
opened on 20th December 1874. The earliest record of a
in
T.P.O. cancellation in the 'named' type on this route is Type A (12 bars)
miles
131/2
is
line
This
1959.
to
1943
Type E is known from
1917 and until 1935.
to
e
Maggior
Lake
g
skirtin
co,
long and leaves the main Gotthard line at Giubias
Locarno.
The Gotthardbahn also exploited a line from Bellinzona to
Bellinzona-Luino:
The line follows
This is recorded for 1917 only.
Luino.
to Pino on 4th
d
extende
was
and
zo
Cadenaz
the Bellinzona-Locarno line as far as
es a 25 mile
complet
and
Italy
December 1882. From Pino the line crosses into
route to Luino.

Bellinzona-Locarno:

CHEMINS DE FER FRIBOURGEOIS - G.F.M.
This railway group operates 3 lines on which T.P.08s
Gruyere-Fribourg-Morat:
operate - Palezieux-Bulle-Montbovon, Bulle-Broc and
Fribourg-Morat-Anet.
_16
nia.Iteytuyts
Ru

Palezieux-Bulle-Montbovon: This line
was built by
Gruyere
que
Electri
Fer
the Chemin de
the G.F.M.
into
IG.E.G. which was merged
on 1st January, 1942. The line was opened
in five sections. From Palezieux to Chatel
St. Denis on 29th April, 1901, Vuadens on
23rd July, 1903, to Bulle on 14th July,
1904, to La Tour de Treme on 21st Sept.
1904 and joined there with the La Tour de
Treme*Montbovon line which had been opened
on 23rd July, 1903. Cancellations on this
metre gauge line are first recorded in
Type A (8 bars) 1906-55, with Type E in
use 1951-68 and Type D 1906.
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS Continued
inauguration. Cancellations in Type
A (12 bars) are recorded 1913-15, but
then not until Type E appears in 1948
68, although it was probably in use
continuously.
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The second of the three companies
merged to form the G.F.M. was the
above, the third being the BulleRomont Co. The line was opened from
Fribourg to Morat on 23rd August 1898
and from Morat to Anet (Ins) on 1st
May, 1903. It was electrified on
23rd July, 1903.
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(To be continued)
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FOURTEENTH ANNUAL COMPETITION

to be held at KINGSWAY HALL, W.C.2., on WEDNESDAY, 14th May, 1969, at 6.45 p.m.
RULES
1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will
comprise two sections:
(a) For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP: Entries of not less than EIGHT and not
more than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail,
special, postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers
etc. (Note: Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to
assess in comparison with more philatelic entries).
(b) Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY': Entries of NINE sheets
on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.
Members may submit one entry in each section.
2. Entries sent by post (preferably Registered) should be in the hands of the
Competition Organiser: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley and sent c/o AIL Ethelbert
Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later than Monday, 12th May. Members
attending the meeting may, of course, bring their entries personally.
3. All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt
until teturn to their owners.
4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries
and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they shall
select as most worthy.
5.

Entries will

be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:

HELVETIA SILVER CUP
(a) General Philatelic Interest ..
(b) Philatelic Knowledge
(c) Presentation & Condition
(d) Originality

moolu TROPHY
.. 40
30 (a) Subject Knowledge
30 (b) Presentation & Condien .. 40
20
25 (c) General Interest
15

6. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of
the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee and then awarded to the next winner. If the same person
wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become his or her
property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.
7. The 'Moore Trophy' will be held by the winner for 11 months and then be
returned to be competed for again.
We have much pleasure in announcing that Wing-Commander R.F. Bulstrode
and Mr. A. J. Aked (of Leytonstone & Wansted P.S.) have kindly consented to
act as Adjudicators on this occasion.
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THE SHIP POSTS OF LAKE ZURICH
By Alfred H. Mueller of Zurich - Translated by Dr. F. Ganz of Chicago
PART 3.

The Development of the Postal Services

We can assume that there was always a postal service in existence on
Lake Zurich and that the boatmen performed the same functions and duties as
their colleagues on land. Unfortunately we have no record of where and when
they took on or discharged mail, whereas we have exact information on this
aspect of mail service in the case of the land messengers (on foot or on horse).
It has, however, already been pointed out that the 'Market Boat which sailed
to and from ZUrich in the night before and the night following the Friday market,
had a special receptacle for the transporting of letters and parcels, so we can
assume that the 'Ordinary Boat' (described by Erhard Escher) equally provided
for the carriage of mail.
More precise information becomes available from the time the steamships took over. The early companies both made competitive efforts to secure
business by all available means. In 1841, for example, the ILinth-Escher',
matching her schedule to that of the Walensee ship 'Minerva', sailed daily along
the right shore of the lake from ZUrich to Rapperswil back, though the ship was
actually stationed in Rapperswil. In 1843, she went first to ZUrich, and on
the return trip served RUschlikon, Thalwil, Horgen, Meilen, Uerikon, Mannedorf,
Wadenswil, Stafa, Uetikon„ Lachen and Nuolen (Spa). The 'Republikaner', based
on Richterswil, served the communities on the left bank - Wadenswil, Au, Horgen,
Oberrieden, Thalwil, Schoren and KUssnacht.
In 1842 the 'Dampfbootgesellschaft' petitioned the Cantonal postal
authorities in ZUrich and St. Gallen, offering their services for the carriage
of mail from Rapperswill to ZUrich. While St. Gallen favoured the idea and
intended to adjust the Cantonal mail-coach arrival times accordingly, ZUrich was
not interested in the lake transport of mail.
The time-tables of 1846 (Oct.),
published by the General Post Tax Intendant in Luzern, show that Canton ZUrich
sent her mails overland while St. Gallen utilised the ships - even to carry mail
Mail left St. Gallen
to ZUrich City as well as to the towns on both shores.
City at 5.0 a.m. for Uznach by fast courier, then by express post-coach via
This
Herisau, Schtlnengrund, Brunnadern, Peterzell, Lichtensteig and Wattwil.
service connected with both a fast post-coach (via Schmerikon and Rapperswil to
ZUrich) and with a steamship from Schmerikon at 1.45 p.m. to stations along both
shores, and to ZUrich, where it arrived at 6.0 p.m.
Not until 1847 did the ZUrich postal authorities decide to avail themselves of lake transportation for their mails, and in the 'Amtsblatt des Kantons
ZUrich' of Dec. 31st 1847, appeared the nodoe: "The following changes as
regards postal routes, will become effective from January 1848:
"The fast mail-coach ZUrich to Glarus will be suppressed. In its
stead the mail services will be furnished on the left shore of the lake by
the steamboat which leaves ZUrich at 8.0 a.m. and returns there at 5.30p.m.
Connecting with this service there will be a pair-horse mail-coach from
Richtenschweil (Richterswil) - Glarus which leaves Glarus at 10.0 a.m., returnPassenger fare ZUrich-Glarus, including lake transporting there by 2.30 p.m.
ation, will cost 41/2 Francs, and tickets will be available at all post-offices of
the route."
In the IBUrkli-Kalendarl of 1848 some of this is corroborated, as
follows: "The steamships ply the lake mornings and afternoons, carrying mails
for the routes to CHUR and TOGGENBURG, and for communities along the lake shore.
Summer and winter schedules are posted for accurate departure and arrival times."
In the 17th Annual Report of the Postal Department of the Canton of
ZUrich, we read in 1874: " .... Not much change is to be reported on mail
connections within the Canton of ZUrich, except that the rapid mail-coach services
to Chur, Toggenburg, St. Gallen, Glarus and along both lake shores have been
suppressed and replaced, both for passenger and mail transportation, by the lake
steamers on Lake ZUrich and Walensee."
In the beginning, mail seems to have been carried in closed bags or
other containers, and often a postal employee accompanied these receptacles.
In summer, there were three round trips daily and in winter two. A single trip
took about 2 hours 40 minutes. Post connections were guaranteed in Schirmensee
(for Weld and Fischental) and in Lachen (for Uznach, BiberbrUke and Schwyz, as
well as for Glarus, which latter mail-coach could also be boarded in Richterswil).
•••
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THE SHIP POSTS OF LAKE ZURICH (Continued):
When the Federal authorities took over all the cantonal mail services
(from 1848) on, all contracts with the shipping lines had to be re-negotiated
until in 1861 (Dec.24th) the Federal Council (Bundesrat) published a lengthy
document concerning the postal aspects of the lake steamship lines. Excerpted
are these: "All lake steamer lines transporting passengers and their baggage
on a regular basis, must be federally concessioned and this concession hinges
on the shipping companies furnishing to the Federal Government annual and
accurate time-tables for the subsequent calendar year.
"Time-tables of steamers should coincide as closely as possible with
trains and coach lines and must be approved by the Government.
"A list of stations to be served must be submitted for approval.
"The Federal Postal Authorities have the right to use any concessioned
steamship for the transport of mail, which may be accompanied by a Federal mailman - or such duties may be delegated to the shipping line. Only closed sacks
of mail will be transported on the ship routes.
"The Federal Authorities may request that certain ships, if room is
available, should establish ship post offices, with a special attendant.
"The transport of mail must be free of charge for all mail that falls
l
into the categories of the 'Post-Regel , but for parcels over 10 pounds weight
the Federal Post will reimburse steamer lines on a monthly basis, on the total
weight.
"Military personnel to be carried at one half the regular rate.
Transport of whole units subject to special agreement.
"Mails to be carried in a specially designated place on each boat This may be a lockable receptacle, or a wheeled vehicle
separate from freight.
which can be wheeled aboard.
"Ship pervDnnel must help with loading and unloading mail, with no
compensation, to agreed points on shore where postal personnel will take over.
"Shipping companies to be held liable, by guarantee, for the safe
and undamaged transport of mails and of baggage of passengers.
"If ships are unable to adhere to time-tables because of storms,
or freezing of the lake surface, then the postal authorities
levels,
low-water
may avail themselves of other means of transport, at their own cost. This does
not apply when ships are off service under repair, in which cases the shipping
lines must provide replacement services.
"All post offices may issue passenger tickets for steamship lines,
/
and conversely, the shipping companies agents may be required to issue tickets
for rail and other transportation.
"The annual concession, per ship, depending on size and other factors,
will not exceed S.Frs. 300.
"Monthly accounting is expected on monies accepted for payment of
/
tickets marked beyond any lines own limits.
"The concession may be withdrawn at any time if these conditions
are not met.
"Ships of foreign steamship companies touching Swiss localities on
are subject to inter-State regulations."
runs
scheduled
The next instalment will deal with, and illustrate, the postmarks.
POSTAL DIRECTORY - ORTSVERZEICHNIS
To be published 1st June at Fr. 1.-.
Lists approx. 7000 place names with code
nos., postal connections etc. Orders may
be placed with PTT from 5th March.
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
39th International Motor Show at Geneva 1
From 13-23 March: 1211 GENEVE - date SALON DE VAUT01.

53rd Swiss Trade Fair, Basel. To be held
/
from 12-22 April: 4000 BASEL - date -

EXCHANGE
PACKET
Mr. Lienhard asks us to make
the following statement:
Owing to serious domestic
difficulties he is at present unable
to devote his usual attention to
matters relating to the Exchange
Packet, and would be grateful if
members will pardon any delays in
dealing with correspondence until
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon. Sec. a.A. Hoyle
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax
March lst: was Competition Day in
Bradford and members there were pleaSed
to welcome Mr. J.S. Armstrong of
Morecambe as judge. Winners were as
follows:
Postal History and winner of the HIGHSTED
CUP: Mr. R.A. Hoyle with a study of Swiss
postal abbreviations.
Winner of the General Section and the
MOORE TROPHY: Mr. J.R.G. Turner of York
with a beautifully written study of the
Small Landscape issues.
Mr. Hoyle also won the Thematic section
and Mr. J.N. Highsted the Postal Stationery. (We also hear that Mr. Hoyle has won
three Cups with Swiss material at the
Halifax Competition recently, so now has
quite a collection of trophies to look
after! Congratulations.)
SUBSCRIPTIONS
We are now near the end of March
and there are still a large number of
membership renewals outstanding, both
Home and Overseas.
It would be appreciated if members who
have not paid their dues would do so without further delay.
10/G.B. & Commonwealths
U.S.A. $ 3.00 for two years.
For fine
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
SEND:YOUR Wants Lists to ZUMSTEIN
You will get fine first class quality
The

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS: The following
are being :re-issued to include postal
!code oumbers.
1823

i4603 AarburS
6499 Bauen.
3123 Belp
7482 Bergun/Bravuogn
3507 Biglen
1807 Blonay
3400 Burgdorf 2
6366 Burgenstock.
1824 Caux
1874 Champerr /
1803 Chardonne
1865 Les Diablerets
3458 DUrrenroth
8193 Eglisau
6162 Entelbuch
1098 Epesses
1968 Evolene
8497 Fischenthal
6454 FlUelen
6173 FlUhli (LU)
6362 Flirigen
4460 Gelterkinden

Gllem

9472
8627
8340
8858
1914
3801
8853
4242
9122
1801
9424
8716
7188
8370
8496
7430
8880
8881
4511

Grabs
GrUningen
Hinwil
Innerthal
Iserables
Jungfraujoch
Lachen (SZ)
Lauf en
Mogelsberg
Le Mont-Pelerin
Rheineck
Schmerikon
Sedrun
Sirnach
Steg in TBsstal
Thus is
Walenstadt
Walenstadtberg
Weissenstein
b. Solothurn
8126 Zumikon

With one exception the designs remain
That of 6423 Seewen (SZ) No.
the same.
K.431 (not K.313 as stated in error in the
PTT Bulletin 128/1967) now has the dates
'1217-1967t omitted.
NEW TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS

K.4,92 3045 MEIKIRCH - Ausgangspunkt
sch8ner Wanderungen (6/2/69)
K.493 6048 Horaw - Halbinsel am Vier(6/2/69)
waldstattersee
K.494 1880 BEX ses bains salines (20/2/69)
son climat
(6/3/69)
K.495 4710 BALSTHAL

K,496 4712 LAUPERSDORF
K.497 4713 MATZENDORF

(6/3/69)

(6/3/69)
(6/3/69)
K.498 4702 OENSINGEN
K.499 3000 BERN -.PTT Muss - Museum
(6/3/69)
Museo

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
Catalogue - XIXth Edition 1968 (no new
edition in 1969) will be your trustworthy
guide in making up your collection of
these two countries.
Please,order from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham House,
16, John Adam Street, 'London, W.C.2.,
Price: 35/- + 4/6d. post/packing.
The Zumstein EUROPE and small
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Catalogues
are exhausted and will be published in
September 1969 for 1970.
TheBERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG (Annual
fee 30/- (with extra supplement to
catalogue 34/-)) always brings interesting
features on Swiss stamps especially.
(

ZUMSTEIN
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585

CIE

A fine collection depends on
quality, and those unusual items
that raise its standard above the
ordinary.
Let me help you in the search
for those elusive, but worth while
stamps or covers.
Varieties and flaws provide
added interest - selections can be
sent on approval.
If you are interested in airmails, flight covers are a 'Must'.
I shall be pleased to supply
material against Want Lists, or on
approval to Helvetia Members, or
to advise you on how to add to the
scope of your collection.

ci _I'd

Ci' c)

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme
mnnprAmnp Tellano

pl-AILATELIC

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

President:
L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L,

News Col letter
1

Hon. Treasurer:

Hon, Secretary • Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton
Norfolk.
Near DISS.

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants HilIALFORD,Essex.
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23rd Year

ISSUES
ATRIA
A
AND PRO I- these
EUROP
issues:
new
of
available
Details are now
J

A.

EUROPA - I CEPT'- 1969 -

•

For the 10th time Europa stamps with a common
picture motif will be issued. The words
'Europa CEPT' form the front of a colonnade in antique style, symbolising
the co-operation and strength of this organisation. Issue date 28th April.

Values:

30 c. 3 colours: light brn/ochre/dark brn
50 c. 3 colours: grey-blue/red-brown/dark brn

Size:

36 x 26 mm.

Picture size: 33 x 23 mm.

Designers:

Luigi Gasbarra & Giorgio Belli, Rome, Adapted for the
Swiss issue by Hans Hartmann, Oniz

Printing:

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., la Chaux-de-Fonds
White with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres

Paper:

No. of sheets per form cylinder: Two (A & B) - 50 stamps per sheet
EirstiDayClacel: 3000 BERN - AUSGABETAG 28.4.69 encircling a large 'E'
B.

NATIONAL DAY STAMPS 'PRO PATRIA' 1969 - To be issued on 29th May. They
continue the stained glass cycle
last year. The picture
introduced
Art',
Applied
and
'Art
of the series
to be found in Swiss
windows
subjects are taken from old stained glass
churches. In order to show the valuable and colourful works of art to
better advantage, a slightly larger format has been chosen. 907 of the
proceeds from the additional charge will go to the National Day Collection
1969 in favour of various inland works of the Swiss Red Cross. The
remaining 107 is intended for three welfare organisations of national
importance.
St. Francis of Assisi preaching to the birds Designs: 10 + 10 c.
from the Church of the Convent of lainigsfelden.
5 colours: violet/black/blue/red/yellow
20 + 10 c. The people of Israel drinking at the fountain of
5 colours:
Moses - from Berne Cathedral.
green/black/blue/red/yellow
30 + 10 c. St. Christopher - from the Church of Laufelingen,
now in the Historical Museum at Basle. 5 colours:
brown/black/blue/red/yellow
Virgin and Child - from the Chapel of St. Jakob,
50 + 20 c.
Grapplang above Flums. 5 colours: dk blue/black/
blue/red/yellow.
Size:

28 x 33.5 mm Picture Size: 25 x 30.5 mm.

Designer: Ernst Witzig, Lausanne
Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
White with luminous substance, lightly coated, violet fibres
Papers
No. of sheets per form crlinder: Two (A & B) - 50 stamps per sheet
(Continued)
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r.' PRO PATRIA' - Continued
First Day Cancel: 3000 BERN - motive
of St.Christopher0
Ausgabetag - 29.5.69 - BUNDESFEIERMARKEN.
The 'Europa' stamps will be on
sale at all post offices from 28th May
in place of ordinary stamps until stocks
are exhausted, and the 'Pro Patriat
from 29th May. Also from the Philatelic Bureaux at Berne, Basle, Geneva,
Lausanne, Lugano, Lucerne, St. Gallen
and Zurich.
Orders may be placed from 23rd May.
Special First Day Covers are available
at 30 c. each; collection sheets
No. 246 and Folders No. 92 will also
be obtainable.
FROM THE P.T.T.
Europa 1966
Europa 1967

Figures for sales so
far recorded are:
22,379,000
9,512,000
15,212,000

20 Rp.
50 Rp.
30 Rp.

Publicity (I) 1967 10 Rp.
20 Rp.
(II) 1967 10
20
30
50
Pro Patria 1968

Rp.
Rp.
Rp.
Rp.

10+10
20+10
30+10
50+20

32,2180000
24,369,000
25,338,000
32,291,000
25,452,000
15,262,000
6,572,000
8,142,000
8,060,000
5,470,000

Rp.
Rp.
Rp.
Rp.

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley
The subject for the April meeting
was the U.P.U. Issues with displays by
members. Unfortunately, Mr.L.E.Lister,
who has made a study of these issues
and who was to have acted as Discussion
Leader, was prevented by illness from
attending. However, some members had
brought along material and it was
interesting to see the different ways
in which the subject was presented, from
the straightford to Mr.Lienhardts method
of plating the 10 C. red.
It is hoped to deal with these issues more fully later on when Mr.Lister
is once more in circulation, and meanwhile we wish him a speedy recovery to
health.
By good fortune a number of prestamps covers had just been received
for auction and this filled in the
remainder of the evening very successfully.
Those present also had the pleasure
of meeting Mr. & Mrs. R.L. Matthey of
Canada, who happened to be in London
en route for Switzerland. We are always
delighted to have an opportunity of
meeting overseas members whenever
......
possible.
nn• MO

The Secretary is very pleased to
report having (at last!) won the Ilford
P.S. 'Douglas' Shield with an entry of
Swiss Pre-Stamp Covers, in this, their
Silver Jubilee Year Competition.

Now that we have
SWISS STAMPS VALID FOR POSTAGE - The
following list is given by the P.T.T.

recovered our breath

Buildings: 5, 10, 15,
Definitives:
20, 30, 50, 70 1.00,
1.209 1.50, 2.00, 2.50 & 3.50

we have obtained

Special Stamps:
(a) Publicity issues 1967 (II), 1968
(b) Europa: 1967, 1968
(c) Pro Patria: 1967, 1968
(d) Pro Juventute: 1967, 1968
(e) Postal stationery: postcards with
large 20 & Helvetia on rectangle

after STAMPEX 1969

even more of all types of SWISS
material, including some brand-new finds.
Every Section including:
Pre-Stamp
Cantonals
Hotel Posts

.11•111014n1.n

AIRMAIL EXHIBITION 'LUPO' 1969° IXth
Congress of FISA, Aerophilatelic Day.

Essays
'T' Marks

and Modern Issues
The first airmail exhibition will be
held at the Swiss Transport Museum in
have come our way and are ready
Lucerne this month; the IXth Congress
for
you.
of FISA (Federation internationale des
Societies aerophilateliques) and the
Aerophilatelic Day will be held there at
the same time. Mail posted at the Mobile P.O. No.5 will bear a special cancel:
'6000 LUZERN - FISA KONGRES & emblem
(winged globe) - 26/28.4.69 - TAG DER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
AEROPHILATELIE LUPO.'
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
Tourist Publicity Cancels - from 16 Apr.
London, N.L8,
9650 NESSLAU - Sommer & Winterferien K5Ot
-dittoK5021
9652 NEU ST. JOHANN
01-586-0616
Telephone:

Hit:Katcher
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
Part

By R. L. Christian
J.B.L.

CHEMIN DE FER JURA-BERNE-LUCERNE
Chaux-de-Fonds Sonceboz:
The 20 mile line from
La Chaux-de-Fonds to Sonceboz
was completed by the J.B.L.
On
Co. on 17th Dec. 1888.
this date a line from Chauxde-Fonds to Renan was opened
and joined the Biel-Convers
line at Renan. The latter
line had been opened on 30th
April, 1874 by the Jura Bernois Railway and with the
opening of the Chaux-de-Fonds
-Renan line the section
Convers-Renan was closed.
The section of line Chaux-deFonds-Sonceboz was used by a
T.P.O. using a cancellation
in Type C (6 bars), so far
known 1896-1900.
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JURA.-NEUCHATEL - J.N.
Morteau-Chaux-de--Fonds: The first section of this
line from La Chaux-deFonds to Le Lode (8 km.) was opened by the 'Jura
Industrial' on 2nd July, 1857. This Company was
taken over by the Bernese-Jura Railway which itself
merged with the Berne-Lucerne Railway to form the
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A T.P.O. on this line using Type A (8 bars)
inscribed Morteau-Chaux-de-Fonds/Amb. No.23 is
known for 1885-1904 and for Chaux-de-Fonds-Morteau
from 1887-1902.
L.E.B.

LAUSANNE-ECHALLENS-BERCHER

Lausanne-Bercher: The construction of this line
was spread over the years 1873 to 1389. The section Lausanne-Cheseaux was
opened by the Lausanne-Echallens Railway in 1873, the section to Echallens in the
following year and the final section
flia;Otitiy
18
Echallens-Bercher by the Central Vaudois
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max
Railway on 24th Nov. 1889. The line is mw
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)
LUGANO-TESSERETE - L.T.
This metre gauge line was opened on 28th July, 1909 and used a Type A'
cancellation with text 'Lugano-Tesserete/Posta Ambulantel (8 bars) in 1913.
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The line Martigny-Chatelard is a
metre gauge line using rack assistance.
It was opened on 20th August, 1906 and
electrified from inauguration
T.P.O. service on this route is
recorded from 1908 to 1924 using
cancellation Type A (8 bars).
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MONTHEY-CHAMPERY - M.C.M.

The metre gauge line from Monthey
to Champery is just over 12 km. long and
also uses rack assistance. It was
opened on 1st February, 1908 and electrified from inauguration. This line
was exploited by the B.V.B. (Bex-VillarsBretaye Rly Co.) prior to merger with
the Aigle-011on-Monthey line in 1946.
Type A (8 bars) is recorded from
19th September 1908 until 1940 and this
supposes use from the date first opened.
ORSIERES RAILWAY - M.O.

This electric
Martigny-Orsilres:
normal gauge
line ran from Martigny on the Simplon
line via Sembrancher to Orsitres, a
distance of 121/2 miles. The line was
opened in 1910 and for some time
belonged to the British Aluminium Co.
Type B is recorded in use from
1913 (12 bars) to 1957.
Martigny-Le Chable: The MartignyOrsi4res line
was later diverted from Sembrancher
to run to Le Chable and cancellations
of this new route are first found in
1958 an are still current. These
are in Type F.
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(To be continued)

A reminder

....

COMPETITI9N
THE I-IELVETIA CUP
p.m. at the Kingsway Hall.

will be held on WEDNESDAY, MAY 14TH, 1969, at 6.30

On this occasion arrangements have been made for members to hold their
own meeting in a separate room, to allow the Judges more space - and peace:
Be sure that postal entries are despatched in good time - for full details
see last month's 'Helvetia News Letter.'
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE ZURICH

By Alfred H. Mueller (ZUrich) - Translated by Dr. F. Ganx (Chicago)

PART 4. The Ship Post Offices and Postmarks

Most interesting, to philatelists and postal historians, is the
reference to the establishing of ship post offices. As concerns Lake Zurich,
there were established, as of Jan. 1, 1868, three such 'floating offices.'
l
Their existence is ascertained by a note in the 'Postamtsblatt of 1868, which
reports for postal district 8:
Ship Bureau No. 1: Rapperswil-Zurich-Rapperswil (Double service)
ft
Is
to
"
No. 2:
II
Richterswil-Zurich-Richterswil (Double service)
"
No. 3:
Each of these offices had a special cancellation.
Bureau No. 1 had two slightly differing cancels (for each segment
of the double service round-trip). These were double circular date-stamps
with the inscription around: I SCHIFFSBUREAU •„ L. UFER Z.S." (Left shoreLake Zurich). One mark measures 23 11 mm. and the other 24 mm. (Figs. 1 & 2)
The postmark of the second ship post-bureau reads: 'SCHIFFSBUREAU...
R. UFER Z.S.' (Right shore); while the third office's cancellation said
simply I SCHIFFSBUREAU III ZURICHSEE. 1 (Figs. 3. 6. 4.)
GiSB
28 VI 13

71(. 7tiid rio
PEI;

Fig. 1
Fig. 2
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
Left shore (Linkes Ufer) cancellations are known from 1868 to 1878.
Right shore (Rechtes lifer) marks from 1868 to 1884, and Bureau III marks from
1870 to the end of 1879.
_All four of these marks, used as transit marks, usually were applied
on the reverse side of letters or cards.
Normally they were in black, but
occasionally in blue.
Used to cancel the 'Sitting Helvetia perf.' stamps,
they are quite rare.
In 1878 a new mark was introduced.
It reads I ZURICHSEE II I above a large Swiss
cross in a circle, and without bars. This
marking is known from 1878 to 1892. (Fig. 5).
The final canceller, reading
'SCHIFFSPOST I ZURICHSEE', with barred
semi-circles, is reported from 1885 to 1892,
but may have been introduced earlier. (Fig. 6).
These last
two devices also
reported the trip
number, and it
seems that even
numbered trips went
from arich uplake,
while the odd
numbers signified
0.•

Covers showing
cancellations for left
and right shores.

SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE ZURICH (CONT.)
NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sect R. A. Hoyle,
6 Limes Ave. ,Huddersfield Rd.,Halifax.
trips towards Zurich City.
On March 29th Northern members
The two last postmarks are most
welcomed Mr. E.C.Slate, London Chairman,
on postal cards,
on a one day visit to Bradford. Although likely to be found
rare on
ely
while they are extrem
When
his stay was limited to just over 2 hours .stamp
ia').
Helvet
ding
s ('Stan
lake
left
the Society was given the pleasure of
the
along
the railway line
the
viewing some of the finest examples of
1879
shore was completed in
early Swiss materials ever seen. BeginSCHIFFSPOST III office became obsolete.
fling with examples of pre-adhesive covers The same happened in 1894 when the
and their markings, Mr. Slate displayed
right shore trains began to roll.
the Zurich 4 & 6 and Zurich 6 on cover,
Since then no ship post offices have
Basle
1862;
of
ts
reprin
the
as
as well
on Lake ZUrich.
Dove, Geneva small & large Eagles and all been in existence
imperf. issues, including some wonderful
The final section of this article
Rayons and Strubelis both mint and used, 1
- in our next issueldeals with the
with many on cover. Also in this group
n handstamps.
your reporter noticed a bisect of the 40 I Ship Statio
4Rp. used for 20 Rp. postage.
,,
OF SWISS AIRMAIL SERVICE y
Mr. Slate followed with an equall 1 .30 YEARS
Commemorative Fliht
remarkable range of Sitting Helvetia
Perf., and Cross and Numeral issues with
r Swiss airmail
I The first regula
many of the rare shades & papers, both
service on the route Zurich-Bernmint and used. As with the imperf.
ne was inaugurated on 30 April,
Lausan
i
issues members were greatly impressed
1919. To mark this Jubilee the Pro
with the fine condition of all the items.I
Foundation has organised a
Aero
These were followed by Standing
special flight on 30 April, 1969.
Helvetia (with fine examples of plate
Two special covers will be availflaws and retouches, including three
able with cancellations readings
superb 'Helvetta' varieties). Tell and
'8000 ZURICH - 30.4.69 - Sonderf lug
1900 UPU and a mint & used collection of
Zurich-Lausanne - 50 Jahre Schweizer
Airmails with many blocks, covers and
Luftpose and '1000 LAUSANNE - 30.4.69
varieties brought the show to an end.
- Vol special Lausanne-Zurich - 50 ans
This proved to be one of the finest
poste aerienne suisse%
displays of early Swiss the Society has
==
ever seen, with all members being parFor fine
ticularly impressed with the superb
on
found
s
margin
condition and large
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
the imperf. issues, and your writer can
send your WANT LISTS to ZUMSTEIN
only hope that Mr. Slate enjoyed meeting the Northern members as much as we
you will get first class quality.
appreciate his efforts and long journey
on our behalf.
1
a.A.H.
The
IMOD

COMPETITION TIME AGAIN ?
Does your entry satisfy you or are you
still looking for those extra items to
make it outstanding?
There is still time - if you
write now.
From stock I can supply many
examples of flaws, varieties, shades,
perfs., cancellations etc.
Pre-stamp
ery, first day
lations etc.
special flight

covers, postal stationcovers, special cancelAir-mail stamps and
covers.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
Catalogue - XIXth Edition 1968 (no new
edition in 1969) will be your trustworthy guide in making up your
collection of these two countries.
Please order from:
1

t
i
1
I
3
t
t

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham House,
16, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2.
Price: 35/- +.4/6d. post/packing
The Zumstein EUROPE and small
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Catalogues

are exhausted and will be published in
always
will
a
these
as
Items such
September 1969 for 1970.
add interest, as well as value, to your i;
! The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG (Annual
collection.
i fee 30/- (with extra supplement to
I
catalague 34/-) always brings interest
i ing features, especially on Swiss stamps.
1
& CIE )Propr.
( ZUMSTEIN
1
holme
Torris
Hertsch & Co.)
14, Low Lane,
a
Lancs.
MBE,
MORECA
i; P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 BERNE.
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TROPHIES

GO

NORIH

AGAIN!

Kum

CUP and the MOORE POSTAL
The Competitions for the HELVETIA
HISTORY TROPHY were duly held on 14th May, with Wing Commander R.F. Bulstrode
and Mr. A.J. Aked acting as Adjudicators.
Althoughthere were fewer entries than usual, particularly from
country members- possibly due to the present high postal charges - the
standard remains exceptionally high and occupied the attention of the Judges
for some time.
We offer our heartiest congratulations to MR. R. A. HOYLE of
Halifax, who has established a new record by winning both trophies:

The Helvetia Silver Cup for a remarkably well arranged display of the 'SITTING
HELVETIA PER]?' issues 1862-82, with emphasis on the
papers, control marks, flaws and varieties.

The Moore Trophy

-

for an excellent entry entitled 'SWISS POSTAL
ABBREVIATIONS' illustrating and explaining the various
postal markings to be found on early covers from 18351
1963, including examples of the use of $ 111, (Rayon
Limitrophel.)

The Trophies will be forwarded to Mr. Hoyle after engraving.
London Group Members scored some small success by being awarded
the 'Runner-up' prizes of small stock-books:
(a) In the Cup Competition: MR. E. LIENHARD for a very fine study of the
1
20 c. GRIMSEL ISSUE', includin g Dies I and II,
coils, retouches etc.
(b) Postal History Section: MISS A. GRUNBERG for a most interesting entry on
'STRAIGHT LINE HANDSTAMPS OF THE 18301s.'
Mr. Aked commented briefly on the various Cup entries, which apart
from some duplication of subject included 'Issues Prior to 1900 $ and 'Retouches
and Plate Flaws', and Wing-Commander Bubtrode dealt similarly with the Postal
History section, where the emphasis was on early covers, but also included an
interesting study on 'Swiss Registration Labels.'
During the judging period members adjourned to another room where
a discussion was held on suggestions for the next season's programme, as well
as on other matters. A nwaber of small lots sent in for auction were also
put up for sale.
After the announcement of the results of the Competitions and
presentations to the London winners, the Chairmant Mr. E. C. Slate, on behalf
of those present, proposed a vote of thanks to the Adjudicators for having come
along and undertaking the never-very-easy task of assessing the merits of the
various entries. Their efforts were much appreciated. Members were then
able to study the entries in detail and ask questions on points of interest.
As this was the final meeting of the current session Mr. Slate
wished everyone good summer holidays, much successful stamp hunting, and looked
forward to meeting as many members as possible when meetings are resumed in
October.
o0o
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HISTORY

LAW

Some most interesting comments on
new legislation coming into force were
given in the March issue of 'The
as follows:
Philatelist'
"The 'Export of Manuscripts Bill'
is going to curb overseas buying of
entire letters, for when this Act becomes
law, the export of historical manuscripts
would become forbidden except under
licence issued by the Secretary of State
for Education S. Science. The penalty
for breaking the law would be a fine of
£1000 or 1 year's imprisonment or both.
"The Act will cover any document,
however it is made, which is more than
30 years old "and which radates to the
history of the United Kingdom, or of any
British institution, or commercial or
manufacturing enterprise or family."

1 RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS:
BEA 3 bis 13 Mai 69 - Bern to 13 May
; Internationale Hunde-Ausstellung
17/18 Mai 69 St. Gallen - 18/4-17/5
k
Pfingstrennen Frauenfeld 14/4-24/5
;

5 Gymnestrada Basel 2-6 Juli 1969
; 5e Gymnestrada Bale 2-6 juillet 1969
(Basel & Geneva)
i IBA Luzern Internat. Boot- und Wasseri sport Ausstellung 31 Mai 8 Juni
Luzern to 8 June
1969
Kopantiqua St. Gallen 31 Mai bis
8 Juni 1969 - 12/5 - 8/6
Luft- und Raumfahrt-Ausstellung Vaduz
25.7-17.8.1969 - Vaduz from 16/5
2

75 Jahre Historisches Museum Bern, Die
Burgunderbeute Jubilaums Ausstellung
18.5.-20.9.1969 - Bern 14/5 - 30/6

1

"Such accumulation of corresondence as that of Huth & Co. (over
200,000 overseas letters), a parcel of
1841-1b. reds on entires and over half
the lots in the April Postal History
Auction would become saleable abroad
only under licence.
"With the intention of the Act
we feel every sympathy but there is
little doubt that it will encourage the
removal and destruction of the contents
from the letter sheet or envelope - a
moral crime but within the law.

1919 BIT - 1969 - Geneva to 27/6
Commission du droit international 20e
annivarsaire 1949-1969 - Geneva to 2/6
International Juni-Festwochen Zurich
Nehmt tell am Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag
der SchUtzen 31.5 - 1.6.1969 Interlaken, Biel/Bienne from 12/5
Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessen
Zurich from 12 May
31.5 - 1.6
1
1
1 Eidg. SchUtzenfest Thun 7-27.7.1969
Zurich

"It is to be hoped that some action
1
will ba taken which will encourage preservation rather than destruction of the
very documents that the Act is designed
to protect.
"The work of the Ministry in licensing the export of some 10,000 postal
history items each month is hideous to
contemplate. Remember that the Act
covers those postcards you sent your
wife from Brighton in 1938!"
While the above refers only to
material going out of Britain, should
similar measures be taken up elsewhere
it could well hamper the study of postal
history of other countries.
ANOTHER S.O.S. FOR HELP!
Since our aim is to try to please
all of our members some of the time, we
give a sympathetic ear to the request
of newer - possibly beginner - members
who ask for more articles on modern
Not perhaps as simple as it
issues.
sounds, since modern stamps do not often
lend themselves to study in the same way
as earlier issues.
Nevertheless we would be grateful
for any contributions which would help
widen the knowledge of new collectors
on the material they can most easily
-Ed.
collect.
Any offers?

SUMMER
is the time
when some people
put away their Stamp Albums till
the Autumn, and then hunt for them.
Try filling your Wants List
now
BEFORE ANY PRICE_RISES,.
then if we get a typical
English Summer
you will have something to do
and be better off in the Autumns

1+1:Katcher
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.
Tel: 01-586-0616

•
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THEIR CANCELLATIONS
SWISS RAILWAYS AND
Part XII
By R, L. Christian
Two lines of the M.O.B. are
nsed by T.P.Ols.

MONTREUX-OBERLAND BERNOIS RAILWAY— M.O.D.
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This line is 39 miles long. ,It leaves
the main line at Montreux on Lake
Geneva and runs via Montbovon, where connection is made with
the Palezieux-Bulle-Montbovon line of the G.F.M. to Zweisimmen
where connection is made with the Spiez-Zweisimmen line of the
Simmental Railway. The line was opened at varying dates for
It is metre gauge and was electrified from
sections from 1901 to 1905.
It has been consistently used by T.P.O's. from 1906(Or earlier)
inauguration.
to date.
Two types of Type A (8 bars) are known from 1906 to 1956. Variations of
Type F
Type F have been used from 1947 to 1968 and Type E was in use in 1963.
lower
here is of interest as it exists with a cross both in upper on some and
vary.
also
)
(stars
nts
orname
The
segment in other cancellations.
Montreux-Zweisimmen:

The small branch line
Zweisimmen-Lenk runs from
M.O.B. line via St. Stephan
main
Zweisimmen on the
It is electrito Lenk, a distance of 8 miles.
fied and was opened on 8th June, 1912. The
t
cancellation text originally read Zweisimmens
Lenk-Zweisimmen/Bahnpost in Types A (12 bars)
A
1915 to 1936 and Type E from 1945 to 1963.
i
t
at
t
Bahnpos
the
with
F
Type
lation
new cancel
the top and the route reading across the foot is
first recorded in 1964 and is now in use.
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MITTEL-THURGAUBAHN - M.Th.B.
Wil-Konstanz: The line Wil-WeinfeldenKonstanz was opened on
Cancellations in
20th December, 1911.
ed only in
record
Type A (12 bars) are
1926 and 1927.

Wil-Kreuzlingen: T.P.O. service on the
Mittel-Thurgaubahn
was resumed in 1968. One of a number
of new cancellations issued came into
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Contd.)
use on this line. These are in Type F and have
small neat lettering. The new route is 55 km.
long competed with the former 56 km. route.
OERLIKON-WETTINGEN
The line Oerlikon-Wettingen was originally
part of the line from Winterthur-Wettingen-Oberstadt of the Nationalbahn which was opened on 15th October, 1877.
Later it
became part of the Seebach-Wettingen
LeitrdO
n'angenmenenneynt
iGLAcH
line on which trials in electrifigenthal• nveningenrm.brachtenlingen
cation were carried out in 1904-9 as
liefenumnA .0
WiNTER U3,TURGI
Steinmenn
sshalllisdat.
a result of which
Niederglan
.(1bentitningen
C'eledert
ass
electrification of
Niedef basil
V1)4E:len
en-ObeWO
the Federal Railway
yetis Da'liken
ote/tingen
Staten
• D ttw
system was developed
tied
1:31;
hGm/altathluegag
W4fellas ReienstIod-Walt
!1 )
Type A (8 bars) is
gen
WaMeen
•Miallern
!kungenWINut
known from 1908 to
Moan
Sprellenbacb
°Mikan '
M ge

1915 and Type E 1939
to 1941.

hlieren .Hangg o.,,21 2 i;

Ihmatsingois
endsChiken

This line was opened on 12th
July,. 1916 and again is metre gauge.
The only recorded cancellation is
Type F in 1935.
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The cancellation of this line
is recorded in Type F in 1948.
Little else is known.
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CHEMIN de FER PONT-BRASSUS - P.Br.
Vallorbe-Brassus: This line was
opened from
Vallorbe to Le Pont on 31st October
1886 and from Le Pont to Brassus on
21st August 1899. The section from
Vallorbe to Le Day was electrified
in 1925 but the remainder not until
1938.
This is one of the Regional
Railways, and Type D with the
inscription 'Regional/BrassusVallorbe' is recorded from 1900 to
1903. Type C is known from 1906
to 1926 (7 bars).
Later on in
1932 Type F with the text 'Ambulant/
Vallorbe-Brassus is found and this
is still in use.
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As from 16th April:

9650 NESSLAU - Sommer- u. Winterferien
K.501
9052 NEU ST.JOHANN - Sommer. - u.
Winterferien K.502
These replace K.80 & K.81

•Strety 111-- %Igen -le:
Eallens

ell
TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS

.MON
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111

ANON

,

ou$el
Chardonnay flevetalle
flys .so•Oengetichandenus

QUERY ON EISMEER CANCELLATION - The
recent query re discrepancy in altitude
of Eismeer on 1911 cancel has been
answered by Dr. F. Ganz, who states that
new measurements were taken around 1935
and showed a difference of 3 metres on
most pointsiincluding the above,
Jungfraujoch, Niesen Kulm etc. Many
thanks for supplying the information.
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SHIP HANDSTAMPS

In 1874, when the North-East ra.R. took over lake shipping duties, each
shore station received a cancelling device which was used normally as a 'signature'
cancel', but which may occasionally be found on mail as a stamp canceller. These
oval devices are reminiscent of the cancellers of the early Cape Colony posts,
but they feature an anchor as well and were manufactured by GUller & Co. in
HUttikon near Zurich. 25 such cancellers existed, but the one for Schirmensee
exists with an l A t after and without the IA%

Schirmensee was first inscribed
'Schirmenseea' and later altered
to 'Schirmensee'.

Knomnto date are only strikes from KUssnacht and Schirmensee, and
neither is a cancelling strike. Of these oval cancels one has remained in
(unaltered) use to this day, inasmuch as Uetikon then added a station number
(806) after the town name, and a couple of years ago replaced the 806 numbers
by excising it with a new station number (3105) outside the oval and atop the
town name. Wollishofen and Horgen, too, utilised the oval devices for the

THE SHIP POSTS OF LAKE ZURICH - Continued
cancelling of freight stamps, as well as for weekend mail deposited in the
station's letterbox. The one of Wollishofen is unchanged, except for excising
the anchor
3105
(and is known
until 1898).
while Horgen
excised anchor
and an inner
circle. This
cancellation
was still used
in 1959(Note).
Another cancellation (?)
shown in Andrea & Emmenegger's
'Handbook of Swiss Cancellations' reads in a double
oval: DAMPFSHIFFAHRT
ZURICH & WALENSEE & pictures
a lake steamer.

Letter from KOssnacht to Fischingen

Although it is stated
that this strike is known on
a Rayon III of 1853, there
is no doubt that this
'cancel' is quasi an accident,
because this dateless device
was nothing more than a
'signature' stamp. It has
nothing to do with a postal
cancellation.

Ae„.
r
Note: The Horgen oval
cancel of 1959 is in
my possession E.G.
It may also be of interest to mention that the
On Card to Hombrechtikon with postal
Federal time-table lists,
cancel Hombrechtikon on front.
.
under 1509 - 'Messenger
services without passenger transportation', a line from Murg to Quinten (Walsensee),
with a footnote saying 'by motorboat.' Quinten has (as yet) no good road leading to it.
30 minutes is required for a single trip, and mail is delivered and
picked up once a day.
wmw.-01.4mtwOmpowilo

CHECK LIST OF ALL CANCELS KNOWN TO DATE
RU Rechtes Ufer (Right Bank); LU Linkes Ufer. (Left Bank); R - cancel on
reverse; V - cancel on front
R Uetikon a/A to Zollikon
R Stafa to Schwamendingen (RU) 1870 94
1868 24.11
(Schiffsbureau III)
R Erlenbach to Rapperswil
24,
3 ? to Safe. -do24.11
(RU)
27. VII 3 Uerikon to RUti (LU)
4.V V Uerikon to Mannedorf(LU)
11.111 R Hamburg to Zollikon
R Illnau to Stafa (LU)
15.X
(Schiffsbureau III)
R Oberrieden to Winterthur
9.11
3 Feldbach to Zurich(LU)
31.X
(LU)
1871 3.111 R Thalwil to KUsnacht(LU)
24.X R Richterswil to Hinwil
(LU)
4.111
(LU)
3 ?
28.V
to Feldbach (LU)
16.XI R GrUningen to Wildenswil
11.VII Seegrgben to Hombrechtikon
(LU)
(LU)
Hombrechtikon
31.111 R Wadenswil to MUlhausen
(LU)
17.V11 R MUlheim (Baden to Meilen
(Schiffsbureau III)
1601111 3 Uerikon to Erlenbach(LU)
1869 2.V111 R Zurich to Thalwil
II
It
(LU)
26.VIII V
(LU & RU)
(Continued ....
27.IX R KUsnacht to Uetikon-

• "

"
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THE SHIP POSTS OF LAKE ZURICH (Continued)
V Safe' to Basel
1885 7.IV
1871 27.11 V WHdenswil to Thalwil
(S.D. I) Kurs 11
(S.B. III)
(Aarg.) to
Baden
R
13.11
V Uerikon to Rtiti (LU)
20.1
Hombrechtikon (SchiffsV Richterswil to Altdorf (LU)
911
post I)Kurs 14
1872 15.V11 V Uerikon to Kaltbrun (LU)
V Stafa to Basel (S.P.I.)
12.111
27.V1 V Meilen to Zurich (LU)
Kurs 19
V Uerikon to Zurich(LU)
4.1
n to
chtiko
Hombre
7,X11 R
R Wadenswil to Wollerau (LU)
29.1
Kurs 19
(S.P.I)
hur
Wintert
V Uerikon to Horgen (LU)
29.X
n
Wiediko
to
n
V Zolliko
8.1X
to Zurich (S.B.III)
V
6.XI
11
Kurs
(S.P.I)
1873 5.IV V WHdenswil to Steinen
Mellen to Zurich
V
31.X11
(Schwyz) (LU)
(S.P.I,) Kurs 11
to Wadenswil (LU)
V ?
12.11
ter to Goldbach
NeumUns
R
26.VIII
a MUnnedorf to Wyl (AG) (LU)
8.X1
cht) (S.P.I.)
(KUssna
16.11 V Zurich to Mellen (LU) Blue
Kurs 6
V Zurich to Horgen (au)
1874 28.1
V Obermeilen to Basel
13.1
1836
10.IV V Hombrechtikon to Ennet(Z.see II) Kurs 15
Baden (LU)
V Obermeilen to Basel
27.VII
to Beinwil(LU)
V ?
10,X
Kurs 11
(S.P.I.)
18.11. a Mannedorf to PfHffikon
Kurs 19
28.V11 V -do(ZH) (au)
V Zurich to Mannedorf
14,X
28.V111 V given on board for
(Z.see II) Kurs 20
WHdenswil (RU)
V StHfa to Basel
6.XI
1875 27.V
V Horgen to Feldbach (au)
(Z.see II) Kurs 5
12.V1 V Zurich to Horgen (S.D.III)
n to HombrechtZolliko
V
7.IX
(LU)
V StUfa to Basel
1876 19.V
ikon (S.P.I.)Kurs 16
(LU) on
"
31.X11 V
R Zurich to retikon
1887 28,V
loose stamp
Kurs 16
(S.P.I.)
to WHdenswil (LU)
V ?
1877
Basel
to
len
V Obermei
23.1X
5
7.IV R Zurich to Meilen Kurs
II)
(Z.see
R Horgen to Stafa
1878 11.X
Zurich
to
V Zollikon
1888 28.1
Kurs 11
(Zurichsee II) Kurs 7
(S.P.I.)
(Route 7)
V Obermeilen to Basel
14.V1
3.V111 V Feldbach to Deinwil (LU)
(Z.see II) Kurs 15
1879 24.11 V Meilen to Stafa (S.B.III)
V Meilen to Basel
1889 8.11
Kurs 11
(S0P.1.)
8.111 V Mannedorf to Basel (SB.III)
R Unterstrass to KUsnacht(RU) 1892 18.V1
9.V
V Obermeilen to Zurich
Kurs 11
Uetikon to Wangen (Schwyz)
14.X1
(S.P.I.)
(au)
stamp
on loose
13.VI
1880 31.V11 V ? to Zurich (Zurichsee
(Z.see II) Kurs.15
7
Kurs
II)
-do- -do- Kurs 15
30.VI
II)
(Z.see
V StHfa to Basel
21.X
Kurs 15
1881 12.V
V StHfa to Basel (Z.see II)
Kurs 7
BIBLIOGRAPHY
12.V111 V Stfa to Basel (RU)
11
(au)
"
25.V111 V
Art. Institut Orell Fttssli, Zurich:
"
(Z.see II)
"
V
1882 20.11
Hundert Jahre Dampschiffahrt
Kurs 7
auf dam Ztrichsee
25.V
V StHfa to Basel -do- doZUrcher Kalendar
DUrkli;
David
30.XII V Meilen to StHfa (RU)
1838-1848
1883 24.IV V Klisnacht to Tirol
n: Das Postwesen von
Domeise
S.
(Z.see II) Kurs 17
Rapperswil
10.1X V on loose stamp (RU)
abdrucke
Stempel
Stihnes
aller
20.X1 V StHfa to Basel (RU)
F. Herzog: Allgemeiner Anzeiger der
(au)
"
V "
1884 9.1
Post-, Eisenbahn- und Dampfshiff31.111 V Obermeilen to Basel
verwaltungen, 1843.
(Z.see II) Kurs 17
r: Der ZUrichsee als
Hunzike
Fritz
11
11
/1
"
V
22.IV
sstrasse
Verkehr
11
11
H,
11
"
26.V11 V
Der Kanton
Knonaus
von
Meyer
Gerold
16.V111 V Zollikon to Hombrechtikon
ZUrich 18E3/1844
(Z.see II) Kurs 8
Dr, F. Meyer: Jugenderinnerungen
4., X
V MUnnedorf to Zurich
clues alten Zarchers
(Z.aee II) Kurs 7
Anton RHber: Schiffahrt auf den
10.IV V Obermeilen to Basel (RU)
Schweizer Seen
30.V11 V Stafa to Arth (Z.see II)
E. 'Ad: 2Urcherische Post geschiehte
Kurs 7
F. Vogel: Memorabilia Tigurina
1885 5.111 V Obermeilen to Basel
Postamtsblatt 1849 bis 1871/2
•
,
1QA"1-1QA,
(A_TI_T)
Kura 19
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It
We much regret to have to
announce the death, in his 80's, of It
one of our oldest members:

40..4

--

MR. A. E. UNSWORTH

:SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
50th ANNIVERSARY OF RED CROSS - held
in Geneva on 24th April. Mobile
P.O. NO. 3 used cancellation: "1200
GENEVE - 24.4.69 - 1919 - 50 - 1969 Ligue des Societies de la Croix Rouge".
1,

111
11

11

II

of Scarborough, Yorks.

11
-=

MEMBER'S REQUEST
Apart from being a Swiss Collector,
Mr. H. Fisher of 42521 Vineshire Drive,
Columbus, Ohio 43227, would like to exchange used U.S.A. commems. for British
Will
issues, definitives or commems.
anyone interested please contact Mr.
Fisher.
More Slogan cancels:
Festa dei Fiori - Fete des Fleurs
Blumenfest - Pentecoste Locarno Locarno to 24 May.

2. SWISS THEMATIC PHILATELIC EXHIBITION
INAMEBA1 - held in Zurich 25-27
! April.
Mobile P.O. No.4 used a cancel
i 18050 ZURICH - NAMEBA - old railway
' coach - 25-27.4.69 - 1. Nationale Motivi sammler & Eisenbahner Briefmarken
i Ausstellungl.
i 3. EUROPA DAY 1969 - On 5 May the
member states of the Council of
' Europe, to which Switzerland belongs,
celebrates its 20th anniversary. The
! PIT authorised use of a special cancel:
'1000 LAUSANNE - JOURNEE DE L1EUROPE I EUROPATAG - 1949-1969 - 5.5.1969'.

Fetes du Rhone 21-22 juin 1969 SierreExposition Peintres Rhodaniens
Martigny, Sion from 12 May.
EXCHANGE

PACKET

There are still some Exchange
Packets in circulation.
To avoid difficulties please
remember to advise the Pkt. Secretary:
Mr. Lienhard, if you are going to be
away on an early holiday. His address
is on the front page.
= ==
For fine
!RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
'SEND YOUR Wants Lists to ZUMSTEIN
You will get fine first class quality.
The

! 4, GOTTFRIED KELLER COMMEMORATION.
The 150th Anniversary of birth of
this famous writer will be marked in
i Glattfelden, where he often stayed, by
! the use of a special pictorial cancel
from 14 May - 31st Dec. 1969, reading:
1 8192 GLATTFELDEN - 1819-1969 - GOTTFRIED
I KELLER FEIER'.
5. 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF U.N.COMMISSION
ON INTERNATIONAL LAW - at Palais
des Nations, Geneva, will be marked on
1 2nd June by use of a cancel showing the
U.N. emblem and readings '1200 GENEVE t2.6.69 - 1949-1969 - Nations Unies
'Commission du droit international./

16.

53RD INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE
IN GENEVA - to be held from 3 - 27
Mail posted will have special
; June.
' cancels '1211 GENEVE - date - 1919-1969
I- B.I.T. emblem - Conference Internat.
1du Travail.'

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
‘Catalogue - XIXth Edition 1968 (no new
!edition in 1969) will be your trustworthy!
! guide in making up your collection of
!these two countries.
Please order from:
.HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham House,
116, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2.
Price:

You may try searching for
Swiss stamps while you are away
on holiday, but it would be much
easier to utilise my WANT LIST or
APPROVAL SERVICES.
Then you can compare the
items with those which are - or are
not - in your Collection and be
sure what you are buying.

35/-d. + 4/6d. post/packingl

)The Zumstein EUROPE and small
ISWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Catalogues
lore exhausted and will be published in
!September 1969 for 1970.
'The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG (Annual
ifee 30/-, with extra supplement to
:catalogue 34/-) always bring interesting
!features on Swiss stamps especially.
• ---ZUMSTEIN

S.

CIE

(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585,

CH-3001 BERNE.

For stamps of all issues mint or used - flaws and varieties the interesting issues: Strubelis,
Sitting Helvetia perf. and Standing
Helvetia - Airmails and flown
covers - International Offices ...
all these and many more are
obtainable from

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

1

LATELIC

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

President:
L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L.

nI*0:C\P
4

N•<<,v News
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton
Norfolk
Near DISS.
No.6

Letter
ICI

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.
JUN E

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:
MR. E. LIENHARD,
9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD. Essex.
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23rd YEAR

1
JEAN J. WINKLER wins 'NUGENT CLOUGHER

Award

The late Nugent Clougher, a valued friend of your reporter l ues a
most well informed Postal Historian, covering many countries, although his
special interest was France,
As President of the Postal History Society, he did much to further
interest in the collection and study of old letters and handstamps.
Following his death, as a Memorial to this great Postal Historian,
and to recognise and encourage original work and research, this award was
instituted a year ago, when it was won by Raymond Salles of Paris for his
work 'La Poste Maritime Francaise%
Now, in the second year of the Award, it goes to 'Helvetia sponsored
JEAN J. WINKLER of ZUrich, for his monumental 'HANDBUCH DER SCHWEIZER
VORPHILATELIE 1695-1850' (reviewed in the 'News Letter' of December 1968), and
in recognition of his long and valuable service to Swiss Postal History.
The Honoumwithin the gift of 'Helvetia' are few, but the Officers
and Committee quickly agreed that they, too, should express the thanks, the
congratulations and the appreciation of all collectors of Switzerland, by
asking Herr Winkler to became an Honorary Member. We are happy and proud to
report that he has accepted.
The selection, from many works submitted, was made by a judging-panel
with Ewart Gerrish, 0.B.E., as Chairman, supported by Pierre Langlois, Patrick
Pearson, T.V. Roberts and Alan W. Robertson, M.B.E.
The Award will be presented by Mrs. Clougher (a Postal Historian in
her own right) at the Bristol Congress Banquet on June 27th, and Herr Winkler
will attend personally to receive it.
He will be accompanied by our ZUrich member, Herr J. BUhler, R.D.P.,
and your present reviewer. Our Swiss visitors will arrive at the Grand Hotel
Bristol on Thursday, June 26th and will be delighted to meet any members
attending Congress.
'FLOREAT HELVETICA'
L.M.

7-

SURPRISE N -- W ISSUE

To mark the visit of Pope Paul VI to Geneva on 10th June, on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary Conference of the International Labour Office,
the PTT has authorised the issue of an overprinted service stamp. The 30 c.
value of the B.I.T. series was chosen andthe wording reads 3 'Visite du
Pape Paul VI - Geneve - 10 juin 1969'. This is additional to the previously
published programme of new issues.
Mail bearing either this stamp or current Swiss stamps was specially
cancelled but mixed frankings of Swiss stamps and B.I.T. stamps was not
permitted. It will be available from the PTT Philatelic Bureaux in the
normal way, including folders, collection sheets, FDCs etc.
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POSTAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN UNO AND PTT
An Agreement signed on 11 December
1968 gives the United Nations Organisation the right to issue its own stamps
in Swiss currency, for use in the post
office at the Palais des Nations in
Geneva. The sale of the new stamps
will commence on 4 Oct. 1969. Current
UNO service stamps will be valid to 3
October 1969 and then no longer be available from the PTT Philatelic Bureaux.
The following Organisations will
not be affected by the new Agreement:

J.S.ARMSTRONG
You want the best items for
your collection - the unusual pieces
that help to make it unique.
May I help you to acquire them?
Whatever your interests there
will be material which you will enjoy
Seeing and adding to your possessions.
Stamps - early or modern .4
covers - cancellations - varieties
let me know your requirements.

BIT (Labour)
OMM (Meterology)
BIE (Education)
OMS (Health)
UIT (Communications) and UPU (Universal
Postal Union)

0••

Material sent on approval or
attention given to Want Lists,

The stamps of OMM cancelled at the
P.O. 1211 Geneve 10 Nations Unies mill,
from 1 July 1969, be dealt with at
Geneve 20 Montbrilliant.
The values of the new stamps will be:

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Lancs.
MORECAMBE,

An apology is due for an error
made in our last issue - due to haste
on the part of the Editor to get the
May issue out before going on holiday.
The last instalment of the article
on the 'Posts of Lake Zurich' should
have been shown as by Alfred H. MUller
with translation by Dr. F. Ganz,

a) Postage: 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 c.
1 Fr. & 3 Fr.
20 & 30 c.
b) Postcards:
c) Aerogramme: 65 c.
They will be obtainable from the
Philatelic Bureau of the U.N., Palais
des Nations, 1211 Geneve 10. Postcheque A/c: 12-999.

MOREZ

DU JURA

We have been most fortunate in acquiring what we
consider an unprecedented lot of 'Standing Helvetias' and
'Numerals' with SWISS POSTAL AGENCY cancellations of
Morez du Jura, in France. By far the majority of stamps
have superb strikes, but we have been careful to price the
' items in accordance with the quality of the stamps and postmarks. Most copies
are still mounted on small pieces from parcel cards (marked A), others are in
washed off state (marked B.) Prices average about 20% less than we normally sell
similar items. In spite of this, Helvetia Members who place orders before August
31st, may deduct 10% from their remittance. After this date we must withdraw
this special facility.
Items quoted below are available from two to four times, but we have
others which are available once only and these can be sent on approval if
you wish to see a wider variety.

66A, 67A 70A and 71A
66A, 67A, 70A and 71A
66A and 71A (stamps faulty)
71B Pair
71B and 70A on same piece
71A Pair
71A Pair - not so fine
71A Pair and 70A on same piece
71A Strip of three

70A
60A very rate!
61A - very rare!
63A - very rare!

($ 33.60)
($ 28.80)
($ 4.80)
($ 16.80)
($ 14.40)
($ 13.30)
($ 9.00)
($ 21.60)
($ 24.00)
(0 6.00)
($ 18.00)
(014.40)
150- ($ 18.00)

• 14
E 12
40/n 7
X 6
140/75/£ 9
E 10
50/150/£ 6

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A

H. L. MATCHER
The Amataur Collector Ltd.
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.8. Tel: 01-586-0616

i
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Editor's Note:

In 1943 0 when Switzerland celebrated the centenary of the
Zurich stamps, the PTT issued a very fine treatise on the
development of the post during that period. This has been most excellently
translated into English by our member, Frederick J. Rosenthal of Bethesda,
Maryland, U.S.A. and permission has been obtained to publish it in our 'News
Letter'. Due to our limited space it may not be possible to do this in
entirety, but a slightly abridged version may still be of great interest.

00 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS 1843-1943

Published by the General Direktion PTT, Bern, translated by F.J. Rosenthal
CANTONAL STAMPS,

The postage stamp in its contemporary form was first introduced in Britain.
In 1837, Rowland Hill, then a school-teacher, but later to occupy a leading
position in the British postal service - published an essay on postal reform,
in which he proposed the introduction of a considerable reduction in the tariff
for letters, which should amount to one penny, regardless of distances involved,
and furthermore, that the tariff in future should no longer be paid by the
recipient, but by the sender in the form of stamps affixed to the covers. His
extraordinary suggestions caused a great sensation, but found such vigorous
support among the public that an official study commission was established.
On January 10, 1840, new tariffs of 1 penny for letters up to )1 ounce and
2 pence up to 1 ounce were introduced, and on May 11 1840 the first stamps
with the portrait of the young Queen Victoria were put on sale - an innovation
gradually adopted by postal administrations the world over.
In Switzerland, during the 1840s, the postal system was the exclusive
business of the Cantons, but only 15 carried it on at their own risk; others
had contracts, either partly or entirely, with larger cantonal postal administrations - one Canton (Schaffhausen) even to a private person - while Appenzell
did not even exercise its prerogatiVe at all.
Each Canton determined the tariff according to its own views, collecting
them not only for postal deliveries within its own territory, but also for
letters which were merely forwarded across its territory. Thus postage was
expensive and in view of the variety of tariffs and differing Cantonal coinage,
could not be calculated in advance for circulation within Switzerland. An
attempt was made to arrive at uniform tariffs and lower rates by means of
Contonal compacts, but never succeeded in a decisive fashion.
As a result the
postage was generally collected from the recipient. It was even regarded as
impolite to pay the postage on a letter, since it suggested that the recipient
was unable to pay.
Sometimes, however, other reasons prevailed, for in a
letter, written in 1805, Parson Schweizer of Zurich wrote to a friend in
Murten: "Only the hope that the letters will be delivered sooner and more
reliably, is responsible for my not paying the postage."
Zurich, as the first Canton and at the same time the first postal administration of the European continent, encouraged by the experience gained in
Britain, introduced prepayment of postage by means of stamps. At the end of
February 1843, the local newspapers and the Cantonal gazette issued the
following announcement:
"Beginning on March 1, 1843, letters, pamphlets etc. which are to
be forwarded by the local post, may be franked on being posted by means of
tokens or stamp labels (4 Rappen) which will be issued by the postal administration. Furthermore, such tokens (6 Rappen) will be issued for Cantonal
circulation, whereby plain letters, i.e. weighing less than 1 Loth, will be
fully prepaid without further postage for delivery to their final destination.
They will not be valid outside the Cantonal territory. These postage tokens
will be issued in any number against cash payment of the amount by all postal
offices of the Canton, in Zurich by the delivery office. They will be
moistened on the reverse side and will be affixed to the address of the letter
in such a manner as not to cover up the writing."
The so-called Zurich 4 and Zurich 6 (Fig.1)
remarkably resemble, both in size and design, the
first British stamps. They were printed by the
firm of Orell FUssii & Co. in Zurich by means of
lithography on paper with a network of fine vertical
and horizontal red lines. Of course, no-one could
forsee the great advantages which the use of postage
Fig. 1.
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Continued)
stamps was to bring in the course of time nevertheless it is surprising that
contemporary chroniclers did not find this fundamental innovation worth mentioning and that the press of Zurich and Winterthur did not take a position either
foror against it.
The stamps, which were later called IFrankozettelt„ then 'Friemarkent, and
for the first time 'Frankromarken' in a circular of the Swiss Postal Administration
dated April 5, 1850, apparently found rapid acceptance with the public, but were
used almost exclusively for payment of postage on letters weighing up to 1 Loth
In only a few isolated cases were several stamps used for heavier
(15.6 g.).
weights. For registered letters it was mainly the letter postage which was paid
for by stamps, whereas the registration fee was mostly charged by the post office.
The stamps were uniformly cancelled by rosette postmarks, with Zurich using red
colour, and the other post offices almost exclusively using black stamping ink.
The town mark or date mark appeared beside it*
On October 1, 1843 Geneva issued its own postage. The originator, Prof. de
Candolle, reported at a meeting of the Grand Council with enthusiasm on the
remarkable success which Britain and Zurich had experienced with the introduction
of postage stamps. He was of the opinion that prepayment of postage was justified since letters were written much more in the interest of, or for the pleasure
of the letter writer than for the profit of the recipient. If everyone was able
to post letters prepaid in mailboxes which could be placed in all parts of a town,
instead of having to visit the post office, then surely the greater number would
be prepaid and as a result many more letters would be entrusted to the mails for
delivery rather than to messengers or travellers.
The first stamp of Geneva, known as 'Doppelgenf' ('Double Geneva') (Fig. 2)
consists of two connected stamps of 5 c. each, intended singly as local postage.
Connected they bear the inscription 'Port cantonal' in the upper frame. To the
great regret of the postal administration, which had aimed at the simplification
of the service, the stamps did not meet with the desired success. In order to
stimulate public interest in prepayment of postage, from March 1, 1844, the half
stamp was sold at 4 c., and the whole stamp at 8 instead of 10 c., while the
postage for unstamped letters remained unchanged. From then on there was a
slow increase in the use of stamps. Nevertheless, at the end of the year there
were only about 5400 pieces, i.e. approximately 97. of all posted documents
destined for within the Canton, which were stamped in this manner.
As a further inducement postage within the
entire Canton was uniformly reduced to 5 c. on 1st
April 1845, necessitating the issue of new stamps
with the inscription 'Port cantonal' (Fig. 3).
Although marked '5 c." it was also sold at 4c.
Fig. 3
In 1847 the stamp appeared in a slightly changed
Fig. 2
design and later on in dark-green instead of yellowish-green paper. Letters
from other Cantons, not destined for Geneva or Carouge, were subject to a
surcharge of 5 c.
AL Ct t

In February 1846 envelopes in three different sizes were issued, with
imprinted 5 c. stamps. But most users of the mails preferred to fold their
letters as heretofore, in a suitable manner, to close them with a label or a
seal, and then to write the address on the letter itself. Thus the turnover
of envelopes remained very low and in order to use up the supply, in 1849, the
cut-out stamps were permitted use as postage.
The third and last Canton, Basel-Stadt (city), issued stamps on 1 July 1845
which, in the first official notice of 30th June, were presented
to the public as small labels - IFrankozettelchen1 - and were sold
at a price of 5 Batzen (50 Rp.) for each 20 pieces. This was
what is known to-day, even among non-collectors, as the famous
'Basler Taubchen' - Basle Dove (Fig. 4), which was engraved in
copper after a design of the architect Berry and was produced in
Frankfurt a.M., as the first three-colour embossed printed stamp
Fig. 4
in the world. A single stamp of 21 Rp. covered the postage up
to a weight of 1 Loth within the city. Heavier letters and those
seat to or from the three outer boroughs required the affixing of two stamps in
the upper left corner, while Zurich utilised the left lower corner and Geneva
provided a free choice of any one of the four corners.
(The next instalment will deal with the Transitional stamps).
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THEIR CANCELLATION:)
SWISS RAILWAYS AND
PART XIII
by R. L. CHRISTIAN
Rh•B. The Rhaetian Railway is the largest independent
railway in Switzerland and has the most extensive
system. It covers the Canton of Orisons (Graubanden) with a network of metre
and
gauge lines 245 miles long, including 73 miles of track taken over in 1942
82
are
1943. Of the original 172 miles curves represent 68 miles and there
rttunnels and 389 bridges and viaducts. The first sod was cut for the Landqua
At
Davos Railway in May 1888 and this became the Rhaetian Railway in 1895.
the
this stage it is proposed to mention only some sections of line, leaving
rest to be dealt with later.

RHAETIAN RAILWAY

1,50416k

The Chur-St. Moritz line was opened from Chur
to Thusis on 1st July 1896, extended to Celerina
on 1st July 1903 and to St. Moritz on 10th July
1904. The route crosses several natural obstacles
including the Alhula River, crossed by means of
the Solis viaduct, 538 ft, long and 292 ft. over
The 50th
the river. This river gives the line its name of the Albulabahn.
bahn runs
anniversary was commemorated on a slogan in 1953. The actual Albula
from Thusis to St. Moritz.
As can be imagined this system has been used by a large
ting,
l
number of T.P.O s. Unfortunately their cancellations are uot very interes
t
ng:
followi
the
are
d
t
having the text Bahnpost/Rhat. Bahn only. So far recorde
Type C 1910-40 (6 hers) Type A 1915-39 (12 bars) 1916 (6 bars)
(11 bars) Type 1940-61 (no bars)
Type A 1930
1947-68
Type
Type E 1944-.63
BERNINABAHN St. Moritz-Tirano
The line St.-Moritz-Tirano
of the Berninabahn was opened in
sections between 1st July 1908
and 1st July 1909. The two
final sections between St. Moritz
and Celerina and Berninahauser
and Berninahospiz were opened on
the latter date. The Bernina
Railway became part of the
Rhaetian system in 1943, but owing
to the difference in electrification
through trains could not be run.
A number of interesting
cancellations have been used on
this line: With the wording:
'St. Moritz-Tirano/Bahn-Post-Ambl,
Type A 1925-53 (8 bars) and Type E
With text 'St. Moritz1952-58.
t
Tirano/Bahnpost-Amb , Type with
Swiss cross in upper segment and
bars at foot 1946-54 and Type F
1941-65, and Type E with 'BalmThe line is 38
Post' in 1952.
miles long and is the highest
adhesion railway in the Alps with
the exception of a section of the
Jungfrau line.
Samaden-Tirano - Prior to T.P.O.
operations on
the above route a service had
operated between Samaden and
Tirano using the Rhaetian line
Samaden-Pontresina and the Bernina
line Pontresina-Tirano. The former
mentioned section had been opened
on 1st July 1908 at the same time
as some sections of the Bernina
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)
line. At first the line was steam worked but electrification was carried out
and came into use on 1st July 1913. Cancellations used had the text:
ISamaden-Tirano/Bahn-Post-Amb.$ and were in Type A (8 bars) 1911-31 and
(12 bars) 1915-27.
Hochwang

Chur-Arosa Bahn - ChA -

The narrow Italdonstein
2,535
Gutschnagri.
"- Dares-Lgauge
CHUR
DI 'es.
Weissfluh
nth
electric railway from
NaSlo.tor,„„.touiet
p
all
ass
31
Hottentot
/
4.wue:k Kresu :mum
Chur (Coire) to Arose
' menfl:eletisiNtoR100.9
initeitifoti
Lersgwies(W 52
sellietschen 153
,4„,„*„
is 16 miles long. It
1
Maks .
t
8""Rtenen
DAVOS-PLA.TZ 4
was opened on 12th
-hien
„
Dec. 1914 and together
ire!'.4
It
with the BellinzonaMesocco line was incorporated into the Rhaetian Railway on 1st
January 1942. Type F with an 1X$ in the lower segment is
recorded in use from 1915 to 1963.
It has been suggested that Type E was
in use in 1927.
%Amu,.
,,,,
401104.1,101111M1
EMS

*r!

row. u.

e 61 etweglio-Rongio
MeIveglitoChisse;:.*-4.--- .----mabinsew

Bellinzona-Mesocco - BM -

The line was opened
from Bellinzona to
Lostallo on 6th May, 1907 and extended to Mesocco
on 31st July.

Effugois • :,„ ., ;
LEBOW% . . '''' 7
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..—
Loden)
.i
1
thasereotgo '

Ape SOU

***

S. &minim

Cancellations in Type A (8 bars) are known
from 1909 to 1925. This line also became part
of the Rhaetian system in 1942.

`i,*; (ail
VASCA FFS' to,d

CHEMIN DE FER REGIONAL DU VAL DE TRAVERS

ism

_

Cabbiolo

Selma
UstaN

RVT

Pieftidilfe4ebb

The Val de Travers Reg-„3\ z
Goons'
ional Railway operates the
SArftrie259?$;s1
lines Travers-Fleurier-Buttes
della Plegke-Cestione
.41 4 N.,
ArbecoRrtoc
Ato
(71/2 miles) and Fleurier-St.
Melinaue
Sulpice (1 mile). The lines
Mans FR
Sf.p BELLINZONA,
from Travers to Fleurier and
(
Fleurier-St. Sulpice were
opened on 24th Sept. 1883 and
the line Fleurier-Buttes on
TSmeti
: ou
.tliSchi:thi
Briviato Z E-MARTE t
OA'
11th Sept. 1886.
The
Leleter
earliest T.P.O's on this rail4tenitli11
mum -1
way used the cancellation
Le 81" Ile SogrWM
havers
,
1St. Sulpice-Travers/Regionall
r• LICA
umm040114
floveresse
in Type D (8 bars) from 1884-8.
23
LES
VERIL
cRES
Cancellations 'Regional/Val de
Wfts
-SI.Aubietatu,
(SUISSE) DI-SuUice Mt"
-Phloue
Travers' also in Type D (6 bars;
auTTES,
Leak
ill
le am
•
are known from 1891 to 1908 and
N'afternoeurg
these would possibly be used on
t co$0141
the Travers-Buttes route.
In
noneV
.11envillege a
1909, the cancellations in use
S...CROIX
were in Type A (8 bars) with the
wording 'Travers-Buttes/Poste Amb.$ and this type is recorded up to 1942.
Type E is recorded from 1943 to 1955: 'St. Sulpice-Travers;
'Regional Val de Travers RVT$ and 'Prayers-Buttes',
LUMi110 ROVVIdOiflo*--

/

..64e-ous-Fies

ST. GALLEN-GAIS-APPENZELL RAILWAY

61 1

SGA

Arnegg

•

STGALLEN-

St. Gallen-Appenzell -

This is a metre gauge
line using rack
assistance. Formerly known as the Appenzller
Strassenbahn, the line commenced
a tramway from St. Gallen to Geis
(81/2 miles) opened on 1st Oct. 1889,
The line from Gais to Appensell
(3% miles) was opened on 1st July
1904.
It was later electrified
in 1931.
Cancellations are
recorded in Type A (12 bars) from
1916 to 1936 & in Type E 1939-1968.
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Continued on P.4
GREAT BRITAIN POSTAL CODE NUMBERS - Will members who have recently been given
postal code numbers - and who have not already done so - please advise the
Packet Secretary, Mr. Lienhard, so that these can be added to the postal lists.
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)
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SIHLTHAL RAILWAY

u

The line Zurich-GiesshubelSihlwald of the Sihlthal Railway was opened on 3rd August, 1892. It is nearly
9 miles long and appears to have been used by TPOts
from inauguration. The cancellations used are
Zurich-Sihlwald:
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variations of Type C (6 bars) with text t ZURICH/SIHLEALW 1900-1916 and (no
bars) 1947 to 1955. Other cancellations on the same line with 'Sihlbruggt
t
instead of 'Sihlwald t are recorded from 1904-15 and in Type F with Zuricht
Sihlbrugg/Bahnpost from 1958 to 1963.
SIMPLON RAILWAY
50 JAHRE SIMPLONTUNNEL
A company was formed in
Paris in 1856 with the title
V) 00 ell
'Chemin de Fer de la ligne
liD130
d'Italie par la vallUe du
Rhone et le Simplom v . The
intention was to make a
connection between France and
Italy through the Rhone valley and a tunnel under the Simplon. The project
progressed very slowly and ownership of the line changed hands many times
It was not until 1st August, 1898 that work
following financial difficulties.
was begun on the Simplon tunnel at Drigue and Iselle on 16th August. The
tunnel was completed and opened on 30th May 1906 with three phase electric
traction. The 50th anniversary was commemorated on the 10 c, value of the
1956 Propaganda series and with special postmarks and slogans.

SOLOTHURN-MOUTIER BARN SMB
This line was opened on 1st August,
1908 and is 14 miles long. It is sometimes referred to as the SolothurnMUnster Bahn or Moutier Railway. Electrification took place on
2nd October 1932.
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Cancellations are
recorded in Type A (8
bars) 1912-1959 and
Type E 1960-65. In both
cases the text is
'Moutier-Solothurn/Bahnpost;
SURSEE-TRIENGEN
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This line was opened on 23rd November
1912 and is 9 km. long.
Cancellations read:
1
Sursee-TriengenSursee/Bahnpost t and are
known in Type A, 19321941 (12 bars) and in
Type E 1948 to 1968.
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Programmes for the coming season
'All be published next month.
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A NOTE FROM THE TREASURER:

It is with very great regret
that we learn of the death at
Llanfairfechan, N. Wales, of
MR. P. W. C. STRATTON
one of our Founder Members. A keen
collector, he played a large part in
building up the Society in its early
days, soon became an Officer and many
Committee Meetings were held in his
Later, for a short
London flat.
period, he succeeded Mr. Spiro as
Editor of the 'Helvetia News letter'
until posted abroad.
Unfortunately ill health intervened and after his return to London
he was unable to continue active
membership, although he followed the
fortunes of the Society with great
interest. Those who knew him will
not forget his generous and always
willing help in those early years.
To his wife and to his daughter
and her family we extend our deepest
sympathy.
We have also been informed of
the death of:
MR. G. G. HEAPS
of Scarborough, Yorks.
For fine ...

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
Send your WANTS LISTS to ZUMSTEIN
You will get fine first class quality.
NY 01111 ...

all 00

The
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
Catalogue - XIXth Edition 1968 (no new
edition in 1969) will be your trustworthy'
guide in making up your collection of
these two countries.
Please order from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham House,
16, John Adam Street, London, W.C.2.
Price: 35/-d. + 4/6d. post/packing.
EUROPE and sutal
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Catalogues

The Zumstein

are exhausted and Will be published in
September 1969 for 1970.
The BERNER BRIEFMARKEN..ZEITUNG (Annual
fee 30/-d. with extra supplement to
catalogue 34/-) always bring interesting
features on Swiss stamps especially

ZUMSTEIN
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585

JUNE 1969

CIE

There are still several unpaid subscriptions and it would be appreciated
if these could be paid forthwith, as
otherwise we shall reluctantly have to
stop sending the 'News Letter'. The
sub, was due on January 1st and now 6
months have elapsed.
Another thing - a member sent a
Postal Order for 10/-d. on April 14th
(postmarked London SE1) but not a word
as to name or address. How could I
guess where it came from, seeing that
none of the unpaid members had an
address in that district of London!
Perhaps the member in question will let
me know, quoting the number from his
P.O. counterfoil.
FIRST AIRMAIL COMMEMORATIVE
From Mr. C. Rauch comes the follow
-ing additional note:
Commemorating the first airmail
service inaugurated between Zurich-Bern
-Lausanne on 30 April 1919, the Pro
Aero Organisation, in Association with
Swissair and the PTT initiated a special flight of 10 light aircraft between
Zurich & Lausanne and vice-versa, carry
-ing between them 200,000 covers.
The airport of Lausanne-,Blecherette
has not changed much in appearance over
the 50 years. Pupils of the 47iss
School for Civilian Air Pilots flew the
aircraft. In spite of the weather mist at Kloten delayed the flight by
one hour - all went well. Mail flown
from Lausanne comprised 111,152 covers
from Switzerland, 4648 from the rest of
Europe (inc.Gt.Britain) & 1330 covers
from overseas.
At the time in 1919 there was not
much faith in the need for an airmail
service. Though the line was extended
to Geneva on 1Slipt.1919 it was closed
down in October of that year. During that
period 60 mail-carrying flights took
place and the number of items carried
amounted to 23,530. Even then the majority of items emanated from philatelists, and it is recorded that one such
sent himself no less than 980 covers on
one days Between June and October 246
passengers were carried. Theprice of a
return flight to Zurich-Lausanne was
300 Swiss Francs.
From 'La Suisse' of 1.V.1969.
RECENT SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1. 500 Anniversary of UZNACH into
Confederation: Marked on 14th
June by special pictorial cancel
reading:
'8730 UZNACH - 14.6.69 ssisch 1469-1969'
Eidgea
500 Jahre
2. BEGIOPHIL 1969 in Geneva: Held
from 13-15 June. Cancellation
showed a medieval foot messenger and
119nn aRNEVE - 13-15.6.19696 REGIOPHIL VII'

Founder:

Pres 'dent ;

E.H.SPIRO

L.mooRa, M,B.E.,

F.R.P.S.,L.

Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton
Near DISS. Norfolk

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

Hen. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Cants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

MR. E. LIENHARD,
9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD, Essex.
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No.

23rd YEAR

NEWS FROM LIECHTENSTEIN

The following new issues will appear on 28th August:

1.

4 Commemorative Stamps for

thl..nattAIILMMia....U.lbJUIDlaPALLa

Biology - 5 colours: Dk gm/wine red/It. grey/blue/white
Rp,
Physics
- 5 colours: Red-brn/yell. ochre/dk brn/lt Grey/white
Rp.
Rp. Astronomy 4 colours: Dk blue/green/it Grey/white
4p. Art - colours: Brn-ochre/yellaw/brown/lt grey/white
Designer: Hans Erni, Meggen
Heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Process:
36 x 26 mm.
Size:
White with brown and green fibres
Paper:
Unnumbered sheets of 20 stamps
Sheets:

10
30
50
80

2.

Special stamps: Pioneers of Philately
80 Rp.
1.20 Fr.

Carl LIndenberg - 1 colour: violet-brown
Theodore Champion - 1 colour; dark cobalt blue

Designer: Adalbert Pilch, Vienna

Engraver:
Process:
Size:
Paper:
Sheets:

Alfred Nefe, Vienna
Recess printing
30 x 39 mm.:
White postage stamp paper
Unnumbered sheets of 16 stamps*.

Postal validity etc. Both series will be on sale from 28th August, and
available from the Postwertzeichenstelle der FUrstlichen Regierung, Vaduz, until 30th August. Special vignetted covers are
available at 40 Rp. each. A first-day cancellation in decorative lettering
reading: 'VADUZ - 250 Jahre FUrstentum Liechtenstein - AUSGABETAG.
28 AUGUST 1969' will be used.
Two other events have also heen marked philatelically:
(a) As part of the 250th Anniversary celebrations an aeronautical1 and
astronauticalExhibition has been staged, under the title of 1Aftund Raumfahrt.' A special cancellation showing a rocket or spacecraft
u. RAUMFAHRT
will be used, reading: '9040 VADUZ AUSSTELLUNG 25,7 . 7.8 1969/,
3-14 Sept.,
(b) On the occasion of the St. Erik's Trade Fair in Stockholm from
LE
DES
a pictorial cancel will be used reading0POSTWERTZEICHENSTEL
FURSTENTUMS LIECHTENSTEIN VADUZ - ST. ERIK'S MASSEN 3-14.9.69 - STOCKHOLM'.
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NORTHERN GROUP - Hon.Sec. R.A. Hoyle
LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.RawnsleYp
6 Limes Ave. HuddersfieldRd,
32, Ethelbert Gdns. Gants Hill, Ilford.
HALIFAX, Yorks.
PROGRAMME 1969-70
PROGRAMME FOR 1969-7C'
Meetings (Nov. a, May) on Wednesday
Meeting held at home of Mr. J.N. Highsted
evenings, -6.30-8.30 p.m. at the Kingsmay
4, Park View Road, Heaton, Btadford 9, on
Hall, Kingsmay, W.C.2.
first Saturday afternoons as shown below
1969
at 2.30 p.m.
Oct. 8th AT HOME at 151, Park Road, by
. 1969
invitation of Mr.H.L.Katcher.
Oct., 4th Members Displays & Queries.
A.G.M.
la and Short Displays
Nov. 12th
Nov. 1st President's'Display (Time permitting)
Mr. G.D. Wilson
AIRMAIL
FLIGHT COVERS Dec. 10th
Dec. 6th Imperf. only - Discussion
All Members
Leader: Ar.r.L, Moore
1970
1970
Jan. 14th HOTEL POSTS Jan. 3rd
Messengers and Monuments
W.Cdr. R.F.Bulstrode„ 0.B.E,
Issues, » Discussion
Feb. llth AUCTION - Full details later
Leader, Dr.G.G.Ritchie
Mar. llth MR. R.A. HOYLE of Halifax
Feb. 7th
International Offices ewill visit London
Discursion Leader:
Apr. 1st SOCIETY VISIT TO TWICKENHAM
Mr. P.W. Robertshaw
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Mar, 7th
Annual Competition
Apr. 8th CHOICE CLASSICS April 4th
Switzerland 1914 - 1939
Mr. E.C. Slate
Tiscmssion Leader:
May 13th
ANNUAL COMPETITION for the
Mr. R.A. Hoyle
'Helvetia' and 'Moore' Trophies
April 25th
May
2nd Y.P.A. Convention, Leeds
1.0 . . emp.a. ab . n M OIPSOIM M

NO 1970 EDITTION OF

OFFICERS - 1969-70
President:

lir.

Vice President:

Ar. J.N. Highsted

Hon. Secretary,:

Mr. R.A. Hoyle

Hon. Treasurer:

Mr. J.A. Eastwood

Hon. Pkt. Secs,:

Mr. I. Gilchrist

Hon. Librarian:

Mr. H.W. Robertshaw

C.D. Wilson

.Y.P.A. Delegate:

Mr. R.A. Hoyle

Del. to Congress:

Miss R.N. Solly

'Hon. Translators: Mr. A.J.L. HUE,
Mr. E. Kohut & Dr. G.G. Ritchie
Social Secretaries Miss N. Chatburn &
Miss R.N. Solly
Press Secretary:
Mr. Rai, Hoyle
Committee:
Messrs. G.R.King, L.Moore
J.R.G. Turner, R. Wightman, J. Yates.
MEMBERS' SUCCESSES
In recent months more awards for
Swiss exhibits have gone to 'Helvetia'
members and, albeit belatedly, we
offer our congratulations to:
MR. I. TILLEN of Birmingham, who
this year, was awarded two Bronze Medals
at 'Stampex'.
Also to MR. C.D. WILSON of Leeds
who won the 'Thematic' award at the
,Leeds Competition and to DR.G.G.RITCHIE
who mon the 'General' at Harrogate and
the 'Postal History' at Bradford.
•
Keep up the good work - we like to
hear of Swiss displays doing so well.

SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE
The reasons why
there will be no 1970
Edition of the Amateur
Collector of Switzerland Catalogue are as
follows:
IPHILYMPIA 1970', the great London
International Stamp Exhibition (in
the Empire Hall, Olympia) takes place
in September 1970, and we must have the
1971 Edition on the market before then.
Clearly two editions in twenty months
are not warranted.
1.

2. The 1971 Edition will be the first
in Decimal Currency. We need ample
time to prepare this issue, which
necessitates a complete overhaul of the
Catalogue.
3, The 1969 Catalogue remains valid
until then. A major price change
bulletin will be issued this autumn
and Clients who have paid for the 1969
bulletin will receive the 1970 issues
without further charge. This applies
only to Clients who have completed the
form And paid 3/9d.
(5/*, or 60 c. Air mail despatch). To
avoid disappointment please attend to
this small matter at your earliest
convenience. The form follows page
100 in your 1969 Catalogue.
H. L. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road,
St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8
Telephone: 01-586-0616.
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Translated by F. J. Rosenthal

STAMPS OF THE TRANSITION PERIOD

The Federal Constitution of September 12, 1848, in Article 33, declared
the postal system to be a matter of State throughout the territory
of the Swiss
Confederation. The extent of the postal prerogative was not circum
scribed in
the Constitution. On the other hand, the Confederation was bound to mainta
in
the postal communications in the various cantonal territories with
the same
conveniences as heretofore; to determine the rates throughout the
Confederation
according to equal and, as far as possible, reasonable rules, and to
compensate
the cantons for the loss of postal revenues on a yearly basis. From
January 1,
1849, the postal system was provisionally administered by the previo
us authorities on behalf of the Confederation. Only after the Statute of May
25, 1849
had determined the organization of the postal system, providing a central
administration in Bern and eleven postal district administrations,
was the
Federal Postal Administration enabled to assume its functions on August
1, 1849.
As for the users of the mails, the unification of the postal system
came as a
welcome relief, when on October 1, 1849, the law on postal rates came
into effect.
It established uniform postal rates for letters throughout Switzerland
which
were staggered according to distances (4 postal zones) and weight.
Post
offices were to note down the postage received on the back of letters
when they
were posted, or to note onthe front in red ink - the amount to be
collected
fram the recipient on delivery.
Within the cantons of Basel, Geneva and Zurich, the cantonal stamps
retained
their validity for the present. On the basis of the law on postal
rates, which
permitted a local mail for larger communities with reduced rates for
stamped
letters, the postal district administrations were empowered on January
18, 1840,
to introduce stamps for the reduced rates of local circulation.
According to the new circumstances, the postal district administration
of
Geneva had already in 1849 replaced stamps with the cantonal arms with
those
showing the Federal cross. Hautver, since Geneva
was the sole canton with French coinage (with 1.43
centimes being equivalent to the Swiss Rappen which
circulated in many of the cantons), the new local
postage stamp read 4 Cts instead of 2 Rp. (Fig. 5)
and on January 22, 1850, it was replaced by a stamp
of similar design of a value of 5 Cts. The former
Figs. 5 & 6
stamp, however, could still be used at the same
value. A little later, when in other postal districts the first Federal
stamps
of 21/2 Rp. were already in use, Geneva issued another stamp of 5 c
(Fig. 7)
an adaptation of the Federal design but using its own currency.
In March 1850, the trostal district of Zurich, which in addition
to the cantons of Zurich, Schaffhausen and Thurgau, also included
the canton of Zug, prepared its own stamps at 2 Jg Rp.
(Fig. 8) for use in Zurich, Winterthur, Richterswill
WHdenswil, Schaffhausen, Frauenfeld and Zug. However,

1

they were not used, as intended, only for local mail,
but often also for the mailing of other letters within
the postal district,
Fi g.7

Fig. 8
In the canton of Basel-Stadt the 'Basel Dove s stamps, valued
at 2 Rp. were still in occasional use. A further issue wasdeemed
unnecessary;
the local users of the mails did not become reconciled to postage stamps,
and
it was even considered unfashionable to receive franked letters. The
remaining

eight postal district administrations
issue stamps for local mail.

aldo did not

excercise their privilege to

FEDERAL POSTAGE STAMPS

In a notice, dated April 5, 1850, announcement was made of the issue
of the
first Federal stamps. At first this consisted of a
2 Rp. stamp for use in the more important places, which
had been granted a local mail at reduced rates for
stamped letters. For the German language areas stamps
with the inscription I ORTSPOST I were provided and for the
French-speaking regions the inscription 'POSTE LOCALES
(Figs. 9 & 10). However, both stamps were in use in all
language areas.
Figs. 9 & 10
In Berne, the lithographer Durheim had difficulty in
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS 1843-1943 (Contd.)
printing a sufficiently continuous supply of stamps, and
only on October 1, 1850 was he able to issue two further
values: the colourful Rayon stamps of 5 Rp. (Fig.11)
fort letters up to J1 Loth within the first rayon (postal
zone) and 10 Rp. (Fig. 12) for the second zone. For
higher rates several such stamps were to be affixed.
Except for use in localities of the frontier regions, they were not valid for
foreign countries. Production by means of three-coloured lithography was very
time-consuming and expensive; thus the value of the 5 Rp, appeared from February
1851 only in two-colour printing. On the other hand the yellow colour of the
10 Rp. stamps was unsuitable for this.
Although all domestic letter mail was to be provided with stamps from
October 1, 1850, and although stamps could also be used for foreign mailings
from January 1, 1852 on, this means of franking mail was slow to come into use.
In 1856 only 25% of domestic mail was stamped/ and in 1860 only 337 However,
when the 1862 law on postal rates brought an increase of 5 Rp. for unstamped
letters, the situation changed rapidly, and by 1863 the percentage rose to 68.
In the beginning some difficulties arose from the lack of uniformity in the
currency system. Thus, in Geneva, stamps of 5 Rp. were sold for 8 cts. and
those of 10 Rp. for 15 cts. On January 1, 1352 the reform of the currency led
to the required uniformity, since for all Switzerland a uniform currency based
on the French system of coinage was introduced, which is still in use today.
According to the standard of currency the postal rates had to be re-determined,
and, at the same time, on January 1, 1852, new postage stamps were to be issued.
Thus the post offices had to deliver up their entire supply of stamps on
December 25, 1851.
However, for a number of reasons, the printing of the contemplated new
stamps was delayed so severely, that during January 1352 the former stamps of
5 & 10 Rp. were issued again without change, in connection with which the
indication of value was to be regarded as that of the new currency. In adjustment to the new rates which went into effect at the same time (providing for 3
instead of 4 postal zones), a new stamp was put on sale for the third zone,
produced by one-colour lithography, with values of 15 Rp. and 15 cts. (Fig. 13)
Since the public unexpectedly got used rather quickly
to the new currency, further printings showed only the
value of Rp. On the other hand the value numerals
were subsequently printed somewhat larger.
Fig. 13
For the new issue of stamps which had been in
chose
authorities
preparation since 1851, the postal
in place of the lithographic process/ the more
efficient and cheaper process of typography. In doing so embossed printing was
put to use, inasmuch as this processpermits the embossed work to appear
prominently and this is a good protection against counterfeiting. The zonal
indications were made superfluous, because the stamps were now accepted for the
entire postal traffic. The value was indicated in all of the three national
languages.
For the stamp design, the artist was provided, inter alias, with the
following guiding principles: "All countries have employed the design which
adorns their silver coins, whether the portrait of the King or of the Queen,
the German eagle, etc. On the other hand, for a Republic the national symbol
is suitable, some beautiful feminine figure with a corresponding coat-of-arms."
Thus, the set of stamps which appeared on September 15, 1854, bore as its all-,
egorical figure, that of 'Helvetia' which from this date onward, in a variety
of styles, decorated some of the stamps without interruption for
80 years (Fig. 14)
The preparatory work, as well as the printing of the first
issue, was executed by the University Press Weiss in Munich on
white paper which was also in use for the Bavarian stamps. As
protection against counterfeiting the paper was interlaced with
silken threads in such a fashion that every stamp received a thread.
Fig. 14
In the autumn of 1854 the Federal Mint in Berne, which in the meantime had
with the necessary equipment, took charge of the printing of the
provided
been
was provided in the same finish by the Papermill an der Sihl
paper
The
stamps.
in Zurich. During 1855-1857 every stamp value was prepared with a different
colour thread; however this proved to be too complicated and too expensive.
(Continued on P.50)
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
Part XIV

By R. L. CHRISTIAN
SUDOSTBAHN - S.0,B.

RAP

The Rapperswil to
PfHffikon Railway was
1878, running on a
August,
27th
on
opened
The
causeway across the Lake of ZUrich.
over
take
to
1889
in
SUdostbahn was formed
this line and the line Widensmil»Einsieddln$
to build a PfUffikon to Samstagern connection
and to extend the system from BiberbrUcke to
Arth-Goldau. Both of these connections were
opened on 8th August, 1891 completing the
line Goldau-Rapperswil and also the little
system of 31 miles as it is today.
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Cancellations recorded are Type A
(8 bars) 1914-37, (6 bars) 1935-47 with
possible use up to 1965. Type E 1950 to
1963 and Type F in 1957. A new Type E was
issued in 1968.
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Einsiedeln-WHdenswil: The line
Einsiedeln
Adenswil was opened on 1st May 1877
and is just over 10 miles long. It
was merged in 1889 with the newly
formed South-Eastern Railway Co.
Cancellations in Type A are known
from 1912-36 (8 bars).
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SOLOTHUDN-ZOLLIKOFEN-BERN- _ SU_
The line Solothum.Zollikofen
on 10th April 1916 and
opened
was
connected with the Bern..Worblaufen.,
Zollikofen line opened on 13th July
1912.
.
No 'named ' T.P.O. cancellat..
ions are recorded until 1968.
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Luzern-Wildesg: The first
section of
this line, from Luzern to
Emmentaiakewas opened by the
Centralbahn on 1st June 1859. The section
EmmenbrUcke to Beinull was opened on 3rd
September 1883, extended to Lenzburg on 15th
October 1883 and to Wildegg on 1st October
1895. Originally this line was an English
enterprise - the Lake Valley of Switzerland
& Railway Co., but passed into Swiss hands
in 1894.
Cancellations in Type 8 (8 bars) are
recorded from 1910 to 1934 and in Type E
'0
from 1941 to 1943.
(T be continued)
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1. 10th Anniversary Conference of CEPTL
Will be held in Lugano on 4-5 July.
The special cancel bears the CEPT emblem
and reads: '6900 LUGANO - 4-5.7.69 Xe ANNIVERSAIRE1.

=========1

:

fi
We much regret to have to
1
u
J record the death of yet another p
HMember of many year's standing:
i
u
11
0
0
MR. G.R. HYND
II
u
II
II
of Dundee
II
- - - - -==-=---=====n
j==---====

2, Federal Shooting Festival 1969 To be held from 7-27 July. A
special cancel will be used by the
Mobile P.O. No.4 reading: 3600 Thun date - EIDG, SCHUTZENFEST 19691.

100 YEARS,Cp

wss STAMPS (Continued)

The stamp values furnished from Munich
5, 10, 15 & 40 Rp. - were later supplemented by values of 2 & 20 Rp. & 1 Fr.

3. Golden Jubilee Scout Jamboree 1969
in Bleniotal: to be held from
18-19 July 1969 and marked by a special
cancel reading: '7818 OLIVONE
Esploratrici campo dei giubileo1.

On July 11 1862 the rate for
printed matter to Italy was set at3 Rp.
Since a 3 Rp, stamp did not exist at the
time, half a 2 Rp. was provisionally
affixed next to a whole one, This ex...
pedient, however, lasted for only 3
months. The use of other bisected
stamps was never officially permitted,
(To be continued)

4. National Day Celebration, Rfitli The specil pictorial cancel to be
used on 1st August will read:
16441 RUTLI - BUNDESFEIER AN
HISTORISCHE STaTTE - 1.8.691.
5. National Day Celebrations in Geneva
and Chur: Pictorial cancels will
be used on 1st August reading as follows:
'1200 GENEVE - 1.8.69 - FETE NATIONALE G. J. DUFOUR1 and
'7000 CHUB. - 1.8.69 BUNDESFEIER.t

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS
53 Peintres Rhodeniens - Exposition
internationale Sierra 19.VI 28.VIII.69 - Sion 15/7 - 28/8
50 Jahre Simplon-Autopost 19.9.69 Visp
Cinquentaire au service postal sue la
route du Simplon 1919-1969 - Sierre
Internat, Musik..Festwochen Luzern
1 Juli-4 Sept.1969 - Luzern to 6/IX
Concours hippique national Tramelan
31.VII 3.VIII.1969
Marche-Concours National de chevaux
9/10 aout 1969 - Saignelegier
La Chaux-de-Fonds

Exchange Packer circulation will be resumed in the Autumn. Have you booklets?
- - - =--==—== - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For fine
11

=----------------
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RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND

and EUROPE
II

bend your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
nwill get fine, first class quality
1
t

uOrder from Harris Publications Limited,
nDurham House, 16 John Adam Street,
11
uL ondon, W.C.2.

Now is the time to plan for the
AUTUMN: To have material ready for
Displays and forthcoming exhibition.

II

ft

the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970 :

11

Which new fields will you be
exploring?

uSWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size
11

Price 7/6d. + postage 1/6d,
registered mail 3/-d,

Whatever your requirements I can
help?

11
HEUROPE

PLATE FLAWS and VARIETIES

Price: 62/6 ) Post

uEUROPE with thumb index: 70/- ) 7/6d.
II

*

1SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
II

1XIXth Edition 1968 still in use ..
Price 37/6d, + postage 5/0
0
0

11

(Norew edition in Autumn 1969)

1
II:
Ili

1
11

0

COMMEMORATIVES - MINIATURE SHEETS

1

STAMPS of all issues from CLASSIC
to MODERN

II

1

ft

II;

1

...
11

11(Annual fee 32/6d., with extra
llsupplement to catalogue 36/.0.
Il
II

ii
0

SITTING & STANDING HELVETIA

1

Supplements to the EUROPE
['Catalogue are published regularly in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG

TETE...BECHE, SE-TENANT and GUTTER
STRIPS ....... .. .. •
INTERNATIONAL OFFICES .........

1'

11
h
0

11

AIRMAIL FLIGHT AND SPECIAL COVERS

11
ft

ZUMSTEIN
&
CI E
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
a*"

P.O. Box 2585, CH - 3001 . BERNE 4
ii16=======-----=
== ==============mt

Send your orders or enquiries NOW,
before prices rise still further.

IS ARMSTRONG
141 Law Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,
LANCS.

TELIC
\Ps.
News V. letter

Founder:
E.H.SPIRO

I

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Nortoni
Near DISS. Norfolk

32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

Hon. Treasurer:

AUGUST

L.MOORE, m.a.E.,

F.R.P,S.,L.

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,

No.8

President:

MR, E. LIENHARO,.
9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD. Essex.

1 969

23rd YEAR

1900 U. P.U.

25 YEAR COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE OF THE FOUNDATION OF, THE, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION
Translated from the 1966 Edition of the ZUMSTEIN SPECIALIZED CATALOGUE
with the permission of the publishers
by MRS. K. MoMAHON and H.E. CHAPMAN

(Iota: As it is not possible to reproduce the many illustrations referred to, they are mentioned only for
comparison with the catalogue text.)
The original production of this issue resulted in
faulty printing of the first plate. This consisted of 200
stamp pictures in four panes each of 50 stamps. The average
space between the stamps for cutting was, horizontally 2.2 non.,
vertically 2.4 mm. With such a small space available the
perforation of the stamps could not be carried out by any
existent perforator. A perforating machine was hastily converted with two
0
different old types of harrow perforators assembled at 90 - one for the horizontal and another for the vertical. The horizontal one, made in 1862, was of
from which the pins of the entire vertical rows
the typograph harrow type
and 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10 horizontal rows were removed, and for the vertical perforx. 11, made in the year 1891 was used,
ations a copper-plate harrow type
from which all the pins of the vertical rows in perforation 11 were removed.
Thus a perforation line 1l x ll was obtained.

lit,

: For the second and third groups of plates, likewise with 200 stamps
of equal arrangement, there was more room between each, giving a cutting space
of 2.7 MI6 horizontally and 2.6 mm. vertically. The harrow perforated stamps
thus run off could not be obtained in one perforating operation, for which the
typographed harrow type of 1862 was again converted for the horitontal arrangement. As a result the pins were all more widely spaced, giving a straight
perforation in vertical rows. The stamps of the second and third plates,
therefore, have a harrow perforation of ill. (For further information
reference should be made to the article by A. Hertsch (BBZ No. 3/1953) and the
special work of Wirth/Gees "Schweiz 1900").
Illustration - Irregular perforation line
Harrow perforation
. 1 900 -

2nd July,

Special Jubilee Commemorative Issue in vertical format.
Copper plate. White paper. Two horizontal control marks.

Designer:
Engraver:
Printer:
Period of sale
A.
B.
C.

Eugene Grasset, Paris and Lausanne
Frederic Florian, Paris
Max Girardet, Bern
and postal validity: Until 31.12,1900

x
Line perforated
First plate:
Second plate: Harrow perforated 113Harrow perforated 114- with original die re-engraved.
Third plate:

Zumstein No.
Nos. issued: A & B

77 5ots. green
16,532,000
0
5,400, 00

78 10 ots, rose
15,196,000
190,000

79 25 cts. blue

6,344,000
3,850

The A & B issues can only be taken together as they were not notified
as separate issues by the Post Office.
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For the arrangement of the plates used, first of all a pane of 50 was
occur
put together and transferred three times. All plate faults, therefore,
faults
plate
Minor
151.
and
101
four times per plate, i.e. on stamps 1, 51,
by the
appearing only once in a while, or subsequent retouching, are recognised
addition of the word 'only t (nur).
Continuallz recurrinq variations in most of the three plates:
1. Obverse double print.
2. Single colour flaw.
3. Reverse transparent print.
4. Strong print showing through. (Illus.)
5. Strong print showing through and impression on the back.
6. Weaker colour impression on the back.
7. Clearer colour impression on the back. (Note 1). (Illus.)
8. Partial impression on the back. (Illus.)
9. Misplaced impression on the back. (Illus.)
10. Double impression on the back (according to sharpness).
ha. Double perforation, pierced or not punched through.
11b. Horizontal, double perforation.
12. False perforations (missing perforation holes).
13. Perforation variations: 12th perf. left or right out of place as in
plates B & C) (BBZ. No, 10/1946).
(Note 2).
14. Double control mark.
of place (4 halves).
out
marks
l
15. Lateral contro
ds.
downwar
16. Control marks pushed
17. Control marks in sixths.
18. Thick ruched creases.
Note 1. Referring to the impression shown on page 104 (1966 Ed.) the
clear impressions are the catalogued plate flaws (D etc. missing),
also visible on the die.
Note 2. The double control marks lie mostly close together. Control
marks 1mm. or more removed from one another are more infrequent
and are valued higher.
In the shade value of the 10 ate, the colour has taken so lightly that,
the
to a large extent - partly during the process of gumming, partly during
is
back
the
on
e
process of cleaning the stamps after their use, - the pictur
en
mistak
be
to
not
is
recognisable and is defined as "print showing through" and
relief
r
sharpe
for an impression on the back. The latter is known by the
drawing and nearly always also through an immediately clearly perceptible
a
displacement of the picture on the back. The impression on the back is
different, stronger imprint.
Cataloguing by perforations and special features
(Illus.) - No. 77A - 5 cts. Green
A. First plate - Line Perforation h1 x

Colour Shades
(c) yellowish-green
(b) green, dark green
Plate flaws
1. Colour spots: in the scroll, clouds, mast, figure, value shield etc.
2. So-called warts: between L & E in JuBILE (only 52)
in the L of LIUNION (16)
in the escutcheon (Illus.) (13)
in the left hand margin by the globe (only 79)
left under the ribbon (only 199
globe over the right hand (1
the
Colour spots: in
3.
dress, face, left upper and under arm.
the
in
in the value shield, before FLORIAN (31); in the scroll
Coloured hair line in the stamp picture.
4.
(11),
Colourless places* in the mnrgin lines, left upper, in the mast, wires
5.
the neck of the value numeral 5 (27) and curve of the 5 (44)
Upper part of the E of DE missing (only I t (Must)
6.
7.
Colour flecks in place of the nose (Illus. (Only 64)
8. White spherical blemish under the ribbon over the 9 (16
9. V-shaped colour flecks under SE of UNIVERSEIJA (only 6(13
Retouches
SEUE (10 & 110) (Illus.)
UNIVER
of
SE
under
hed
retouc
Dot
1.
2. Similarly additional small dotted lines under SELLE (only 160)
(Illus.)
3. Colour flecks (flaw 7) retouched (14, 114, 164). (Note nose).
(To be continued)
(a) matt green
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STAMPS 1b434Part
100 YEARS TranslatedISS
III
by F. J. Rosenthal
This second issue of the seated Helvetia,
printed like its predecessor by embossed
in more than one way, be regarded as the first modern postage
typography, may
was primarily the perforation of the stamp edges, which
innovation
stamp. An
y solved the problem of separation, and on the other
conclusivel
on the one hand
protection against counterfeits. A further
effective
an
as
served
for the first time by a control mark,
provided
was
protection
which was impressed into the sheet
watermark,
modern
the
to
similar
shape of a Swiss cross encircled
the
in
mill
paper
the
in
paper
of
measures, while they made use
protective
These
oval.
by a double
, were not sufficient
unnecessary
paper
of the expensive silk thread
granite paper
measure
protective
further
in the long run. As a
format
stamp
The
paper.
white
the
for
was substituted in 1881
Fig.15
solution
the
that
note
of
worthy
is
It
was newly designed as well.
(Fig.15)
changes.
substantial
arrived at has been retained to this date without
1862

Seated Helvetia perforated.

The new stamp design is characterised by a complete change in the inscriptions. The troublesome tri-lingual value designation was replaced by the
conspicuous indication of value by means of boldly formed numerals. For the
first time there appears on the postage stamps the linguistically neutral
country designation 'Helvetia'. The representation of the Helvetia is based
on the coin design of the time. It does not lay claim to any artistic merit,
but is simply regarded as a decorative design which represents the country's
sovereignty and which supplements the utilitarian inscriptions. The issue
of 1862 undoubtedly represents a considerable advance in the production of
postage stamps. The production was undertaken by the Federal Mint at Berne.
This was a decidedly
Cross of the Confederation with Numerals.
1882.
utilitarian design,
dominated by the requirements of postal technology; aesthetically unassuming,
sober in design, appropriate in configuration (Fig. 16). Enclosed strongly
by a well-Iaoportioned ornamental frame, the components of the
design - inscription scroll, aross and value numeral - merge into
a harmonious whole. Destined for the lower values which were to
be produced in large numbers, these stamps were produced by means
of the efficient typography, a circumstance which the design
takes into account.
Protection against counterfeiting and fraud remained a major
Fig. 16
problem of the stamp printers. Thus, it was found necessary to prepare the
colours for the new stamps in such a fashion that any attempt to wash off the
cancellation from used stamps would destroy also the colour printing and therewith the stamp itself.
In 1904 preparations began for the first stamp booklets. In 1908 the
g
t
so-called 'Kehrdruckbogen (or tete-b 0he) sheets were prepared for these booklets, in which the fourth vertical row remained blank, while in the eighth,
ninth and tenth rows the stamps were printed upside down (inverted). When
the sheets were separated into single leaves of six stamps each, sufficient
margin remained for stapling, and all stamps reappeared in their normal position.
g
Up to 1906 these stamps were printed by St mpfli & Ca.in Berne, thereafter in the new Federal Mint,
For this issue (Fig. 17) copperplate
printing was utilized for the first
time for Swiss stamps. Although this method had already proved
its usefulness for stamps and had demonstrated its aesthetic
qualities with the first stamps of the world, it did not prevail
Fig. 17
in the manufacture of stamps inasmuch as it was technically
with
contend
to
had
producers
The
expensive.
ngly
correspondi
and
difficult
1900
to
up
that
fact
the
by
for
accounted
partly
were
which
s
difficultie
printing was done by means of a hand press. Since the printing plates had to
be inked by hand, corrections, known as 'retouching', were frequently called
for and as the copper wore down rapidly during printing many differences in
colour shading arose, as well as other peculiarities. These were subsequently
to become of great interest to philatelists.
1882. Standing Helvetia.

This issue gives evidence of a certain contemporary stylistic trend - often
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Continued)
an oval
found in foreign stamps of the day - which divides the design into
intended
frame
centrepiece, intended for the pictorial design, and a decorative
on a
based
for the inscriptions. The representation of Helvetia, here again
to the
d
reproduction of the coinage symbol, shows no new characteristic compare
former conceptions.
upt & Sohn, and
Up to 1886 these stamps were printed by the firm of Mtillha
perforation
and
thereafter until 1906 by Max Girardet, both in Bern; gumming
were undertaken by the Federal Mint.
rk,
In 1905 the previous controlmarks were replaced by a proper waterma
evenly
s
crosse
Swiss
of
ted
consis
impressed into the moist paper; this
distributed across the sheet of stamps.
chosen as the
122.1. William Tell's son and bust of Helvetia. These stamps,
result of a competition, are
c
characterized by a departure from conventional limitations and by artisti
Swiss
nown
creativity. The stamp depicting Tell's son, the work of the well-k
), the
(Fig.18
type
first
the
in
ns
maintai
912)
(1862-1
painter Albert Welti
in the second design
style of 'framed' stamp, as in the issues of 1854, while
d space then
(Fig. 21), the frame reverts to its use as a border and the enlarge
Changes of
allows for a better arrangement of the picture and denomination.
d in front
script and re-design of the cross-bow, whose bow-string first appeare
creation of
of the stock (Fig. 21), later behind the stock (Fig. 23) led to the
Types
three states of the second form which are known to philatelists as
II and III.

Fig.18

Fig.19

Fig. 20

Fig.21

Figs 22

Figs 23

That which gave Welti's stamp its special characteristics was the choice
in other
of motive. It was to be "a living motive from our own history",
g. And who
feelin
al
words, a picture that was to embody a genuine Swiss nation
conception
the
r
neithe
r,
would deny this characteristic to Tell's son? Howeve
ry, the
contra
the
On
.
nor its execution were given proper due by the public
just
bad
who
artist,
stamp was subjected to such extensive criticism that the
deeply
was
returned to his homeland after a stay of many years in Munich,
"The Return Home",
insulted; it provoked him to create the well-known etching,
the
which shows scorn and humour. Unfortunately he did not live to enjoy
Swiss
the
satisfaction of seeing that his creation did yeoman service for
mails for more than 25 years.
r,
The half-length portrait of Helvetia, designed by the painter and sculpto
regard
to
y
tendenc
the
of
e
evidenc
Charles l'Eplattenier (Fig. 19) is striking
ented in
the stamp picture as a work of art. Accordingly the motive is repres
,
ntation
represe
tal
ornamen
an entirely novel way; instead of the former more
is
it
though
even
,
bearing
it is seen here as a living picture with emphatic
not quite free of the effect of being posed.
This stamp in its turn did not receive a friendly reception. Thus the
agitated
alpine landscape whiCh is modestly indicated in the background caused
simpli
of
criticism. The artist had little success in carrying out the task
more
pe
landsca
fying the design and at the same time representing the, glacial
and was
effectively, so the second attempt (Fig. 22) was also unsatisfactory
given up after a few years.
replace the issue
1908. Seated Helvetia with Sword. This stamp, which was to
(Fig. 20), also
a
Helveti
g
Standin
the
of
oraries, Tell's
contemp
its
with
nts,
a creation of Charles L'Eplattenier, represe
new era in the
a
of
ng
beginni
the
a,
son and the half-length portrait of HelVeti
entirely new
the
in
only
not
ion
express
art of the Swiss postage stamp, finding
twomodern
more
the
of
use
first
the
conception of the design, but also in
the
e,
surfac
flat
a
on
ition
compos
colour typographic process. The excellent
g,
printin
ul
beautif
the
as
well
as
functional insertion of the inscription,
identify this issue as a superb example of the graphic art in stamps.
(To be continued)
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HANGE PACKET
I H -_-_XC
of writing this, the end of July is less than a week away

At the time
and I am still endeavouring to wind up the season's business. I fear that at
this time of the year the packet becomes somewhat of a chore, when so many
other things clamour for attention - your faithful Hon. Secretary & Editor,
Mrs. Rawnsley, deserves the highest praise for having served for so many years
and the Hon. Treasurer's life, too, could be easier. Personally I doubt if
I shall be able to carry on as Packet Secretary for more than one season.
Some of you may feel that a club official should not complain, whatever the difficulties, but this past season the packet service has suffered
in some instances from the unhelpful to the downright unco-operative. So far
over the past two seasons only those members requesting to be removed from the
packet list have been deleted. While members have been reminded on more than
one occasion that it is essential to abide by the rules, I have hesitated to
remove members from the circulation list. However, next season will find the
list a few names shorter and a few more will disappear unless an improvement
is evident. I can appreciate that there are times of difficulty; however,
I
an explanation will help me to assess the situation and act accordingly.
s.
am quite prepared to make concessions if informed of the difficultie
Season

1968/69,

Packets circulated:
Value of material submitted:

e 3,473.19.1.

E

Gross Sales:

E 1,620.4.0i.

C

1967/68
23
1,490.4.6.
744.7.1.

As you can see, a considerable increase in business. It is, however, essential
that all documents are filled in correctly, packets dealt with promptly and
despatched within the stipulated time, and returns forwarded immediately.
Errors of addition create confusion and need considerable time to check and
treble check.
We were unfortunate in losing 3 packets on which the Society makes
a loss. Several others went astray but were fortunately recovered - take care
in packing and addressing. The packet being postal, I need one week's notice
of any change (holidays, address etc.) to be certain of catching a packet on
its round.
Lest it be all woe, let me hasten to add that the majority of members
are exemplary and appreciate the difficulty of running a countrywide packet my thanks go to allthose who have co-operated.
The conclusion, I fear, must be on a sad note. That odious creature,
the switcher' has found his way into our ranks .... perhaps he will endeavour
to redeem his character by returning the items in question to me, though it
will, no doubt, be anonymously. In order to combat this menace it is up to
each and every member to report to me any irregularity.
For the coming season vendors should note: Booklets to be sent to me
between mid-September to mid-January only, and please - no prices to id,
for obvious reasons.
Yours hopefully,
I

(Pkt.Secretary)

E. LI
OF INTEREST TO UN GERS IN THE
UNITED STATES
As Some of you may already be
aware efforts are being made to revive the former American Helvetia Society.
Based in Fair Lawn, New Jersey,
membership is open to Swiss collectors
in the New York-New Jersey-Pennsylvani
area; no services being yet provided
for collectors beyond driving distance
of its meetings. It is hoped in time
to issue a bulletin and a collection
of Swiss philatelic literature is
being made.
Dues are $2.00 per annum and
enquiries should go to Aaron E.Rosenberg, 36 Allen Terrace,Berkeley Heights
u T n7Q99

SPE0TAT CANCELLATIONS
1. Tth International Congress for
Clinical Chemistry in Geneva - to be
held from 8-12 Sept. A special cancel
will be used: 1211 Geneve - date - Vile
Congres international de chimie clinique.
2. Comptoir Suisse in Lausanne - from
19-28 September. Special cancel
will read; /1000 Lausanne - date and
symbol - 50e Foire internationale
Comptoir Suisse.
PUBLICITY (TOURIST) CANCELS for August:

3921 MOH - Fauna u. Flora (K.504)
3961 VERCORIN - Sports sante (K.505)
9464 RUTH (RHEINTAL) - am Hirschen
Sprung

(K.506)

TWO APOLOGIES:
(a) We regret that two of the
illustrations in last month's
instalment of the Centenary article
were inadvertently printed upside down!
to the indisposition of the
author, this month's instalment
of the Railway Cancellation article has
had to be held over.
(b)
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DUD

From the PTT GAZETTE: Collectors are
reminded that
the U.N. Service stamps of 5, 10, 20,
30, 50, 60 Rp., 2 & 5 Fr. will cease
to be valid for postage as from 4th
October, 1969. Until 3rd October
they may still be obtained from the
various Philatelic Agencies.,

The new U.N. Stamps in Swiss
, currency, due on 4th October, will
only be obtainable from the
THE SWISS PHILATELIST
Aministration Postale des Nations
The latest issue from the Amateur.
Unies, Service philatelique, Palais
CollectorLtd., is to hand and, as
des Nations, 1211 Geneve 10.
always, contains much of interest with
Post-cheque a/c 12-999.
articles on the 'Proofs of the 1882
Numerals' by M. Schio; 'Registration
STOP PRESS
Labels of Switzerland' by Dr. F. Ganz,
Details of the next issues were
a further instalment of 'Who's Who on
Swiss Stamps', many other items of news received just too late for a full account in this issue and will appear next
and special offers.
month. As advance information the
following is given:
PLATE FLAW ON PRO PATRIA STAMP
Dr. Ganz has reported a clearly
visible plate flaw on the new 10 + 10
Pro Patria stamp, sheet A 11111 2nd
stamp on sheet: a noticeable horizontal black line 3-4 mm. long,
through the green bush at right.

(a) Publicity Stamps - Series II

For fine

(b) Special Stamps - Portraits
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
and EUROPE

send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London, W.C.2.
the =STEIN CATALOGUES 197.0
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pocket size
Price 7/6d + postage 1/6d.
registered mail 3/-d.
EUROPE ...

Price 62A )Post

pUROPE with thumb index: 70/- )7/6d.
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XIXth Edition 1968 still in use Price 37/6d. + postage 5/(No new edition in Autumn 1969)
Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue
are published regularly in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZETTUNG
(Annual fee 32/6d., with extra
supplement to catalogue 36/-).

10MEIN I CIF
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERNE

20 0. Swiss Alps (Kreuzberge)
30 c. Children and road traffic
hazards
50 0. 50th Anniversary of the International Labour Office.

10
20
30
50
80

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

Huldrych Zwingli (Reformer)
Henri Guisan (General)
Francesco Borromini (Architect)
OthMar Schoeck (Composer)
Germaine de Stahl (writer)

For the portrait stamps one special
coliunemorative cover will be available,
but for the Publicity series there will
be one for each value and one for the set.
SWISS

STAMPS

are in the lead in every way interest, beauty and appreciation.
To enlarge your collection
will be to your ultimate advantage.
From stock I can supply
stamps, mint or used, from early
to modern issues. Also miniature
sheets, tete-1'eche and s6-t6nant,
airmails, International Offices,
covers, etc. etc.
Selections sent on approval
or supplied to Wants Lists.

WASTItOtIG
3.5.1
14 Low- Lane, Torrisholme,

mo4cAnac,
Lancs.
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23rd YEAR

NEW AUTUMN _ISSUES
As announced in our 'Stop Press last month, twO new issues will
be available on 18th September. Full Details are as follows:

The PTT have decided to bring out, over the next few years, stamps
A.
showing the portraits of prominent Swiss personalities, to meet the wish of the
public. Unlike earlier portraits which appeared on Pro Juventute and Pro Petrie
stamps, the new series are designed to reflect mote modern attistic trends. Also,
the unwritten law that outstanding personalities may not be honoured by being
depicted on a stamp until at least 25 years after their death, has been abandoned.
So the new portrait stamps will be linked with our times, not only by their
modern design, but also by the selection o f notable people. This years portrait
stamps commemorate the following:
10 c. HULDRYCH ZWINGLI (1484-1531) - Zurich Protestant reformer. (Violet)
Zmingli was born at Wildhaus in the Tottenburg valley (Ct. St. Gallen)
the son of a free peasant. He studied theology in Vienna and Basel and became
a priest at Glarus.
As army chaplain he repeatedly accompanied the local
troops on their military expeditions into Lombardy and fought against the then
prevalent practice in Switzerland of hiring out mercenaries. After serving as
people's priest at Einsiedeln for a short time, he was called to Zurich where,
under the influence of Erasmus of Rotterdam and Luther, he introduced the
Reformation, delivering his first sermon at the Great Minster in Zurich 450 years
ago, on 1st January 1519. He fell in the battle fought between Protestants and
Catholics at Kappel am Albis on lith October, 1531.
20 c. HENRI GUISAN (1874-1960) - General Swiss Army during World War II (Green)
Born at Meziires (Ct. Vaud), he studied agriculture and was a militia
officer until promoted Commander of a Division. On 30th August, 1939, he was
elected General of the Swiss Army by the Federal Assembly. Concentrating the
Swiss defence measures on t h e mount ainous interior of the country, he ordered,
in 1940, the building of a protective barrier of fortifications, the so-called
'Reduit national'. He did much to strengthen military preparedness and the
vigilance of both army and people and won the gratitude and recognition of the
whole nation. Since Switzerland maintains a General only in time of war, his
command ended in 1945 and he resigned his office on 20th August,
30 c. FRANCESCO

BORROMINI

(1599-1667) - Master of baroque architecture. (Red)

A native of Bissone in Ct, Ticino, Borromini spent the greater part of

his life in Rome, where he died in 1667. After learning the trade of a stonemason in Milan he was called to Rome by his relative, the then famous architect
Carlo Maderno (depicted on the 5c. Pro Juventute stamp of 1956) to assist in
As an independent architect Borromini later
the construction of St. Peter's.
erected a series of notable buildings in Rome and is considered, together with
Bernini, the master of Roman baroque architecture. The best-known edifices
designed by Borromini alone, or in collaboration with others, include the
Barberini, Spada and Falconieri palaces and the churches of San Carlo elle
quatro Fontane l S. Ivo alla Sapieazia and S. Agnese elle Piazza Navona.
50 c. OTHMAR SCHOECK (1886-1957) - Composer. (Blue)
Studied music and was for many years chorus conductor in Zurich, later
conducting symphony concerts at St. Gallen. Schoeck is best known as a
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,
composer of songs, but also created operas, choral music and chanter
His operas 'Penthesileas„ 'Arm Fischer dayner Frei-I:Das Schloss Mande':are
well-known repertoire pieces. He also set to music numerous poems by Goethe,
Eichendorff, Gottfried Keller, C.F. Meyer and others.
80 c. GERMAINE DE.STAVL (1766.1817) - Writer. (Brown)
'Wet the daughter of the Geneva banker, Jacques Necker, who later became
French Minister of Finance under Louis XVI. Born in Paris, she was conspicuous
for her int4lect even as a child. At a very early age she was married to the
.:Swedish Baron Stal del Holstein, from whom she later separated. Wrote several
books and became a widely read author. At first she welcomed the French
Revolution, but later came to abhor its excesses as well as the military
.
dictatorship of Napoleon I, who banished her from France in 1803. She
travelled all
Europer.nartLY,4s a_ref4Beet and Spent much time at the
castle of Goppett.on,Lakepeneval_whichsbe had,inherited,from.her father and
which she transformed into a kind of cosmopolitan academy. Mme de Sta81-died
91D4
in Paris,. OP 14th July, 1.817 but was burled at Coppet at:her wish.
'Corrine' and 'Dix miles d'exils are among her more important
works.
Gabriel H air, Lausanne
Designer:
Heinrich Heusser, Obeageri
Engraver:
Line engraved intaglio by Postage Stamp Printing Works, PTT, Bern
Printing:
White, for line-engraved intaglio, luminous, violet fibres.
12,21V
26 x 21 um.
Picture size:
-29 x 24 ma6
Stamp size:
Stave Per sheet: 50
No. of sheets et forta.sylinga: Four (Nos. 1-4);
B. The second series of SPECIAL STAMPS 1969 will also be issued on 18th Sept.
. After the
ren..a..
zbere.
andLIS_
...klerstteAstualwitzeLl.
'S1..,Isa.all.4.
20c. _fii
nti ie first two stamps of
rn
MatterhornandtheFinsteraarho,depictedo
the 'Swiss Alps' sequence, the Kreuzberge in the Alpstein massif, whose
precipices and crags tower over the St. Gallen Rhine valley, have been chosen
as the motif for the third stamp and show the well-known peaks, which attract
many climbers, as seen from the SaxerlUcke.
30 c. Children and road traffic hazards. Every year many children fall
victim to road traffic, often while playing ontbcroughfares. The
picture is to remind children to use caution when crossing the roads.
50 c. 50 Years of the International LabourOwolaitiaLII4I4) 1919-1969.
The I.L.O., whose aim it is to promote social justice and to improve
working conditions, was founded in Washington im 1919. Switzerland joined
right at the beginning and Geneva has been the seat of its permanent secretariat,
the International Labour Office, since 1920, except for the period 1940-48
when it operated from Montreal. The jubilee stamp shows a hammersmith at work.
20 c. Kreuzberge, 2067 metres - 5 colours: green/greyish-blue/red/lt.bluei
dark blue
30 c. Children at a pedestrian crossing - 4 colours: red/dk grey/blue/yellow
50 c. Hammersmith - 4 colours: dk violet/violet-brn/or-red/yellow.
Edi Hauri Basel
Designers:
c'
30 c.
20 & 50
Hans Th8ni, Bern
Rotogravure by Courvoisier SA,, La Chaux-de-Fonds
Printing:
White, with luminous substance, lightlyoaated, violet fibres
Paper:
No, of sheets per form cylinder: Two (& & B); Stamps per sheet: 50
Picture size; 33 x 23 mm.
36 x 26 mm.
Stapp size:
....................
Both series will be on sale from 18th September until stocks are exhausted,
with unlimited postal validity. . For collectors they are available from:the
PTT Philatelic Bureaux in.Bern, Basle, Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne, Lugano,
St. Gallen and Zurich.
One special'coVer is available for the portrait stamps, while for the other
series there will be one for 'each of the three values and one for the set.
Collection sheets and folders will also be obtainable* A special First Day
cancellation will be used in Bern_ on 18th' September.
11.04.10111../.

important auction of Swiss material including many great rarities from
the Anderegg collection, mill be offered for sale in Basle on 11th October.
The superbly illustrated catalogue costs 10/- and is Available from Robson' Loge,
50, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.1 or Urs P. Kaufmann, St. Jacobs Strasse 40,
An
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1900 UP U.
By MRS, H. MeMAHON and H.H. CHAPMAN

First plate -

PART I/

Line Perforation llk x 1111
,

No. 78 A • 10 ets, aniline rose (value shield complete)
Colon;-shades

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

lamp bright orange)
bright aniline rose (Under the quartz
It
It
11
It
aniline rose
tt
II
it
stronger aniline rose "
It
“
aniline red
ft
II
matt rose
dull carmine, clear.
Plate-flawa

1. Colour spots and flecks; Outer half of margin in inscription, in background, mast, right, next the escutcheon, in the
value shield, in the numbered ribbon on left overarm (only 5), between
first and second mires (only 15). over GR of GRASSET (only 23), in. cloud
over first wire (only 175), over Wing (only 37), in loop over left over-arm
(only 131), in margin over UB of JUBILE (only 43), in slit of dress
(126, 176).
2. So-called warts: right of 0 Of 1900 (13), in letters (33) in value
shield (only 33), in topmost letter (only 50).
3. Colour streaks and scratches over the letter E in JUBILE: in value shield,
in letters, in escutcheon; over the figure 7 on right hand wrist
(bracelet) (only 49).
4. Colourless line through L I UNI and ERSEILE (94, 144, 194),
5. Colourless area; a circular area on hip; so-called global flecks (only 198)
(Illus.)
left in the
(Illus.);
191)
and
91
(41,
UNIVERSELLE
of
L
the
under
6. Similarly
(Illus.)
(30)
globe panel
7. Similarly left over JUBILE, in hair' through Scott, in background, in dress.
8. Grasset without G; margin line defect (45) (Illus.)
9. Missing line on left underarm (19, 69 & 119), and enclosed colourless area
in background (169) (Illus.)
Retoueheia
Grasset without G (95, 145, 195)
1. Touching up of lower margin strip.
(Illus.)
121, 171)
71
2. Large value figure 1 through vertical line improved (only
(Tllee.)
3. .Lower half Of right margin and bordering on globe area (150).
No. 79 A - 25 eta. blue (Type I, • Value shield with 3 lines at top)
Colour shades

(a) bright blue

(b) dark blue

(c) dull blue

Plate flaws

1. Colour dot in mites in figure, under JUBILE'in margin, etc.
2. Colour streaks and flecks: in wing, in value shield, in cloud, through
scroll, through figute, in right underarm, etc.
3. Crest-shaped (or caterpillar-shaped) marking right of escutcheon shield
(42) (Illus.)
4. Taper-like-fleck under figure-2 (only 145) (Illus.).
5. So-called warts: on glove (6), in escutcheon shield (13), on breast (Only 80),
under first L of UNIVERSELLE (only 99).
g
6. Damaged Plates: ' twice diagonally right in top of fi ure,25 (only 177)
.(illus.)

7.
8.
9.
10.

Large colourless
Large colourless
Missing left eye
Similarly in the

area on value shield right upper (7) (Illus.)
area on left wrist (only 93).
(only 147).
globe, in background, in the margin.
rt.etouches

1.

Considerable damage in the letters by the right margin improved by

engraving dots (only 103).
2. Plate damage of left margin by foot of 25 perf. at upper part of 1875
as far as 9 whereby foot of 25th perf. was retouched by dot-formation
(illus.) (Only 104)*
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1900 U.P.U. (Continued),
B.

Harrow Perforation

Second plate -

113/4

No. 77 B - 5 cts. green
Colour shades
(a) bright green (clearer print)
(b) matt green (slightly. !spongy')
(c) dark grey-green

Plate flaws
1. Colour dots and flecks: in the aim, elands', scroll and hate swathe,
between 18 and 75, in background, in figure, in value anh:escutcheon
shields, in outer half of margin lines under the wings, in the letters
and wires.
2. Warts: on left hand wrist (so-called bracelet) (C.6.)
3. Horse-shoe shaped line on the brow, (Illus.)
4. Strong Colour scratches: through right upper corner (only 196), on first
wire :(11.), between 8 and 7 of 1875 (7), crooked through scroll as far as
the Wires and again behind Mast. (Illus.), (only 54),
5. Curved strong lines from the eye through the whole figure and the letters
towards the right bottom corner (only 149).
-6. Fine hair lines through the stamp picture.
7, Colourless places: in margin lines, in cornets, in background over head,
in the globe, in wires.
8. Hair over the brow brightened up (4).
9. Colourless line through l'Union (49), vertical through the value figure 5,
(10. 60, 110).
10. Without D after Grasset and lower margin spoilt (11), (Illus.)
11, Value figure 5 right, framed by a thin line (only 182).
Retouches
1. Vertical colourless streak through the large 5 With small horizontal lines'
improved and margin improvement by the E of POSTALE (only 160).
2. Lower frame defects re-engraved, without Florian (Illus.) (170)
3. Retouched in the globe (second panel) from above and to left margin (24) (F.1.-)
Besides these, there are two awl/ margin improvements which are only
0111-is loft upper and is of three short
visible with a magnifying glass.
thinoslanting lines; the other, right upp,v4r, beside the E of POSTALE, is
of three vertical lines.
To be continued.
IMPORTANT

EXCHANGE PACKET

Circulation of Exchange Packets
will be commencing shortly, and a
London Group Members are
,considerable amount of material has
reminded that the opening meeting on
already been received. Where members
WEDNESDAY.- 8TH OCTOBER
have specific interests, if they will
will be by invitation of Mt,H.L.Katchet be good enough to advise the Pkt.
at the premises of Amateur Collector. Secretary: Mr. E,_Lienhard, he will
Ltd., 151, Park'Road, Stejohn'S Wood endeavour to include suitable booklets whenever possible.
N.W.8. at 6.30 p.m.
LONDON GROUP

AUTUMN SESSION

As accommodation is somewhat
limited, and to enable Mr, Katcher to
organise the evening, will those who
wish to attend this meeting please
advise the Secretary, Mrs, Rawnsley,
not later than 4th October,
ANNUAL 'GENERAL 'MEETING
In order to give the required
period of prior notice, the Society's
Balance Sheet and Agenda for the
Annual General Meeting, to be held on
12th November, are included with thiL
issue.
o0o

. To start,with, will those
interested in Railway Cancellations,
Soldier Stamps, Postmarks and FDC's
let him know.
RECENT TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
From 13th August:
3921 TRSCH - Fauna and Flora (K,504)
3961 vEtconIN - Sports, Sante (K.505)
From 19th September:
2088 CDESSIER (NE) - Vieux village jolt vignoble
-----o0o - -
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COYEARS OF

Swiss STAMPS 1843-1943

Part IV

Translated by F. J. Rosenthal

This stamp, designed by
Richard Kissling, the
creator of the Tell statue in Altdorf (Fig. 24), enjoys the reputation of being one of the most popular stamps. The picture, in
addition to a strict understanding of the graphic art in stamps,
shows good treatment of surface and space. The formerly used
white paper was unsuitable for this issue. The Federal Mint,
therefore, chose for the first time a beige tinted paper, which
resulted in a harmonious colouration as a whole.
1914

Wilhelm Tell - bust portrait.

Fig. 24

The increasing use of stamps
called for higher denominations,
since the letter rates were already covered. The postal administration, therefore, decided to issue new values of 5 & 10 Francs. By the use of copperplate
engraving they, as well as a new 3 Fr. stamp, were to be protected against
counterfeiting and were to receive special attention aesthetically. The
designs for all three stamps were created by the Swiss illustrator, Eugene
Grasset, who resided in Paris; the 3 and 10 Fr. values were engraved by
J. Sprenger, the 5 Fr. value by A. Burkhard. Since the Federal Mint was
not equipped for this type of engraving, the production of the stamps was
entrusted to the Federal Topographic Office. The choice of this method of
printing, as well as the large format now made it possible to comply with
repeated public requests for stamps with landscapes.
1914. High values - Copperplate enqaving,

The 3 Fr. Value (Fig.25) represents the characteristic view of the Myth= landscape as seen from the south.
The engraving was most carefully carried out, with clear
detail. The beautiful scene, together with the symbolic
laurel-entwined fasces, the Swiss arms adorned with alpine
roses, and the graceful scroll, make this a most notable
stamp.
The second form of the Mythen stamp, was designed by tbe
Fig. 25
painter E. Cardinaux and engraved by J. Sprenger in 1931
(Fig. 30), is characterized by a more objective conception,
in that it foregoes decorative additions and instead
expresses the design in a larger and simpler fashion,
adjusting them cleverly to the landscape, which in itself
receives a complete transormation. The craggy character
of the Mythen is here clearly delineated. The pleasing
Fig. 30
effect of the design is enhanced by the well-considered
border, which in essence corresponds to a picture frame.
The 5 Fr. stamp (Fig.26) which shows the landscape of the Urnersee within
a border, represents a true rendering of the familiar Ruetli meadow; the postal
symbols also appear in a pleasing and appropriate manner.

Fig. 26

Fig. 29

Fig, 27

A comparison of the first form of this stamp with the later revision,
undertaken by J. Sprenger (Fig. 29), makes it possible to understand the
significance of the engraver's art in the interpretation of a design. It
demonstrates that the second form is a technical as well as a graphic improvement over the first, despite the excellent properties of the latter.
The design of the 10 Fr. value, showing the Jungfrau as seen from the Bern
side (Fig. 27), was a happy combination of landscape picture with a symbolic
figurative representation. The composition is bold and the engraving excellent,
The Helvetia motive here is most attractive and departs altogether from former
conceptions. This proud Bernese girl is a well-chosen symbol of the spirit
P n
1
1Ar -11, Ant
•
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Contd.)
To provide stamps for payment of postage
on domestic parcels, the rates for which
came into effect on July 1, 1925, new stamps of 90 Rp., 1.20,
1.50 and 2 Fr. were prepared in three-coloured typography and were
issued on October 1, 1924 (Fig.28). These stamps, designed by
the Geneva palatal-, Louis Salzmann, strongly resemble the first
Fig. 28
Federal stamps in arrangement, colouring and especially in the choice of the
Swiss coat-of-arms as the centerpiece. They were well suited to their postal
purpose. The manufacture was undertaken by the postage stamp printers in Bern.
MORE RECENT POSTAGE STAMPS.
1924.

Coat-of-Arms.

After a public competition was held in 1932 for stamp designs, the demand
stamps with landscapes as substitutes for Tails son and Tellts portrait,
grew ever stronger. The postal administration could not refuse these wishes,
which emanated especially chiefly from those engaged in tourism. On July 2,
1934, seven landscape stamps with new designsNmere issued as follows: 3 Rp.
olive, Staubbach in the Lauterbrunnen valley; 5 Rp„ green, Pilatus and Lake
of Lucerne; 10 Rp. violet, Chillon Castle and the Dents du Midi; 15 Rp.
orange, Rhone Glacier with Grimselstrasse; 20 Rp, red, Val Leventina with
Gotthard railway; 25 Rp. brown, Gorge of the Via Mala with bridge; and 30 Rp.
blue, the Rheinfall at Neuhausen (Figs. 31-37). The seven landscape motives

lior

Figs. 31 -37
were not intended to publicize various regions, but were meant to represent
typical Swiss scenes and travel routes: valleys and lakes framed by mountains,
glaciers, gorges, waterfalls, mountain highways and alpine railroads. The
artist, Eugen Jordi, who received the commission for this, not easy task,
achieved, with the means at his disposal, a good result from the point of view
of stamp technique, in spite of much criticism. It must be taken into consider..
ation that the process of typography - as utilized in the printing of stamps could make use only of line-etched designs. It was obvious that for a small
format such as this the drawing had to show a severe simplification of form and
suppression of detail. An innovation was the use of a separate picture for
each denomination. The numeral no longer appeared uniformatly placed, but
was fitted into the design of each landscape, These stamps were printed on
white, lightly lined paper, with watermark, and red and blue fibres.
With the passage of time the necessity to replace the outmoded technical
equipment of the stamp presses became more urgent, for certain machines and some
of the plant had served for more than 30 and 50 years. A more efficient and
more economical method of printing was called for. In the summer of 1936 rotogravure was adopted. This changeover required that from this date all stamp
issues had to be changed without delay and had to be manufactured by this new
method of printing.

The tirst set printed by steel
engraving were the 9 denominations of 3 to
40 Rp. stamps (Figs. 38-46), issued on
2 November, 1936; mostly utilizing the
same motives as those of the 1934 issue,
although in new composition and exploiting
the refinements of steel engraving.
Corresponding to the monetary system of
Figs. 38-46 copper and nickel coinage, this series was
expanded by two further values: the yellow-green 35 Rp. (Fig.45) with a view of
Klus near Balsthal in the Jura and the grey 40 Rp. (Fig.46) with the Seealp lake
and Santis. To give a uniform appearance, value indications and the inscription
were located at the bottom. The designs and original engravings were the creatinns: nf

fhn nncrrnu-mr Worl

114^1,,m1

nf

t.7
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND THEIR CANCELLATIONS
STANSSTAD-ENGELBERG-BAHN
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A line from Luzern to Stansstad was bompleted
and commemorated by a special postmark on 19th
December 1964.

Sr. Ninlutteen
Fl

rit*.rj

6r:felted

muscle
Mekkthat

S.T.I.

Steffisburg-Thun-Interlaken: The
ThunBeatenbucht-Interlaken T.P.O. was a
Tramcar T.P.O. attached to the tram
of the Thunerseebahn. The first
section of the line, from Thunersee
to Beatenburg was opened by the
Beatenburg Railway on 21st June, 1889.
This was superseded by the Tramway.
whose sections Oberhofen to Beaten
bucht and Steffisburg-Thun..0berhofen
were opened in 1913 and the final
section from Beatenbucht to Interlaken
on 20th June, 1914.

—7$4

Z.:ERiov316734,:47:7:

The line from Stansstad to
Engelberg was opened on 5th Oct.
1898, and was electrified from
inauguration. The line is 14
miles lon g . For many years the
T.P.O. route Luzern-Engelberg used
the steamer service Luzern-Engelberg and, this line.
Type A is recorded from 1913 to 1938 (12 barr)--and
Type E from 1938 to 1964.
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over the remaining section only.
train service was replaced by a trolley-bus in 1940 and this now uses a
cancellation Thun-Beatenbucht-Thun in Type F (1951-68)
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This is another imall line with
- only a limited period of use by
T.P.O l s. - It was opened on 2nd May,
1904.
Type A (12 bars) is known for
the period 1912-1918.
(To be continued)
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.RECENT AUTOMOBILE CANCELS

R E.V I E

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1970
Auto 3 8e Concours hippique national
(Pocket Edition.)
31.VII au 3.VIII.69 Tramelan
de
al
Marche concours!nation
Although there is to be no new
chevaux 9-10 Aout 1969 edition of the large 'Specialised'
Saignelegier
this year, the 1970 Pocket size Cat23/24 August Biel/Bienne
alogue is just to hand. Now containModestadt St. Gallen 7 29-31 Aug, ing 264 pages, it maintains its usual
1969 - int. Pferdesporttage
high standard of production with clear
Auto 4 1969 Seenachtfest Zurich
illustrations and full text in German
5 41 Eidg. Hornussenfest »
and French. It is complete and
Derendingen
includes all issues to be placed on
:Course.internationale de cote
sale until the end of this year, with
011on-Villars
prices for mint and used blocks of
ORA THUN Thuner-Tag
four and FDC's, as well as stamps
31. August 1969
mounted and unmounted and fine used,
4 archer Knabenschiessen 1969 covering all stamps of Switzerland SCHfitiengesellschaft der
with telegraph and railway stamps Stadt ZUrich
and all issues of Liechtenstein and
25 Sept. - 5 Okt, 1969 - ZUSPAft
Campione d'Italia.
20. archer Herbstschau
A brand ndw feature in this
" 4 OLMA St. Gallen (circ. cancel)
--edition are the listings of the forth
-coming United Nations Postal AdminMORE TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS:
istration issued for Geneva, completely
From 24th September:
priced and illustrated,
(K.508)
1885 CHESIERES
This catalogue will be invaluable
, (K.509)
1884 VILLARS SUR-OLLON
and the most widely used among all
similar editions in existence.
Available from Harris Publications
- see column 1,

For fine ..
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
and EUROPE
send your want-lists. to ZUMSTEIN. You
will get fine, first class quality.
Order from Harris Publications Limited,
Durham House, 16, John Adam Street,
Londor4 .W.C.2.
the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970
==i=====================
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Pocket size
Price 7/6d. + postage I/6d.
registered mail 3/-d,
EUROPE

Price 62/6d. ) Post

Some of the new Catalogues are
out with all the evidence of higher
prices.
What items have you missed that
should be obtained without further
delay?
Or maybe, with the coming of
Autumn, you plan extending the scope
of your collection by including such
sections as:.
TETE-BECHE, SE-TENANT AND BOOKLETS »
too long neglected by many .4'. or
POSTAL HISTORY -

of absorbing
interest

EUROPE with thumb index: 70/-d.) 7/6d.

or

FLAWS VARIETIES AND RETOUCHES
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XIXth Edition 1968 still in use Price 37/6d. + postage 5/-d.
(No new edition Autumn 1969)
.....

these make a collection more note!..
worthy

or perhaps you prefer

FLIGHT COVERS , „ MINIATURE SHEETS

1.14. 4110.111 M

etc.
SuppleMents-to the EUROPE: Catalogue
are published regularly in the 4'.
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG.
.(Annual fee 32/6d. with extra supplement to catalogue: 36/7d.)

1111SIEN 5 CIE

(Propi. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585. CH - 3001 BERNE

Whatever yo v want, let me help
to supply it from orders, want lists
or by means of approval selections,
Write to:

S ARMSTROM
14 Low Lanes, Torrisholme
MQRECAMBE. Lanes.
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pv4ILA ELIC

f• ouilkicr:
E.H.SPIRO

'L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L.

News 11) letter
1

'41n;$S°>#'
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
Woodland, Blo'Norton
. DISS. Norfolk

Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants Hill.ILFORD.Essex.

Hon. Exchange Pkt, Sec.:
MR. E. LIENHARD,•
9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD. Essex.

Your Editor, having been cajoled... coerced ... call it what you will,
into entering the 12 issues for 1968 of our publication in the Literature Section of the British Philatelic Exhibition, held from October 22nd - 25th at the
Seymour Hall, London, we are proud to announce that this first venture into the
competitive field has achieved a Bronze Medal Award.
Plans are now in hand to follow up this success by entering for IPHILYMPIA1
next year.
We are also very pleased to note the names of several of our members on
the Award Winning list and send our heartiest congratulations to:-

Ival. S.R. MACKENZIE . Bronze.Silver
MISS A. GRUNBERG - Silver Medal
Medal
Bronze
.
MR. H. DIXON
We also send congratulations and best wishes to MR. J. BOWMAN who, on the
t
eve of moving to the Liverpool area, won the Nember s Cup at the Eastbourne
P.S. with 8 sheets of Swiss 'Pro Patrial.
And to MISS R.N.SOLLY of Harrogate, who won a Bronze Medal at Dortmund
with a display of Swiss Flowers*
And to MR. L.E. LISTER, who has won the Senior Award of the Worthing P.S.
for the fifth year in succession.

IECH i ENS

NEW ISSU

1.11.1.•

I
EN
The following new stamps will be issued on 4th December, 1969:
a 3 Arms stamps - Patrons of the Church
b 1 Special stamp for Centenary of the Telegraph
c 3 Special stamps - Liechtenstein Legends.

details are:
(a)

Patrons of the Church
Arms of St. Lucius Convent: 4 colours - grey-grn/rerlack/gOld
5
"
- lt.brn/yell red/silver/gold
"
" Abbey of Pilfers:
"
"
- grey-b1./red/b1k/silver/gold
" Bishopric of Chur: 5
Fr.1.50
30 Rp.
50 Rp.

Printers: Courvoisier S.A.
Designer: Louis JAger, Vaduz
Pap er:
White with brownish-gmn fibres. Size: 29 x 33.5 mm. 20 per sheet
(b) Centenav of the Telegraph
30 Rp, Letter I T' incorporating arms of Austro-Hungary, Liechtenstein &
Switzerland: 7 colours - silver-grey/verm/ultranarine/dk.grey/
olive-gm/gold/black.
Josef Seger,Vienna
Designer:
Printers: Austrian State Printing Works
Paper:
Size:
35 x 25mm.
White stamp paper
20 stamps per sheet
(Continued)
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NEWS LETTER
OPENING LONDON GROUP MEETING
LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES (Cont.)
The autumn session opened lust(c) LIECHTENSTEIN LEGENDS
ily on Oct. 8th, with Mr. H.L. Katch, 20 Rp. The Devil is Swindled - 3 col.
er acting as host at 151 Park Road,
blue/Yellow/red
when some 20 members strained to the
50 Rp. The Fire-red Goat - 4 colours:
utmost the available space. (If this
yellow/red/grn.blk/grn.
practice is to continue, larger prem.
60 Hp. The Treasure of Grafenberg
ises - or elastic walls - will be
3 col. yellow/red/blue.
required!)
As always Mr. Katcher provided
Louis Jager, Vaduz
Designer:
many
interesting
and unusual items to
Printers: Courvoisier S.A.
see
and
discuss.
These included:
White, brownish-gmn fibres
Paper:
A
selection
of
extremely fine
36 x 26mm. 20 per sheet
Sizej
classics, Rayons & Strubelis. Then
something not seen before:a part coll.
The stamps, valid for postage from
cotton
of Hotel Posts with a differ4th December until further notice, will
ence,
items
from the early days of
be available from the Postwertzeichaatourism,
when
visitors outnumbered
stone der Farstliche Regierung,
the
village
population
and post offFL.9490 Vaduz. A special FDC cancellices, therefore, were invariably
ation for all 3 issues depicts a
situated in the main hotels in places
Bishop's mitre with inscription 'VADUZsuch
as St. Moritz Bad, Campfer, EngelAUSGABETAG 4 Dez. 1969'. A specially
berg
etc.
Also examples of Sitting
printed envelope is available for each
Helvetia perf. stamps on piece, used
issue at a cost of 40 Bp. each.
as postage dues & telegraph stamps,
very many used in Morez-du-Jurs.
Altogether a highly successful
and most enjoyable evening.
HELVETIA.
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ITEMS FOR ItAJJJ TASTES AND POCKETS

1845 BASLE DOVE, brilliantly fresh lightly used copy. Wide
(almost full) margins, clear embossing, small faults
1845 GENEVA SMALL EAGLE, fine used. Good to very large margins
on three sides, cut into on right.
41 0.
•
•
0.41
1850 RAYON II., luxury copy from left sheet margin; fine used
1851 ,RAYON I. deep blue shade on cover, partly framed cross,
superbly cancelled P.P., very attractive.
•• •
...
1854 STRUBEL, first Munich print 40 Hp. Full (partly
exceptionally wide) margins, lightly cancelled ...
...
1856 STRUBEL, 5 Rp.,with black silk thread. Multiple of
mint copies, full original gum, and fine
00*
000
1858 STRUBEL, 10 Hp. proof, grey-green colour, superb
...
1862 SITTING HELVETIA, 2 Hp. imperf. proof, blue on silver
1862 SITTING HELVETIA, Fr. 1 . imperf. proof in original
colour. Small thinning.
...
004
4 nn
400
2,862 SITTING HELVETIA, 3 c. black, superb mint half
sheet of
50 stamps
*a*
***
. ••
0.0
1877 HOTEL POST Kurort Stoos, blue, superb used
1880 HOTEL POST Engelberg, black on white, perf. 13.44 very
fine used.
•••
0• •
•••
n ••
••
•••
1888 STANDING HELVETIA, 40 c. grey, scarce perf.
me used
1900 U.P.U. 25c. blue fine mint, 3rd re-engraved plat
1909 KOCHER STAMPS: A fine cover with 4 horizontal pa •sScarce
of
the Sc. value, one pair in each frame colour ..
(1910) MATTERHORN ESSAY by Orell Fassli. Die proof of
size upright Fr.10. Bilingual inscription.
1913 PIONEER AIRMAIL LUGANO, mint ...
1918 PRO
imper. proofs of both values on c eon
art paper
•••
•••
•••
•• •
•••
1924 ARMS TYPE Fr. 1.20 imperf. proof in black,
without
central red shield, on art paper
•••
•••
•••
1947 RAILWAY CENTENARY, 20c. mint strongly misplaced
background

Ht•Kaischer

Tel. 01-586-0616

C 300 ($720)
t 110 $261

C 30 $ 72

t 45 ($108)
C 67 ($161)

C 150 p361
E 6 $ 14
e 9 0 22
E 20

46)

g 60 144

p 77

C 32 $

96
t 40
• 38 $ 931
E 110 $264

C 120 ($288)
t 40 ($ 96)
• 165 ($396)

t 42 ($101)

s
t 35 $ 84
E 20

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR IITD.•
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, N.W.8.

A
0ff0Bm.1262.,_.HEI1TETTI_

1900 U.PU.

Translated by MRS. K. MCMAHON and H. E. CHAPMAN

Part III

Second Plate (continued) - Harrow perforation 111;
No. 78 B - 10 cts. aniline rose (value shield interrupted on left)
Colour shades
(a aniline rose natt (under the quartz lamp shows orange)
It
It
If
It
ft
It
tf
" dark
II
It
It
II
II
It
0
bright eosin rose
ft
II
ft
If
ft
matt rose
rd dull carmine
(eosin . red fluorescent aye-stuff)
Plate flaws
Colour dots: in the inscription, in background, in dress, in value shield,
in number band, in the letters, etc.
2. So-called t warts: under right hand wrist (only 50) (Illus.)
Under GUSSET (only 76), in the lowest letter on mast (only 98), in
dress at the bottom (only 118), in lower left loop (only 155), in top
of the globe on left margin (only 160), on breast (only 161), upper
right in value shield (only 162), in top margin right of mast (only
161, on right overarm (only 172), under 4th wire left of head (only
173 under right forearm (only 174), above breast (only 180), under
J of JUBILE (only 181) (Illus.), on right hand (only 184) (Illus.),
in upper margin loft of mast (only 187), in neck (only 192).
Colour flecks: on loft upper arm (only 4 between 2nd & 3rd wire (11, 111)
over 1 of 10 (only 103), in letter on bottom margin (15, 115), beneath
and between 9 and 0 of 1900 (only 44), on tie-line (only 48), similarly in value shield, over the wing, under escutcheon, in inscription.
Coloured streaks and scratches: in scroll, vertically to left of globe,
between wires, in value shield, obliquely through right bottom corner
(6 & 106), defective B in JUBILE - like a 3 (only 78).
5. Wire-like lines over left hand by ribbon loop at mast (only 130) (Illus.),
similarly through the inscription over the finger of left hand (only
133), between both left insulators (23, 73, 123).
6. Colourless places: over head (only 1014 smaller in hair (only 97), in
globe, in background, in dress etc.
7. Wear and tear of margin lines.
8.. Upper third of right margin frame only two vertical lines, E of JUBILE
ridged through (only 60).
9. In addition third E in UNIVERSELLE ridged through (only 160).
10. Upper margin lines imperfect (14, 37, 114, 137).
11. Only the E in JUBILE ridged through (10, 110).

1.

Retouches
1. Right upper corner retouched (only 10). (Illus).
2. Escutcheon re-engraved * (only 139). (Illus.)
3. One lino bordering the 8 in year scroll (only 152)
* The vertical lines in the Swiss shield run sharply parallel. In the
ordinary ones they are closer together and not clear. The horizontal
ridge linos of the cross are single, but in the ordinary ones double.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No. 79 B - 25 etc. blue (Type II, value shield with 2 lines at top)
Colour shades
dark blue
blue
d violet blue
blue
Plate flaws
Colour dots, circular or stellar: in top or bottom of inscription, over
head, right or left the same, left in the letters, under arm, on
breast, etc.
So-called 'warts': in globe (only 159), in wires, in background, in
dress, right of large 5 in value shield and next to it in dress (only 182)
Fine hair streaks: through stamp picture.
TJP,
damaged (14).
Colourless places: RS of UNIVERSE
Similarly on mast, in globe, on wrist (illus.), etc.
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U.P.U. (continued)
6. Fault on insulator (only 3), second upper perf. notched (18)
7. Upper margin frame incomplete (only 9).
.8. Upper margin lines with only two horizontal lines (19).
1900

Retouches
1.
2.
3.

LE of UNIVERSELIE improved (only 21) (Illus.)
Upper margin lines retouched (Retouched plate flaw 7) (only 109),
Upper margin lines of mast to 4th margin line (only 110).

C.

Third Plate. Re-engraved from the original die. Perforation harrow
Finer and sharper execution. The value shield made up of fine
lines.
(Hyphen between 1875 & 1900 without sloping appendage).
1st August, 1900.
5 cts.
77 c
green

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Colour Shades
(a) green, dark green (b) deep green
(c) deep grey-green
Plate flaws
Colour dots in various places in the stamp picture.
Diverse typical colour spots: under first L of UNIVERSELLE (1),
between 2nd
& 3rd wires (only 151), to right of left hand (only 52), in
the E of
MILE (11), left, under banderole (12), in L of L'UNION (14), in right
hand letter on bottom margin (15), in left hand margin at top of shawl
(only 97).
Caterpillaring of the letters on the right (3).
Strong scratches from underarm to value shield . so-called brace
let (only
132) (Illus.)
Mutilated type and colour flecks in margin lines.
Extended lower frame of GRASSET to FLORIAN (only 117).
Dotted line from second L of UNIVERSETJg to top of mast, so-ca
lled pearl
chain (only 68).
POSTALE with colour flecks (20 times in the curve, all areas
with the end
figure 9).
Colourless areas: in margins.
Retouches
Retouching of upper margin lines, two variants in 39 & 139.
Retouches in
lower margin linos, five variants in 25, 28, 128, 29, 129.
Large retouch in margin line at bottom left under GRASSET up
to FLORIAN
(only 33).
Retouched right upper margin in slanting strokes and dots
(only 184 (Illus.
Retouched linos and engraving, large improvement loft in globe
(120) (Illus.
Knot of hair over the brow, line and dot formation retouched
(only
182).
As retouch 3, but weaker (172).
Dot retouch in hair to right (150, 183).
October 1900
78 c 10 cts,
aniline rose *
Colour shades
(a) aniline rose (under ultra violet lamp shows orange)
-1D) dark aniline red ("
"
)
c) deep carmine, so-called Ipurpurrott - purple-red (issued
28th
December) ** (reacted under ultra-violet lamp matt-rose).
* This value was sold to the
end of October from date of issue,
but not at all post offices.
** Nos. 78 Co and 79Cc are print
ed on thicker, smoother paper.
Plate flaws
Colour dots in various places in the stamp picture.
So-called 'warts' in upper part of cloud (only 53), between
19 & 00 (only 41)
colour lines: from head to left upper corner, from
J in JUBILE to inside
the escutcheon, lower half of upper margin through ION then
right
through mast, thick short line through escutcheon (Illus.) (only ,
Large plate flaws in ribbon of year date, coloured line by FLORI 170).
right through letters then left through loop (only 199) (IllusAN, to
.)
Defective upper half of head with feathery colour line (only
200)
(Illus.)
Colourless areas: in frame lines, with D.
(Continued on p. 72)
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Part IV
F.J. ROSENTHAL
The new small landscape stamps, issued in 1936, were printed on white,
of fibers
unmottled paper without watermark. As paper without an admixture
from
supply
or watermark could be utilized, it was advantageaas to obtain a
gain
to
nity
two different suppliers. Thus, the printers were given the opportu
manufacturexperience for the future on printing technology, especially as one
r,harder
er provided paper with grilled gam, while the other provided a smoothe
gum.
)
(Fig.35
stamp
Rp.
20
the
of
motif
ting
interes
The graphically
seek
highway
and
d
railroa
which
in
na,
Leventi
the
of
with its view
to overcome the difference in altitude of the valley by means of
gigantic loops, did not appeal to the public at large. When the
completion of the series by means of high-value steel-engraved
stamps was undertaken, the occasion was taken to issue, on September 17th, 1938, a 20 Rp. stamp with another Ticinese landscape,
In the now scone of the church of Castagnola and Monte San SalvatFig. 35
ore on Lake Lugano, the sunny character and scenic
charm of southern Switzerland are well expressed (Fig.42).
It was traditional to retain for the three so..called high
value stamps the largo horizontal format, and inasmuch as new steel
engravings were needed, it was decided to change only the motives.
During a competition, in which 8 artists participated, only 2 of
them dared to undertake the difficult task, because historical
, Fig.42
motives were desired for this series. The steel engraver, Karl Bickel
on, chose
won first prize and received the commission for the stamps' executi
the following
dx. re113

) X.
3

taking of the
Oath at the
formation of
the first
Confederate
' League. 5 Fr,
Fig. 50
Fig
Fig, 49
the
, 46
stay
o
urged
Wore
people
the
which
at
memorable scene of the Diet of Stans,
ge of Swiss
ays the democratic privile
united and on the 10 Fr., the aartist portray
(
slate
7
vn
1
br
reddark
were
s
citizens, voting at the ballot box. The colour
on
ed
appear
values
three
blue and dark olive-green respectively. These
with red
September 17th, 1938, For their manufacture a granite safety paper
se of
surpri
the
To
ed.
utiliz
was
and black fibers and a light yellow tone
paper
safety
this
plant,
ng
printi
the paper manufacturers and the staff of the
result
a
as
and
e
ensitiv
light-s
used for the first time, was found to be very
ht but even
underwent a greenish discoloration, not only when exposed to sunlig
this
remove
to
ary
necess
was
in storage. After the supply was exhausted it
paper.
stamp
disadvantage and to utilize a non-fading yellow toned
The last of the typographically printed stamps of the old series which
values of
remained to be replaced by new pictures in steel engraving were the
50 Rp. to 2 Fr. (Figs. 51-59). A design competition held at the time did not
task crealive up to expectations since the artists who participated in this
it appSince
ered.
consid
be
not
could
which
s
motive
ic
ted designs and symbol
was
it
eared impossible to obtain satisfactory designs for symbolic stamps,
miliand
suggested to put together a series which portrayed notable patriotic
s
motive derive
tary figures from the paintings of well-known Swiss artists.p The
a part of
from several centuries and various regions of the country, s that
Swiss history is represented by this series of stamps.
with
In accordance with the plan to develop the series of stamps in line
by
Oath'
al
'Feder
ure
sculpt
historic developments, a representation of the
chosen
James Vibort, which is located In the Federal Building in Berne, was
brown
a
ed
follow
Then
for the first denomination, 50 RD. in violet-grey.
The pictures
60 Rp. with the portrait of Wilhelm Tell after Ferdinand Hodler.
ack, 'The
grey-bl
Rp.
80
and
'
on the 70 Rp. dark violet, 'The Fighting Warrior
l
from
at
'Retre
ed
r' are both details from Hodler s mural entitl
Dying Warrio
l
'Standard
t
elegan
The
.
lia..rignano , which is in the Swiss Landesmusaum in Zurich
e a
provid
to
ed
intend
is
Bearer' by Niklaus Manual Deutsch on the rod 90 Rp.
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Cont.)
transition from mercenary soldiers to the series of higher
values, for which pictures of well-known personages from Swiss history were utilized. That on the 1Fr.
dark green shags Colonel Ludwig Pfyffer (1524-1594), the so-called 'King of the
Swiss", after the painting by an unknown master. For the dark
violet 1.20 Fr.
stamp a picture of Jfirg Jenatsoh (1596-1639), also by an unknown master was
chosen. Then follows the dark blue 1.50 Fr. stamp with the
portrait of Lt. Gen.

Fig.54

Fig.55

Fig.58

Francois de Reynold (1642-1722)for
which the engraver used as his model a painting by H. Rigaud. The set,
which appeared on January 15th,
1941, is completed by the brown-red
2 Fr. stamp with the portrait of
Col. Joachin Ferrer (1782-1833),
after a painting by Felix M.Diogg.
Fig. 8
Fig.
All the above-mentioned stamps were
printed on tinted paper with fibers and without watermark.
The production of the stamp designs and steel engravings for
this difficult
task was entrusted by the PTT administration to the proven
engraver, Karl Bickel,
in Walenstadtberg, who is responsible for the creation of
all 21 stamps then
currently in circulation (from 3 Rp. to 10 Fr.). Karl Bickel occup
ied himself
skilfully and with success in the art of stamp designing and
engraving.
COMMEMORATIVE AND PUBLICITY STAMPS
1900 Jubilee of the Universal Postal Union: The 25th Anniversary of the
Universal Postal Union, founded in 1874, was held in Bern from
2-5 July, 1900. For this celebration 3 values of a commem
orative stamp in copper-plate engraving were issued (Fig.60).
To
provide a worthy display the high vertical format was chosen
,
the first for Swiss stamps.
The design was entrusted to Eugene Grasset, the engraving
was done by Frederic Florian, an engraver who had become famous
through his excellent woodcuts of paintings by Anker.
Fig. 60
The allegorical design, which represents the world encircling postal
and telegraphic communications system, was strongly criticised; yet it cannot
be denied that the drawing evidences elegance and a lucid symbolism. The stamps
were printed by Max
Girardet in Bern.
1919 Peace Stamps: This commemorativ
e issue expresses the high hopes released in
the country, which had been kept out of the conflict by a
benevolent providence, on the conclusion of peace after
4
years
of
devast
ating
war.
(Figs. 61, 70 & 71).
The design of the 71 Rp. stamp, a creation
of Ed. Valley, was not entirely
favourable, the inscription and indication of value having
been sacrificed to

Fig. 61
Fig. 70
Fig. 71
the pictorial conception, and as a result the stamp
suffers from an error in style,
unredeemed by the inspirational quality. The 10
&
15
Rp. values are more harmonious and well balanced and reflect two
entirely different artistic conceptions.
Otto Baumbergerts design represents, with dramatic force,
the wounded soldier,
blinded by the light of peace, while P. Th. Robert lends symbol
ic expression to
(Continued on P.72)

I HE NEW SWISS PORTRAIT STAMPS
as an Expression of Contemporary Art
The following notes on the new stamps have been written by Herr J. Bosshard, Head of Section, Postage Stamps & Printing Division of the PTT. and may
be of interest to collectors.
On 18th September 1969 the Swiss PTT will bring out 5 portrait stamps
whose design will differ considerably from that of former stamps of this type.
The new look has already given rise to animated discussion, and so it seems
appropriate to give a short comment on the forthcoming issue.
In the same way as the poster, the postage stamp reflects contemporary
artistic conceptions which, however, are very hard, if not impossible, to define. A dozen persons confronted with the question: "What, in your opinion,
is contemporary art?", are apt to give entirely different answers. The taste
of the public is seldom in agreement with modern artistic conceptions and the
public at large will have to be exposed to the influence of the mass media
over a great many years before it can be brought to abandon the beaten track
and to accept new artistic trends. Changes in artistic taste take a long time
to come about - which is not a bad thing, for much that is now being praised as
contemporary art will die overnight without leaving any trace.
What is the bearing of all this on postage stamp design? The stamp at
first was meant only to be a receipt for postage paid, and its design reflected
this practical purpose. Nevertheless, miniature works of art were produced in
this way around the middle of the 19th century, both in Great Britain and in
Switzerland. After more than 100 years, these can to some extent still serve
as a model.
The first postage stamp of the world, the so-called Penny Black, showed
the portrait of Queen Victoria, while the Zurich 4 8, 6 were the first on the
European continent. At the turn of the century the simple forms were abandoned
in favour of excessively ornate and elaborate stnmp pictures, such as the first
high value stamps of 1914.
In Switzerland it was Karl Bickel senior, past master of the portrait
stamp, who has succeeded in creating a type of portrait which has dominated
the scene for the past 40 years, His was a naturalistic approach, and numerous Pro Juventute and Pro Patria stamps bear testimony of his great art.
Bickel s portrait stamps have won wide recognition among users and collectors
alike for their readily understandable likenesses of Great Swiss citizens who
have given outstanding service to their country.
l

In our century, which will have a greater impact on the history of mankind than any previous, people are less concerned with things past. Their attention is absorbed by the present and future, and these preoccupations find
their expression in modern art, particularly in applied art. There is a strong
trend towards sober and functional design; it is instinctively felt that only
simple and clear forms can hope to outlive our fleeting time. It is natural
that this sensibility should leave its mark in postage stamp graphics.
Illustrating the point are the modern stamps of the German Federal Post,
the Netherlands and British Post Offices. All are characterised by a severe,
sober style which, for our liking, is perhaps carried a little too far and
has indeed not met with the approval of all members of the public. By contrast, countries such as Austria and France still produce stamps of rather
conventional design, which continue to be highly favoured by the general public.
For the authorities it is not easy to decide whether stamps should cater
for the public taste,which tends to lag behind modern developments, or whether
they should conform to modernistic trends. The best course will probably be to
keep away from too heavy or ornate style but to beware of abstract representations. It would seem to the PTT that Swiss stamps in their modern simplicity
strike the right note and have strengthened the belief that a new approach in
the design of portrait stamps is necessary. Also that the time has come to
depart from the principle by which only Swiss personalities who have died at
least 25 years before are eligible for portrayal on Swiss stamps. The public
would like to see men or women representedwhamnames and merits are still widely
recollected (e.g. General Guisan). Nor should the political frontier form an
insurmountable barrier in this era of increasing integration, when making a
choice. Ie shall certainly take the opportunity, sooner or later, so to honour
a deserving non-Swiss personality. Our five new portrait stamps are a first
attempt to put
the new ideas into practice. We are aware that they will not
nr,1-tan1 4- n nIrn .mrnnn
Pnnl 4+ val .nntl
hn nnr-A-niq+ 1:144-h Ix/Inn+ 1,
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec.Mr.R.A.Hoyle,
1900 U.P.U. (Cont.) - 78 C (Cont.)
6 Limes Ave., Huddersfield Road,
Retouches
Halifax, Yorks.
At the first meeting of the Northern 1. Retouched margin over or under dot
formation: in upper margin (only
Group on Oct. 4th, three members and
at bottom (105,115,11,111).
73);
one junior visitor presented displays:
2. Right, in the hair (124,128).
MR. H.ILROBERTSHAW: 12 sheets of
3. Similarly, but weaker '(103, 116,
'Perfinsi, each clearly described. .&
122, 126).
short display which had required much
79 C 25 cts. deep blue **
research and study.
MR. G.D. WILSON: 1965/6/7 'Pro Patria'
Plate Flaws
issues showing the ceiling paintings in
. Colour flecks on right upper arm
the Church of St. Martin at Zillis,
(only 196).
also the 1968/9 issues, each beauti2. Similarly in escutcheon (5) in
fully illustrated with photographs and
mast.
maximum cards.
Fine
3.
through
blue
lines
stamp
plcDR. G. G. RITCHIE: a large selection
of new items obtained during the summer.
** See note after 780 ture.
These included post office labels, post---0000000--age dues and postal stationery of both
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, his star
This concludes the section on the
item being a letter from Liechtenstein U.P.U. issues. Further translations
to Campione, with Campione stamps being will follow shortly.
used for the postage due.
ANDREW McCABE, the young guest, showed
100 YEARS OP SWISS STAMPS (Cont.)
8 sheets devoted to the Cantonal Messengers issue with tete-beche and inter- the idea of peace and the belief in
a better future.
space pairs, the sheets being illusThe printing of the entire set
trated by postcards and slogan cancelwas
undertaken by the Confederate Mint.
lations.
R.A.H.
A chalky paper was utilized for the
first time, thereby, considerably raisAmendments to Northern Group Programme
ing the luminosity of the printing.
The following changes should be
(To be continued)
noted:
April 14, 1970 . Visit to Leeds P.S.
MEMBER'S REQNEST:
May 16, 1970 - Y.P.A. Convention at
Leeds - NOT 2nd.
"SITTING HELVETIA 1862-82"
We urgently wish to purchase badly
For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
damaged
mint and year dated used copand EUROPE
ies of z.28-43, including 36a, 36b &
send your want-lists to =STEIN.
37a, but excluding 42. These are needed
You will get fine, first class quality. for a research study of this issue
being made in conjunction with the
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Boston University Philatelic Library.
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
Please send to: Dr. F.H.Frost,
London, W.C.2.
1366, Westbury Street, Portland
the =STEIN CATALOGUES 1970
Maine U.S.A.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN pkt. size
SWISS STAMPS
Price 7/6d + 1/6d post, Reg. 3/-.
ARE ALWAYS IN THE FOREFRONT
EUROPE •..
Price 62/61Post
Apart from the much-prized 'Classics'
EUROPE with thumb index: 70/- 7/6d
and the attractive and popular modem
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
:issues, there are many interesting
;side-lines
which provide material for
XIXth Edition 1968 still in use ispecialise
d
displays, such asg
Price 37/6d + postage 5/.
i Airmails & Special Flight Covers
(No new Edition in Autumn 1969)
i Railway Cancellations
Tete-beehe & Se-tenant
Supplements to the EUROPE catalogues
Pre-stamp Covers
are published regularly in the
Soldier Stamps.
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG
All these - and more - I can
Annual fee 32/6d. with extra suppisupidy.
Write now, stating your requirelement to catalogue 36/..d.
ments.
Want
Lists welcome.
1
e

oi.1n11.11•00...

8111).1i\i. 1?‹

Propr.Hertsch & Co.)
P.O. Box 2585,
CH - 3001 BERNE

I

IS.ARMSTRONG

=1444 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
Lancs.
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PRO JLVEN

UIE
1969
The Pro Juventate stamps for 1969 will be issued on 1st December, continuing the series of NATIVE BIRDS begun last year. The particularly attractive
designs chosen for this issue show the birds skilfully arranged against backgrounds which not only comply with the required postal colours, but also blend
with the colouring of the birds themselves.
90% of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the Pro
Juventute Foundation and the remaining 10$ is intended for other youth welfare
work of national importance. Details are:..
-7 A
10 + 10 c. GOLDFINCH (Carduelis carduelis 271!../ ) - 4 colours: greydk gre7/
red yellow
4 colours: green/dk grey/
20 + 10 c. GOLDFN ORIOLE (Oriolus oriolus Z L2 )
yellow/red
30 + 10 c. WALLCREEPER (Tichodroma muraria rD7) . 3 colours: carmine/
dk grey/vermilion
50 + 20 c. EUROPEAN JAY(Gaxrulus g1andariusfL2) - 3 colours: blue/
dk grey/brown
Designer: Nalter Wehiager of Neuchatel
Printin,g: Retrogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.
Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm.
u
Paper:
White with luninou substance, lightly coated; violet fibres.
& B ) No. of stamps per sheet: 50
Form cylinder: 2 sheets
l

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices from 1st December 1969
to 31st January 1970 and from Philatelic Offices P22 from 1st December 1969 as
long as stocks last but not later than 30th June, 1970. Postal validity is
unlimited.
A special First Day cancellation depicting the Jay from the 50 c. stamp
and reading: 3000 BERN - PRO JUVENTUTE AUSGABETAG 1.12.69' will be used, and a
special cover with a vignette, also of the European Jay, will be available at a
cost of 30 Rp,
A stamp booklet with gold-coloured cover has been prepared containing eight
10 + 10 c., eight 20 + 10 c, and four 30 10 e. stamps. It will be obtainable
from the Foundation, the Philatelic Offices PTT and the trade at Sw.Fr.6.including 40 o. cost. Collection sheet No. 249 and Folder No. 95 will also be
available.
TO ALL OUR MOMS OVERSEAS .
LONDON

A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS

GROUP MEETIN

Wednesday - December

10th

AND BEST WISHES

AIRMAIL & SPECIAL FLIGHT COVERS
All Members are invited to bring along items for

SEE ANNOUNCENRNT ON PAGE 79,

FOR
display.

1

970
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS 1843
Translated by F.J. Rosenthal

1943

Part

of the Universal Postal Union The 50 year existence of the
U.P.U. was honoured by the
issue of 2 stamps, from designs by A. Tieche (62) and M. Stettler (72) who show
two aspects of the same building, the facade of the Standesrathaus in the
Zeughausgasse in Bern whore the U.P.U. was
founded. Seen as through a window, in a
rectangular frame which incorporates decorative ornamentation with functional inscriptions, the finely engravelpictureu show good
treatment of line and detail. The stamps,
which were engraved by J. Sprenger with much
skill in copper plate, were printed by the
Confederate Mint (20 Rp.) and by Orell Fdssli
in Zurich (30 Rp.)
1924. Annivers

1932.

21..pazimentSam The tremendous
importance of the
general World Disarmament Conference, which
was convened on February 2nd, 1932, in Geneva
the seat of the League of Nations was also the occasion for the issue of special
stamps. The designs of Maurice Barraud
and Geo.FUstier were chosen from a competition in which a number of Swiss artists participated. Barraud's drawing
with the dove of peace on a sword (73)
was well received by the public because
of its pleasing composition and generally understood symbolism. The representation of 'Stylized Peace' of Fustier
(64) on the other hand was not highly
valued despite its important artistic
qvalities. The denominations of 5 to 60
Rp. were typographed by the PTT Stamp Printing Works in Bern and the 1 Fr. stamp
printed by means of deep etching by Courvoisier S.A. in La Chaux-de-Fonds.
1932, Gotthard Stamps
Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Gotthard
Railway, these show in beautiful copper plate the
portraits of Louis Favre, the builder of the Gotthard tunnel (63), Alfred
Escher, the first president of the Gotthard Railway Company (founded in 1871)
(74). and Federal Councillor Emil Welti,
superintendent of the Confederate Department of Post3ec Railroads at the tine of
the establishment of the railroad (75).
Designs and engravings are the work of the
painter and graphic artist Karl Bickel of
Walenstadtberg. The portraits, engraved
by a steady hand and printed in strong
Fig.63
colours fascinate by the animation of exFig. 75
Fig.74
pression and the simplicity of conception.
The prominent lettering takes account of the three languages of the country in its
variation of the words 'St. Gotthard'. The stamps were printed by Orell FUssli

MORE AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:
Auto: 5 Morgarten - Histor. Schiessen 8o
Schlacht Gedenktag - 15 Nov.
Auto 3 Pro Jumentute 1969 - Frohe Weinachten Joyeux Noel Buon Natale
Auto 5 Escalade Geneve 1602 - 1969

For the benefit of beginner
members, articles, or detail's of
interesting observations on more
modern issues will be very welcome.

Any Offers

?

1969
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Report on the

r

nuou enera eetzng

held at the Kingsway Hall U.C.1. on Wednesday, 12th November, 1969*
Apologies for absence

1.

Were received from Mess's. L. Moore, H.W. Robertshaw and J.J.E. Eusebio.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting_heldonlath November 12684,
These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2.

Matters arising

the Minutes.

Nil,,
3.

Chairman's Address
Mx. Slate apologised for having missed the previous A.G.M. - probably
the first meeting he had missed at any time. He was pleased to report on
the excellent season 196 0. The number of new members enroled and the
increasing attendance at meetings were most gratifying and he asked them
to indicate to the Officers what subjects they would like to see on forthcoming programmes, as in that way their interests would be best served.
He hoped the current programme would meet with approval and that members
would not only come along themselves but bring their friends, who would
be very welcome.
Onoe more he wished to express appreciation of the work done by the
Officers in looking after the affairs of the Society and in particular to
Mr. Lienhard for his outstanding success with the Exchange Packet..

4.

Hon. Secretary's Resart

Mrs. Rawnsley wished first to convey the greetings of the President,
Mr.Moore, who had had every intention of being present, but domestic circumstances and the inclement weather in the north had made it impossible.
He was confident, however, that the Society would reach even greater
heights in the coming year.
The past season can certainly be regarded as highly successful, culminating in the Bronze Award for the 'Helvetia News Letter' at the British
Philatelic Exhibition which, appropriate, had been received that morning.
Although the Society had lost 3 of its oldest members: Mr.Unsworth of
Scarborough, Mr. Hynd of Dundee and also Mr. Stratton, who was such a tower
of strength in the early days, 36 new members had been acquired, which more
than compensates for the few inevitable deletions which occur each year.
The Northern Group continues to flourish and the high standard of their
displays to their own Group and to other Societies has been admirably maintained.
l
With regard to the News Letter', it can be said that the Editor has
'never had it so good'. Thanks to the number, of lengthy and extremely
valuable contributions both from America and here, many issues had gone up
to 8 pages. Since there is little respite between issues, co-operation of
this kind is invaluable. All in all, if the efforts of this year continue,
the next cannot fail to be as good, if not better.
5.

Hon. Treasurer's Report
Mr. Harding said there was little that needed to be said, since the
Balance Sheet had been circulated, and it showed a very satisfactory
situation. Expenses in general were much the same as previously. There
had been only a very small profit on the sales from the Winkler book since
it was not the Society's policy to make a profit. The greatest increase
in income was, of course, from the proceeds of the Exchange Packet.
Mr. Brooks intervened at this stage to say that owing to the admirable
.
way in which the accounts were kept, his task as auditor was a sinecure
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Miss Grunberg and seconded
by Mr. Stiles,
Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
Mx. Lienhard reported that in addition to the packet sales included
in the accounts, by November 5th, 23 packets had preceded the fireworks
into orbit, and first indications showed that members were endeavouring
to keep them moving, with sales going well. He hoped that the season would
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continue in this fashion and that the complaints mentioned in the August
'News Letter" would not have to be repeated. The financial side shows a
healthy profit, although expenses - stationery, postage, etc., were heavy.
Ihilst he enjoyed running the Packet, the work connected with it had
escalated to the extent that it was now taking more time than he could
reasonably give to it and, therefore, he wished to give notice that during
the coming season he would have to take steps to find a successor.
In conclusion he made a plea for greater imagination in the use of
stamps. As stamp collectors, members could help one another by using
potentially useful stamps i.e., commemoratives wherever possible, but also
booklet panes and coils.

EtetikEL
70 ...:SSI
.1..

TILIL.19.1.1=a2-1ILL2.5.2112

There being no other nominations the following were elected 'en bloc's
President:
MR. L. MOORE
Chairman:
MR. E.C. SLATE
Vice-Chairman:
MR. L.E. STILES
Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING
Hon. Secretary:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY
_Honakt.Secretaryt
MR. E. LIENHARD
Hon.Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSIEY
Hon.Auditor:
MR. T.C. BROOKS
Committee:
MR. J. A. EASTAOOD
Northern
MR. J. N. HIGHSTED
Group
MR. H. W. ROBERTS=
MR. H. E. MITCHELL - London
Proposed by Mr. Short, seconded by Mr. Brooks and passed.
8. Motions & Resolutions
Nil
9. Any Other Business
Mr. Slate gave details of the new award, the 'Katcher Trophy' which will
make its debut at "Stampext 1970, for the best entry of Switzerland entered in
the competition. (Further details are given on. Page 79).
There being no further business the A.G•M. closed at 7.45 p.m.
One or two members had brought along items for display: NL14 Lienhard
showed some recently acquired examples of stamps and covers using the
Pestalozzi and Girard stamps which in future are to be catalogued as B.I.E.
Forerunners. Mrs. Rawnsley showed a number of covers including a 'Bale Suisse'
a 'Verbanol cancellation and further examples of the Geneva 'tab' cancels.
The remainder of the time was spent in general discussion.
RECENT TOURIST PROP GANDA CANCELS

As from 22nd October:
1873 VAL D'ILLIEZ - Les Crosets (K.510)
As from 17th November:
9436 BALGAGH - im St.Galler Rheintal

(K.511)
As from 20th November:
8280 KREUZLINGEN 2 - Tor zur Schweiz
(K.512)
7500 ST.MORITZ 3 - Wintersport klima
(K.513)
7500 ST.:MORITZ 3 - Heilbad im Hohenklima
(K.514)
(These replace K10 & KU)
As from 25th November:

6067 MEICHTAL

Luftkurort 900-2400 M.V.M

(K.515)
8606 GREIFENSEE - Kleinod vor Zurichs
Toren
(516)

RECENT

SLOGAN CANCELS

23. MOWO Ausstellung Mode, Wohnen,Haushalt, Kunst, Berner Ausetellungshalle - 3000 Bern to 22 Nov.
Geneve 15-23 Nov. 1969 - Concours
hippique international officiel
1200 Geneve 1 13-19 Oct.
Journee des Nations Unies Geneve 24 Oct
1200 Geneve 1 from 30th
DRnemark Grftsst Basel 3-11 Okt. 1969
4000 Basel 1 to 11th
Accord Postal °NU-Suisse - Palais des
Nations - Genbve - 24 Oct.
Genbve 15-23 Nov. 1969 - Concours
hippiqus international officiel
1200 Geneve to 23rd
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS

Auto 5 Fete des Vendanges 4-50ctob
Neuchatel 4-5 Oct.

Auto 5 Comptoir de Martigny De 4 au
12 Octobre 1969 - MartigrAY
11/12 Oct.
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The Wald-Ruti line was opened on 29th
September 1876. The latter line was
nationalised on 1st July, 1902, and the
Winterthur-Wald line on let January 1918.
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Cancellations in Type A
(8 bars) are recorded
from 1910 to 1922.

WYNENTALBAEN
Aarau-Nenziken:
The WYnentalbahn
was opened in two sections
from Aarsu to Reinach on
5th March 1904 and from
Reinach to Menziken on

1st May, 1904.
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It is an electric line, nearly 19 miles long
with metre gauge track. It is now combined
with the line Aarau-Schoftland - the SUhrentaler Balm and uses the Company initials
WS.B.
Cancellations in Type A (8 bars) are
recorded from 1910 to 1949; (12 bars) in
1913.
Type E has beenin use from 1932 to

NOVENBER 1969

AARA

VLIirt
";;;
ONDolkkon

Scnonewed
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Weetes.11-Sme9e
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1968.

„AikiTkeip
YVERDON-STE CROIX - Y.Ste.C.
9
44
-6.1158.--92
The 15 mile metre gauge
41.
line from Yverdon to Ste Croix
was opened on 27th November,
1893. A 'Regional' cancellation, Type C with 7 bars in
the upper segment and 8 in
the lower from 1906 to 1938 and the wording
was changed to lAmbulant/Yverdon-Ste Croix'
- in Type F in use from 1941 to 1968.

29

Betook*

sq,144.
Sursee-Skidl

ukokcs tax

MAIN LINE T.P.O.s WITH NAMED CANCELLATIONS
A number of main line routes have had cancellations from time to time.
It is proposed here to list these:
Basel-Milano-Basel/Bahn-Post-Amb.

Type A

bars) 1913/4 (Note similarity
12 bars 1912/3 to St.MoritzTirano type).
Geneve-Culoz-GeneveAoste Amb,
Type A 8 bars 1913
Lausanne-Pontarlier-Lausanne/Poste Amb. Type A 8 bars 1911
Schaffhausen-Rorschach/Bahnpost
Type A 8 bars 1910
Zurich-Geneve-Zurich/Bahn-Poste.Amb.
Type A 8 bars 1909-14
Zurich-Lausanne-Zurich/Bahnpost
Type A(12 bars 1910
8 bars) 1911
Zurich-St.Gallen.Chur-Zurich
Type A 8 bars 1908-11 12 bars)1910
Zurich Schaffhausen-Zurich/Babnpost
Type A 8 bass 1909
Zurich-Luzern-Zuricybahnpost
Type A 8 bars 1921-33 Type E 1940
Zurich-Buchs-Zurich Bahnpost
Type A 8 bars 1908-12
Zurich-Basel-Zurichibahnpost
Type A 8 bars 1913
Werdon-Fribourg-Yverdon/Poste Amb.
Type A
1921

D

70

1970 SWITZERLAM3SGPTYEAR
The HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY has great pride in announcing the
inauguration at STAMPEX 1970 of a major award of interest to all Swiss
Collectors. To be known as the
,

I

KATCHER

TROPHY

this has been presented by Mr. H.L. Katcher of the Amateur Collector Ltd.,
to be competed for annually and awarded for the most outstanding entry of
Switzerland.
Most appropriately the Trophy is a superb example of Switzerland s
-own +raci±t±orrai wata and is in Lh e- fblau -of a tranct;;earml-n1511:65,--07fairilit
of the famous statue of Wilhelm Tell by Kissling at Altdorf. It is 12" high
overall and stands on a 4" base which has in the centre an inset engraved
Douple Geneva' in 24 carat gold, and there are also plaques of solid silver
on which the names of the winners will be engraved.
The winner will hold the trophy for one year and will also receive
a miniature replica - without, of course, the golden stamp! - to keep.
Thera is unlimited scope in subject matter, since entries may
stamps, postal history, hotel, railway and soldier stamps, proof
of
consist
anything, in fact, appertaining to Swiss postal use.
essays
and
Entry forms are available from Amateur Collector Ltd., (or the
Stampex Organising Committee) and must be sent in not later than 15thDecember
together with a fee of 30/- + 8/- postage, registration and handling fee.
Entrants are asked to submit - between 19th and 26th January 1970 - not less
than 18 and not more than 36 Sheets of which 9, to be specified by the entrant,
will be exhibited if selected.
Helvetia members - here is your great chance to bring Switzerland into
leading place at I Stampex and by taking part also to show yout appreciation
of this very generous gesture by Mr.Katcher in donating this magnificent
t
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SWISS RAILWAYS & THEIR CANCELLATIONS (Continued)
BIRSIGTALBAHN B.T.B. Basel-Fllh:
This line was opened from Basel to
Therwil on 4th October, 1887 and extended to Pith on 12th October 1888.
-The-only-reeerded cancel1=ation is in Type C (6 bars)
in 1895,
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The lines comprised in
this group are La Chaux-deFonds-Les Ponts-de-Martel
and Le Lode Ville - Les
Brenets.
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Chaux-de-Fonds-Ponts-detie-tru Villers ".
ta Sag
MOCMA
CotsleiRotnes
4
Mnrtel: This line was opened
1. 11M.016.140
La Signe
Les Coeudits
on 26th July, 1889
es Wesel,
C4.4,14041
-sur.Colhant Vtg:01T
" M
M
LeCirams.
and merged into the GMN on
IJOtiiDIIifl
Its
miles
1st January 1947. It is 10i
1.4
US PONTS-OCMARTEL
long. Type C with wording 'Regional/
•.*
Chambrelien
Caen
•
dO
Ponts-Chaux-de-Fonds' with 7 bars at
ttt
in
as
the top only and the wording arranged
the Bex-Villars s/011en in the lower segment
i recorded in 1892 and Type A (8 bars) 'La Chaux-de-Fonds-Ponts-de Martel/
Poste Arab.' in 1923,
The Regional des Brenets line from Le Lode to Brenets
Le Loole-Brenets:
was opened on 1st September 1820. It was merged into
the CMN in 1947. A cancellation in Type A (6 bars) in 1922 is recorded.
.
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The above concludes this section so far recorded.
*•• * - • * - *

RESEARCH PROJECT - Members Request:
We urgently wish to purchase badly
damaged mint and year dated used copies
of Z.28-48 (Sitting Helvetia Pere.)
including 36a, 36b & 37a, but excluding
42.
These are needed for a research study
of this issue being made in conjunction
with the Boston University Philatelic
Society.
Please send to: DR. F.H. FROST
1366, Westbury Street, PORTLAND,
Maine 041021 U.S.A.

SUBSCPIPTIONL,S.
Members are reminded that
Renewal Subscriptions to the Helvetia
Philatelic Society will become due on
1st JANUARY 1970
except for very new members or those
who have already paid in advance.
The current rates are:
GMAT BRITAIN & COMMONWEALTH .. 10/.
U.S.A.

$ 3.00 for 2 years

If your subscription is due a
reminder notice will be enclosed with
this News Letter.
Prompt payment would be much
appreciated.
For fine RARITIES OF SWX2ZERLAND
and EUROPE
send you want-lists to ZUMSTEIN you will get fine, first class quality.
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,
London W.C.2.
the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970
SNITZERLANT/LlECHTENSTEIN pocket size
Price 7/6d. + 1/6d. post, Reg, 3/?OPE
.
62/6d.) Post
EUROPE with thumb index: 70/- ) 7/6d

SWEITI

NOVEMBER 1969
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HTENSTElid SPECIALISED

XIXth Edition 1968 still in use Price 37/6d. + postage 5/(No new Edition in Autumn 1969)
Supplements to the EUROPE catalogues
are published regularly in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-LEITUNG

Annual fee 32/6d., with extra supplement
to catalogue 36/-

k CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.Box 2585, CH- 1001 BETiNR.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr.R.A. Hoyle
6 Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Rd,Halifax
'TRANSPORT &PHILATELY' was the
title chosen by MR.G.D. WILSON for his
Presidential display on November 1st.
His display of 155 shoots was divided
into 3 main sections, beginning with 55
sheets entitled 'The Mail Must Get
Through', illustrating the various
methods of mail collecting and delivery
throughout Switzerland and included
Cantonal Messengers, postal bus, ship,
air, balloon and rocket. He described
and illustrated the early TPO marks with
examples on Strubeli & Sitting Helvetia
Peri'. covers, the earliest being from
Zofingen to Frauenfeld of Sept. 22nd
1860. Also included were narks of the
Jalier and San Bernardino routes and
more recent item showing the Lake
Lucern steamer cachets.
Part 2 consisted of 45 sheets devoted to a study of station cancellations. Describing their introduction
and postal use Mr. Wilson displayed
numerous examples of the various types
including many illustrating the wrong
use of station handstamps, temporary
cancellations and marks easily mistaken
for station cancellations.
Part 3 dealt with Mobile Post
Offices with a study of their development and types of cancels used. Special
event covers, postage stamps and stationery issued for use in the Mobile Post
Offices were also shown.
Mr, Wilson, who is a comparatively
new member of 'Helvetia' has over the
past year devoted a great deal of time
to the study of Swiss transport and its
various philatelic aspects and is to be
congratulated on providing such a wonderful and comprehensive displgy in so
short a time.
R.A.H.
AIRMAILS
The Airmail Service is now taken for
granted, but the early days of aviation
wore hazardous and difficult.

By means of a collection of Swiss
airmail stamps, propaganda and special
flights and regular service covers and
not forgetting balloon posts, the whole
development can be illustrated and provides a worthwhile subject for study of
competition.

Is your collection complete ?
Material supplied on approval or
against Want Lists

stows°
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lanes,
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RNDTRI ALS
ROOFS, Essns
by L. MOORE

eitio

From the time of the decision to issue new stamps up
to their actual emission to the public, there are many stages,
and collectors who neglect the study of the in-between period
are missing one of the most interesting phases of philately.
i
Although an artist s design has been accepted, its
reduction to stamp size is the only real test of its suitability, and experiments in different colours on various
papers can give it a totally different appearance.
The records of the stages of production of the earlier
Swiss stamps are scanty, and although the Zumstein 111andbucht
remains the standard work with basic listing, the story is
continually being completed by further discoveries.
The information which follows and the descriptions of
stamps (in lieu of illustrations) cannot be regarded as a
complete check list and is offered rather as a general surveys
CANTON ZURICH

3...842 Black Figure

4 in l oval, 'Vier Rappen t up left

'Local Taxe down right
1841 Black Figure 6 in rectangle,l similar to adopted
stamp but 'Local Taxe across top tablet and
'Sachs Happen' across lower tablet, with figures in each
corner 1 1-8-4-3 1 . (I think I remember once reading that this
!
proof s , or a copy of it, was given free with a certain make
of Swiss chocolatei
1111 4 Rp. and 6 Rp. on white paper with background of red
lines, almost precisely like the adopted design, except
1
that 18 43 1 appear in each bottom corner. Records show that
this was lithographed by Esslinger in Zurich, and the paper
suggests that it was an official essay. This is often found
with a forged rosette cancellation, which is a pity,
CANTON GENEVA

of any proof or trial of the 'Double
There is no record
!
t
t
Eagle' and the Marge Eagle are
8mall
Geneva , but both the
known in black on white and also in black on red. All were
lithographed by the printer of the adopted stamps, Sohmid
of Geneva.
CANTON BASEL (Stadt)
One of the best known essays is the 'Basel Dove' with
green instead of blue shield, This was delivered in some .
quantity by Krebs of Frankfurt and it is generally supposed
that it was officially turned down bemuse of the heraldic
error of colour. One unfortunate consequence was that the
fakers sometimes chemically changed the green to blue
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PROOFS, ESSAYS & TRIALS (Cont.)
resulting in a meaningless stamp, where
as the untouched green essay today is
a most desirable item.

DECEMBER 1 69

appeared in brown, blue, ruse and
green, some tete-beche and some footto-foot. The 5 Hp. in brown had the
words IGtiltiges Muster' (valid sample)
running across every 3 stamps. On
thick paper without thread, all values
from 10 Hp. to 1 Franc are known in a
variety of colours and in copper,
bronze, silver and gold.

TRANSITIONAL STAMPS

The only stamp of the period known
to exist in proof or essay form is the
INelechatell Poste Locale, black on
yellowish paper, no red to shield, but
cross entirely framed, on paper with
Sardinian Post-coach depicted on back.
Litho by Schmid of Geneva.

The proofs and trials produced by
Weiss in Munich can be distinguished
from those of the Berne Mint by the
same characteristics which appear on
CONFEDERATION ISSUES
the issued stamps - a general clarity
The Rayon I is known in original
of impression in the case of the Munich
proof in black on white, without value
proofs, while those of Berne are rather
figures on normal paper, and full design less clear. The early proofs of Munich,
on both normal paper and on card. There even those in adopted colours, like the
are many colour trials of Rayon I on
40 RP. green, show a remarkable relief
yellow and on white, in various incomso that the details of the face of
plete stages of design. Mostly without
'Helvetia' are clearly visible - a
frame line to the cross, although one is standard never achieved in the issued
known framed. Colour trials of the
stamps. The first Berne proofs are
Rayon 11 exist in black on yellow and
fairly clear but the later colour
also yellow on white.
'trials' in various pastel shades are
extremely
smudgy, and it is difficult
SILK THREAD ISTRUBEL1 ISSUE 1854-62.
to understand what their purpose was.
Ons interesting range of essays is
(To be continued....)
of the design ultimately adopted, from
NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING
the actual plates but in un-inked relief
on coloured papers, rather similar to
Wednesday, January 14th, when W.Cdr.
the Sardinian stamps of 1853. The 20Rp. R.F. Bulstrode will
give a talk and
is known on carmine, on sulphur-yellow
display on .'HOTEL POSTS'
and on grey-blue. The 2 Hp. is known in
Don't miss this date
dry relief on plain paper.
1

In 1851 there was a colour trial of
the 10 Hp. in light yellow-brown ink on
various kinds of paper. Hand impression
in single stamps with wide margins. Also
in 1851, Weiss of Munich produced complete trials on thin paper with emerald
thread. Very strong relief, printed in
various colours. The 5 Rp, is known in
. blue, rose and green and the 10 Hp. in
yellow. The 5 Hp. in blue on silk thread
paper has been the subject of much argument. It has been known used on cover,
from Basel to Mulhouse in May 1854, but
it is generally accepted that it passed
through the post in error for the 10 Rp.
blue. It has sometimes been described
as an error of colour and it was thought
that a whole sheet was issued from Basel
Post Office, but it was a colour trial
because it is known-with and without
thread.
In 1853 the Swiss Mint in Berne
produced their first trials from the
Munich plates. On rather thicker paper
with green silk thread, the 10 Hp. is
known in brown and in yellow and the
20 Hp. in orange with red thread. It
has been argued that this trial is on
Bavarian paper and was printed in Munich
although the adopted 20 Hp. was never
printed there. In the Berne Post
Museum are essays of the 10 Hp. with
value figures in the top corners. There
is a long range of colour trials on
paper without thread. In 1854 the 5

4.

PRO JUVENTUTE
STAMP BOOKLETS
The 1969 Pro Juventute
stamp booklet was issw.
ued on 1st December.
Are you complete on
earlier years ? If not, we can supply
(subject unsold) at:

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

...
...
...
...
...
...

£8
80/80/65/80/50/50/-

45/-

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

...
...
...

...

32/6
32/6
30/27/6
22/6
20/18/16/6
15/9

OR all 17 booklets for £38
The 1953 booklet is a bargain at
the price, being only two-thirds of
Zumstein's Catalogue price.

**
GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS FOR
CHRISTMAS AND FOR 1970

**

H•LiKatcher
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
151, Park Road, St.John's Wood,
London N.W.6,,
Tr.,19

n,
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STAMPS 1E46-19
SWISS
IOC YEARS OFTranslated
PART VI
by F.J. ROSENTHAL
Designed by the artist, H.Fischer
these stamps fulfil their intended
purpose by the representation of the buildings in Geneva which house the League
of Nations and its subsidiary institutions the International Labour Office. The
style of all four stamps (77, 78, 66 & 79) is uniform: at the

1938

League of Nations Publicity stamps

Fig. 79
Fig. 78
Fig. 66
Fig. 77
a diswith
views
beautiful
the
above
inscription,
the
for
bottom a broad strip
as good
regarded
be
may
stamps
these
respect
every
In
caption.
creetly integrated
Courvoisier
to
entrusted
was
printing
The
design.
products of the art of stamp
S.A. in La Cham-de-Fonds.
Corresponding to its purpose this
1939 National Exposition Publicity Stamps
publicity series of 3 values was
issued to publicise the National Exposition of 1939 and was intended as propaganda
for the products of the country, the spiritual life of the people and the scenic

Fig.80

Fig.81.

beauties of the homeland. The design of the 10 Rp. value synthesises the force
contributing to the national enterprise, while the idyllic picture on the 20 Rp.
stamp expresses in artistic form the purely spiritual interests of the people.
The composition and grouping of the functional elements of these stamps may be
regarded as both convincing and original. The:$0 , Rp. stamp, with its view of the
Piz Rosegg group, represents the nobility of the alpine landscape.
This set as well as the following one was separately produced in the three
official languages, in order to take into account the linguistic and cultural
diversity of the population. The 10 & 20 Bp. denominations, both the work of Karl
Bickel, were produced in a combination of etching and steel engraving by the
printing presses of the PTT Adninstration in Berne, while the 30 Rp. stamp, created by the Berne artist Viktor Surbek, was printed in heliogravure by Ccurvoisier SA

1939 National Exposition Special Stamps This stamp (65)
which was put
'
on sale during the exhibition, is characterised by the
cross-bow (the symbol of Swiss products of quality) and
by the gnarled branch bearing beautiful blossoms (which
syLlbolises the stubborn will of the people to compensate
for the poverty of the soil by the quality of their
labour). The stamp :was designed by Viktor Surbek and
produced in heliogravure by Courvoisier SA.

Fig.65
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100 YEARS OF SWISS STAMPS (Cont.)
Cultivation of the soil, which had become a question
1941 Cultivation,
of national existence, called for the utilisation of
all means to alert the population to the necessity for
the additional cultivation. The stamp which received
the widest circulation, was called upon to contribute
its share as a most suitable means of propaganda. The
2TT Administration,as the servant of the people,
therefore, issued this publicity stamp (69) for whose
design the work of the Ticinese artist, Aldo Patocchi
served as model. Both motive and drawing made this
• 69
F.
stamp a widely welcomed means of publicity. Courvoisier S.A. produced the stamp by heliogravuxe.
1941 Berne Anniversary Stamp The 750th anniversary of
the founding of the city
the 650th anniversary of
with
coincided
of Berne, which
honoured by a commemorsuitably
was
the Confederation,
(82). It is surprBoesch
Paul
by
designed
stamp
ative
effect, not only
total
the
spoiling
ising that without
double pictorial
a
also
but
inscriptions
functional
the
such a small
on
accommodated
be
could
presentation
re
Fig.82
of a
simplicity
the
resembling
fashion,
area. In vivid
woodcut, one illustrates the construction of the city walls, while the other represents the founder, Berchtold V. of Zghringen, with his coat-of-arms. The printing undertaken by Courvoisier S.A, contributes to the brilliant appearance of the
stamp.
1212 Scrap Material Stamps For a second time the stamp is here given the
task of serving as a governmental means of
publicity for purposes of war economy. Increasingly the importance of this
means if propaganda is evidenced to a degree never before suspected. With
°
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Fig.84

Fig.85

the issue of these special propaganda .stamps, calling upon both urban and
rural communities to collect scrap materials (83, 84 & 85), the PTT Administration adopted new ideas. A pictorial motif, apart from a subtle leaf ornamentation, was avoided and the aesthetic element turned toward a compact typographic
construction. The printing types which were put to use derive from the greatest
typographers of the three cultural regions in the country: Bodoni for the
Italian, Garamond for the French and Koch for the German text. The absence of
any frame accords these stamps an unusual character. Despite the explicit propagandist effect of the design, the postal requirements, which must not be neglected even on special stamps, are well displayed. It is known that-these 8crap
material (salvage) stamps fulfilled their mission and also caused a lively.
philatelic interest. They were designed by Albert Yersin and printed in hellogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
1943

Centenary Stamp

It seemed proper to issue a special stamp on the
occasion of the 100 anniversary celebration of the
arst Swiss postage stamps. The design of the first
stamps, the Zurich 4 and 6, seemed especially suitable.
It was designed by A. Yersin, and printed by the stamp
presses of the PTT in combined etching and steel engraving.
1943 Centenary Block (Miniature Sheet)

Albert Yersin was also responsible for the creation
of the two stamps for the centenary block. A decorative ornamental frame was
designed by the artistic institute Orell Firssli A.G. in Ztrioh. An imprint on
the reverse side of the sheet calls attention to the 25th anniversary' of the
Swiss Natignal Puna which received the proceeds. Orell Fussli printed these
miniature sheets by means of lithography, a method which had been in disuse for
the production of stamps since the Rayon issues of 1850-1854.
(Po be continued)
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CELLATIONS
POSTAL TERMS FOUND (24\1 SWISS CAN
Ganz
AND THEIR MEANING

.•

By Felix

Some time ago several enquiries were received as to the significance of
date
certain abbreviations - or at tines spelled out terms - on Swiss circular
several
through
going
In
.
offices
stamps of very large regional head post
below
thousand postmarks, the following terms were found, and there are given
Only
tion.
transla
likely
most
alphabetically such terms, together with their
terms
while
s,
ication
identif
al
large Post Offices feature such inner-division
appearing at the bottom of cancellations of branch offices of large cities
as
signify only the name of the branch. These sub-divisional markings appear
be
may
but
thing,
early as 1870 in some instances. Several mean the same
described in different terms.
RR depot
Gare
Airport
Aeroport
division
Money
st'Geldpo
Receiving (window)
Annahme
ance window
accept
Money
ahme
Geldann
Receiving station
Annahmeamt
ers
Newspap
li
-Giorna
Incoming mails
Arrivee Mess.
Posting of
Aufgabe
Newspapers
'Journaux
Distribution, delivery
Ausgabe
District H.Q.
Kreispost
Postal cars division
Autodienst
Control office
le
Kontrol
Airmail
Aviation
Letter arriving branch
Let. Arr.
Railroad Depot
Bahnhof
Letter mail
Lettres
Office dealing with
Bahnpostamt
mail(s)
Letter
Lettere
RR mail despatch
Airmail
Luftpost
Letter office
Brief ant
,Mandats Postal money orders
Mandate
(div)
Letters
Briefs
Mandatbureau Money Order office
Letter & Money Ace.
Brief & GeldMandatdistr. Mon.order del.section
Div.
postamt
Mess(ageries) Mail office
Letter receiving
Brief annahme
Letter posting
Briefaufgabe
C.O.D. window
Nachnahmen
Letter distribution
Brf. Dist.
Office dealing with RR
Office des
Letter delivery
Brf. Ausgabe
mail despatch
Ambulants
Letter despatch
Brf. Exped.
Office temper. Temporary mail facility
Letter window,
Briefpost
Mail carrier
Parcel post office
Brieftrgger
Paketant
Letter despatch
Briefversand
Paketannahme Parcel receiving window
Paketaufgabe Parcel posting window
Lock boxes (POB)
Cases
Paketausgabe Parcel distribution
Cheque division
Checkamt
Paketversand Parcel despatch
Cheque office
Checkb (limo)
Parcel post
Paketpost
Cheque control etc.
Checkb.K.
Airmail
e
aerienn
Poste
Letter Acceptance Div.
Consign. Lett.
call (general del.)
gill
Postlager
Mail Acceptance Div.
Consign Moss.
district
Postal
kreis)
PK(post
Control Office
Controls
(general del.)
call
Will
tante
Postres
Parcels
Colis
div (for
coach
Postal
sende
Postrei
ticket ofce)
window
ers;
Parcel
travell
Colic
Depot
window
Letter
Lett.
Depot
C.O.D.
Recouvrements
RR station office
Depot OFF
Money delivery (or pay
ts
rsemen
Rambou
Delivery
Distribution
in) window.
Stamp printing Div.
Werz.
&
Druck
RR station
Station
Special Delivery Serv.
RR station
Eildienst
Stazione
Special delivery
Branch office,
Eilzustellg.
Succ(ursale)
Special Del. despatch
Spediz.lettere _Letter despateh'
Eilversand,
Special del.window
-Eilschalter
Transit office (mostly
Transit ( a )
Special del. & TeleEil & Tel.
for customs goods)
gram distribution
zust.
transit
Letter
ett
Trans.I
Posting of
Exp(edition)
ing office)
(resort
Letter posting division
Exp. Lett
customs
Transit
zoll
Transit
(despatch)
ms
Telegra
&
del.
Rerouting office
'Expr.et Teleg. Spec.
Umleitstelle
Fahrpostausg.
FP Aufg.
Fahrpost
Fact, Lett.
Pacteur(s)
?Reber
Fermo Posta
Fil(iale)
Flugplatz

Parcel despatch (by
horse coach)
Horse parcel coach
Mail carrier (letters)
Mail carrier(s)
Lock boxes 1301
Lock boxes POB
Branch Office
Airport
Airmail

Vaglia
Versand
Wert zeichen

Money matters (value)
Despatch
Postage stamps

Zahlungsanweisungen
:Zeitungen

Delivery of payments
Newspapers
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RESEABCH PROJECT - Member's Request
We much regret to have to
announce the death of
MR. A. G. AKESTER
of Greenock, Scotland.
Better known 'north of the Border'
Mr.Akester was a keen philatelist
and Past-President of the Greenock
P.S., and had been a member of
'Helvetia' since 1953.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
As advised last month renewal
subscriptions are due on 1st January
10/- or U.S. $3.00 for 2 years.
If you received a reminder form in
the previous 'News Letter' it would be
appreciated if this could be returned
with your remittance as soon as possible
Due to postal delays there was great
difficulty this year in completing the
records and it is hoped to avoid a
recurrence in 1970.
NUMBER ISSUES .

The PTT have released
the following figures
of ,sales of the 'Pro Juventutel 1968:
10 + 10c.

20 + 10c.
30 + 10c.
50 + 20c.

.

• 14,766,000

. .

13,798,000
12,205,000
69561,000

. .

including 274,798, stamp booklets.
For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND
and EUROPE
send your want-lists to ZUMSTEIN you will get fine, first class quality.
Order from Harris Publications Ltd.,
Durham House, 16 John Adam-Street,
London W.C.2.
the ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1970
SWITZERLAND/LIECBTENSTEIN pocket size
Price 7/6d, + 1/6d. post, Reg. 3/EUROpE ...
62/6d 3 Post
EUROpE with thumb index: 70/.
7/6d
SIUTZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
XIXth Edition 1968 still in use Price 37/6d. + postage 5/(No new edition in Autumn 1969)
Supplements to the EUROPE Catalogue are
published regularly in the BERNER
BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG - Annual fee 32/6d.
with extra supplement to catalogue 36/.

1111111111 I CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.Box 2585, CH - 3001 BERME

DR, F.H.FROST .... of
1366, Westbury Street, PORTLAND, Maine
04102, U.S.A. urgently wishes to purchase badly damaged mint and year dated
used copies of Z.28-48 (Sitting Helvetia Perf.) including 36a 36b & 37a, but
excluding 42.
These are needed for a research
study of this issue being made in
conjunction with the Boston University Philatelic Society.
DAY OF TEE STAMP 1969
This annual event was held in
Yvordon (Vaud) on 7th December. A
special commemorative cancellation
depicting the coat-of4arms of the
town was used reading: '1400 YVERDON JOURNEE DU TIMBRE 7-12-1969'
KEEPING UP Tha., GOOD NORK .
Further articles will be required
for publication in our 'Helvetia News
Letter' during the coming year. The
Editor will be pleased to receive any
contributions of articles, observations
or details of interesting discoveries,
varieties etc.,
Can anyone provide any information
on Military/Field Post cancellations ?
FORTHCOMING EVENTS It is proposed to hold an Auction
at the London Group meeting on 11th
February.
The number of lots will be
restricted to 10 per member initially more if time permits. Minimum lot
value 2/6d.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
send3sincere Greetings
and Best Wishes for the

to all Members,

and will be at

their service for all requirements

of _Swiss material

in 1970.

**
Whatever your needs •
pre-stamp covers, cancellations,
stamps of all periods, commemorative and First Lley Covers,
airmails, postal stationery .
send your wants-lists or ask for
material on approval.
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

